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Join The 66 M op- - Up Squad Of The Chamber Of Commerce
If two hundred more members are secured today, they tell us that tonight we will have the largest Chamber of Commerce in the United States, in proportion to population.
is well completed today, we will be ready to take the next step in the
If the "mop-up- "
plans.
Go to the Chamber of Commerce and see what you can do to help today.
NO ONE CAN STOP US, BUT OURSELVES
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The experts were substantially In
agreement as to the- - accuracy of
estimates of naval strength of each
power originally submitted by the
American conference group If the
American plan of Including all
hlps actually under construction,
In arriving at the ratio, was followed. Japanese experts, however,
insisted that this was not the proper btsls of calculation, proposing
Instead to disregard all ships now
building by either power in determining relative naval strength.
To Continue Discussion.
'
The plenary delegates of the two
powers will continue 'the discussion from this point.
Firm determination of the Amer
ican delegation to insist upon the
ratio and inclusion of ships
building in any estimate of naval
strength, was reiterated tonight.
Since no call for an executive
session of the conference delogates
or for further meetings of the experts was issued, it was assumed
En attempt to settle the point by
informal interchanges between the
American and Japanese delegates
was in progress and might last
overal days.
Japan May Accept.
There was a strong feeling In
American and British circles that
Japan ultimately would accept the
American method of calculation
ratio, not insisting
end the
ratio. This was based
on a
cn the conclusion of the British
that the
And American experts
been
Japanese naval officers had
unable to show any sound claim to
a 70 per cent status on the basis
of figures they have presented.
.There was expectation, nowever,
t::at to any of'er by the Japanese
ratio
group to accept the
would be coupled a condition as to
nn agreement on naval bases In the
pacific. That question has not yet
been Injected Into the conference.
Quit Where, They Started.
of naval exThe
at
pert quit where they started,
the capital ship ratio. It is known
they
that In two weeks' discussion,
have not touched on any other
point. Such Items as the
holiday, submarines, proportional
allotments of tonnage lit auxiliary
capicraft, were deferred until thesolved.
tal ship ratio problem was
stands
still
The arms conference
tonight, so far as It major objective the naval agreement goes,
t that point.
In Japanese circles pleas to sup-70
a
port the Jananese claim for
ratio were put forward,
ycr cent wore
based largely on
but they
questions of national security and
not on claims as to present
strength of the two navies. The
preonly compilation of figures
sented to support the 70 per cent
authori
was
that
estimate
already
.
tatively rnjei;ifi uy undelegation, exclusion of all ship
calcuunder construction from the
lation and Inclusion by Japan of
over
twenty
years old.
No Vote Taken.
While there was no vote taken toof the exthe
In
day
perts, British and American groups
were In fullaccord that the Jananese
proposal wag not sound and that U
(Continued on Page Two.)
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WEATHER
FORECAST.
Denver, Colo., Nov. SO. New
Mexico: Generally fair Thursday
and Friday; no important change
in temperature.
Arizona: Generally fair Thursday and Friday; no Important
change In temperature.
'

LOCAL REPORT.
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
ended
at 6 p. m. yesterday,
hours
recorded by the university:
B2
Highest temperature
88
, .
Lowest ,
14
Hang
45
Mean .
72
Humidity at 6 a. ni
74
m
Humidity at I p.
None
Ivrecipllatlon
12
Kfaxlmum wind velocity;...;
ooum
Direction or wina
..
Character of day.
.Partly cloudy
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Washington, Nov. 30 (by tho Associated Press). Bringing with it
TO
some of the sharpest Issues of
world diplomacy, the Shantung
controversy took its place today at
the arms conference.
Tho result was an offer by the
United States and Great Britain,
accepted by Japan and China, to
assume the role of friendly ad- Introduction
of
Evidence
visers in a new attempt to solve the
Will
Be Concluded By
problem and end the long and bitter debate.
Noon Today; Each Side
The plan for an exercise of
American and British "good ofHas
Arguments.
fices" is understood to have originated with the American delegation
Amoolntfd
(By The
rm.)
after it became apparent China had
San Francisco, Calif., Nov. 30.
resolved to raise the question In
case of
in
tho
Tho prosecution
the conference.
Secretarv Hughes and A. J. Bal- noscoo Arbucklo, accused of manfour, as heads of the American and slaughter In connection with the
British groups, will meet tomorrow death of
Virginia, Rappe, closed
with the Japanese and Chinese to
but
made reservations which
tho
today
basis
for
negotiations.
lay the
Chinese Are Firm.
may lead to an extension of testiThe Chinese delogates announced mony for several hours tomorrow.
sai-- i
attorneys
tonight they would go Into the dis- The prosecution
two
cussions prepared to accept nothing they might wish to question eviless than unconditional withdrawal persons and to introduce other
of the Japanese claims in Shan- dence, all in rebuttal. Tho defense
that the attorneys said they reserved tho
tung. It was assumed
conto controright to offer evidence
Japanese spokesman wouldInsisted
vert anything new brought out,
tend for the reservations
on in the diplomatic exchange be but that otherwiae their case wa-closed.
tween Tokio and Pelting.
Advent of the Phantonr qwt!on ; Uotn sides ajrrfeea, "However, that
from
Rt the council table, followed a fle anvthing further adduced
l.nto nn tho maintenance nf foreign . witnesses would not require mora
for than tomorrow morning's session
troops In China. Sneaking
also
Japan, Vice Foreign Minister Hani- for presentation. Attorneys
the
of
withdrawal
agreed on four hours for argument
hara declared
Japanese troops from several parts! for each sldP, so that.lt appeared
of China, outside tsnaniung, must ine jury mwm navo mo ihsuu hi ii
await definite assurances that the hands by Friday afternoon.
Interest Is Revived.
Chinese authorities would take
Threats of perjury prosecution
more effectlvo steps to maintain
for Mrs. Minnie Neighbors, a deorder.
At Hankow, said the Japanese fense witness, revived an otherhad
wise
disorders
slackening public interest In
delegate, repeated
her the trial and corridors and courtjustified Japan In keeping staroom were crowded again today.
troops where they are now
tioned. Hn declared gnrrlsons in Howover the tenseness notab'
was testifying
when
Arbucklo
north China wero remaining under
nelflc authorization of the Boxer Monday was absent.
Mrs. Neighbors' testimony that
nrotocol. and thnt thnso along the
Chinese Eastern railway were act-- 1n Miss Rappe was at a health resort
d
Ventura county last August
ngree-(iin
under the
ment of 1919. Willingness of Japan was answered by that of Mrs. Mary
to withdraw her troops from Shan- Poulln, hostess at the resort, that
tung, he asserted, was dependent there was no record of Mies
on the estimate of nn acceptable Ilappo's purported visit. The perjury charge followed. The defense
Chinese police force.
today offered testimony by an em"Postpones Derision.
The conference postponed Its de- ploye of the resort, who said sho
Among the had seen Miss Rappa there.
cision until Friday.
The prosecution announced that
American delegates the belief was
of Miss Irene
that somo general declaration of had the testimony
Morgan, a British war nurse and
principles might be adopted finally,
defense witness, under closa examsetting forth the opinion of the
powers that all foreign troops In ination to determine on Its accursanction
acy, but that no charge was in antreaty
China without
should be withdrawn when condi- ticipation.
Health Appeared Good.
tions warrant.
Mrs.
Hardebeck.
Josephine
Telegraph Facilities. subfor Miss Rappe and
Along with the general con- housekeeper
Mrs.
was
Minnie
Buck,
practical
nurs?,
troops
ject of foreign
and others, all from Los Angeles,
sidered the problem of foreign
intestified that they had known Miss
telegraph and radio facilities
stalled in China without her spe- Rappe for varying periods and
that her health appeared good at
the
with
argument
cific consent,
a ref- all times.
apparently tending toward
neThis testimony was offered to
erence of that feature of the
conoffset defense evidence that Misi
gotiations to a more general
communications
Rappe's fatal injury was the cliference on Pacific
max of a chronic condition of long
to be held next year.
and was not caused by
In its approach to the Shan- standing, force
applied by Arbuckle
tung problem, the conference is external
as
Influenced
alleged
by
by the prosecution.
said to have been
A leading witness today was Dr.
considerations.
Intricate
many
China's representatives have in- Rufus Ii. Rigdon of San Francisco,
dicated they wanted the ques- who was called to rebut defense,
that bladder injuries of
tion raised openly for all of the evidence
sort which resulted In the
nine nations to debate, and the the
death of Miss Rappe could be
Chinese delegate. Dr. "Wang.
caused by agencies other than exnethat the "good offices"meant
force. Dr. Rigdon testified
ternal
by no means
gotiations
he knew of no case of his
that the subject was "outside the that
conference." Japan has indicated own knowledge where such Injury
purely Internal or spontaneous
reluctance to debate Shantung at was
In character.
tho regular conference sessions,
Even
a bladder which became
invibecause she accepted the
would
with the gradually
tation to Washington
not
ho said, as other orunderstanding that specific, sub- gans rupture,
would
be affected fatally bejects should be considered only by fore such a rupture occurred.
the nations directly concerneu.
Report of Commission.
Another Complication.
Tomorrow there will be IntroAnother complicating circum- duced the report
a medical comstance is that Japan bases her mission of three of
which was named
claim to Shantung on a direct to determine whether
Miss Rappe's
grant contained In the treaty of bladder was
at the timo
Versailles, which has been rati- she is alleged healthy
to have been Injured.
fied by five of the nine nations One of the
was
experts
appointed
represented, but which China rethe court and tho others by
fused to accept because of the by
defense.
and
prosecution
Shantung section.
Arbuckle
relief today.
Great Britain. France and Italy He smiled displayedat adjournment
also are parties to the secret and seemed widely
to
take
the
day's detreaties in which during the war, velopments as being favorable
to
they promised to support Japan's
him.
claim to the Kal Chow lease. The
District
anAttorney Brady
American delegation Is Bald to nounced that
Leo Friedman, an
have felt that the proper way to assistant who has examined
many
deal with the question at the of the witnesses would
make the
present stage would be through
first argument for the prosecution
Aloffices."
the tender of "good
The defense offered to submit th"s
though maintaining .liaison with case without
argument, but the
the conference, it is expected that prosecution declined.
for the most part, the negotiations
will ' be carried on directly between the Chinese and Japanese
TRANSPORT ARRIVES.
At tomorrow's meetPort Au Prince, Haiti. Nov. 29
delegates.
ing, Secretary Hughes and Mr. (by the Associated
Press.) The
Balfour are to make preliminary American army transport Argonne
but
thereafter
arrived
they
suggestions,
today bringing the special
may be represented by author- senate committee investigating the
ized spokesmen at most lof the occupation of Haiti and the Domin
Japanese-Chines- e
ican republic by American troops.
meetings,
From American quarters 'came Several witnesses wero examined
today.
hopeful expressions,
Aisn-lnlc-

d
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view of Kenned; caoin, carage and stairway where tragedy occurred. Madalynne
stood on 'he porch above, arrow No. 1, when Kennedy, at spot marked No. 2, was shot. The
shot was lired from the bushes at the right of the stairs, indicated by arrow 3. Insert is of J. Belton
Kennedy, the slain man.

A new and

general

Obert-chai-

liid Madelynne Obenchain calmly plan the tragedy which ended
In the murder of J. Helton Kennedy, Los Ansc'.ea man, on a stairway In froni uf his cabin home
As

Arthur

C.

DISPUTE
WHERE KENNEDY

Official, However,
He Believes the
70 Per Cent Allotment Is
Vital to Japan.

-3

advisory council in Tokio.

(By The

CONVENES COURT

High

-'- Declares

ROW

cept Nothing Less Than
the Unconditional Withdrawal of Nippon Claims. JURY EXPECTED
i

SSStfC

Burch a former sweetheart of
Madalynne, Is being tried for the
murder the state believes this
fact will como out. Mrs. Obenchain, divo:cee, left Burch to be
with Kennedy.
She had gone to
Kennedy's cabin with him. She

REGARDING THE

A

AH
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Ratio as the Only
gether on Hughes'
One Fair to All, Are Said to Regard the
Japanese Proposal as Unacceptable.
5-5-

Washington, Nov. 30, (By the Associated Press).
Japan's proposal for a 70 per cent fleet, as necessary to
her national security, instead of a GO per cent fleet, has
Attempt tojtolve Problem been
formally presented to the United States and Great
Britain.
Baron Admiral Kato, senior Japanese delegate,
ANdIaLFOUR
HUGHES
communicated it to Secretary Hughes and A. J.
has
TODAY
CONFER
WILL
Balfour. It is said in Japanese quarters to have the full
Chinese Say They Will Ac- support of the Japanese cabinet and the diplomatic

near that city?

RATIO

THE U. S.

10 SETTLE American and British
Experts, Standing

Friendly Advisers

3"

Washington. Nov. SO. fBv the Associated Press).
Experts of the "Bis Three" naval powers agreed today
that thev cou d not reacn an accord on tne Dasis oi
calculation to be used in measuring Japan's existing
relative naval strength. They gave up the task and
turned the problem back to their respective arms deleUpon its solution hangs the fundamental
gations.
capital
principle of the American proposal, the

70

PER CENT FLEET PRESENTED TO

5. WILL

and Japan Accept
Their Offer to Act As

IS SUBMITTED TO DtLEGATIORS
'Agreement Is Reached As to the Accuracy of
Estimates Submitted By the American Con- . ference Group, But the Nipponese Claim
,This Is Not the Proper Formula; U. S. Dele- Ratio.
gates Will Insist on the

DEMAND OF JAPANESE FOR A

China

kf PROBLEM

TASK IS GIVEN DP

1

TRY

CALCULI

nival
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T BRITAIN

Did Madalynne Obenckain Plan
the Murder of Her Lover Here?

BIG THREE' EXPERTS

EDITION

Daily by Carrier or Mull. 5c a Month
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Arthur C. Burch Faces the
Washington, Nov. 30. Admiral
Jury at a Roadside in
Baron Kato declined tonight to disBeverly Glen; Surveyor
cuss the situation arising from the
Continues His Testimony.
disagreement of the naval experts
on the ratio of limitation, but one
Wj The Amnrlntefl PriHW.l

of those high in authority In the
Japanese delegation unequivocally
doplared Japan believed her 70 per
cent ratio was Vital because she
believes anything less would place
the empire at the mercy of the
that
great naval powers. He added Justihe felt the Japanese were
fied in contending for a higher
ratio, believing that the spirit of
the American proposals supported
Japan In her demand for ato permsafeanent navy large enough
Interests.
guard her nationalview
was repreThe Japanese
sented In a political sense, as fol

(By Tho Annorlstcd Trcu.)
Los Angeles, Calif., Nov. 30. At
roadside in Beverly Olen only a
short distance from the point where
J. Belton Kennedy fell dead Aug
ust fifth, last, from a shotgun
wound, Arthur C. Burch tod.'iy faced
the Jury which is trying him on a
charge of murdering Kennedy.
Judge Sydney N. Reeve convened court In regular session in
a roadway In front of the Kennedy
summer cottage where the tragedy
occurred, and Frank W. Stoddard,
a deputy county surveyor, continued testimony begun at the Los
lows:
Angeles hall of Justice, 15 miles
no
moment
has
for
the
away, about topographical
"Japan
points
conthe
nor
has
present
connected with tho case. The disguaranty,
ference found a guarantee, that no trict attorney pointed out spots
difficulties will arise Jn the future. concerning which he said testimony
If such a guarantee existed and would be offered later.
the Japanese could return home
The jurors saw a cottage. Indi
with the conviction that all would cated as the Kennedy one, perched
there
In
the future,
be harmonious
upon a steep hillside 20 feet or
would be no need of Insisting on more above the roadway,' and a
of a dozen steps lending up
any higher naval ratld. But Japan,
and flight
to it. On the ninth step from the
from a practical point of view comthe
,f
from the standpoint
road was a dark red stain which
parative strength of navies, feels It had been testified marked the
she must maintain a naval force place where Kennedy was found
large enough to defend Japan ade dead. Clumps of sycamores and
quntely.
poison oak trees and briars were
no specu- on
either side of the steps, and
Japan would venture solution
of
lations as to a possible
from one of these, the district atthe
experts.
the deadlock among
torney said, the state expects to
Jananese here in sn unofficial ca- show a shot was fired which caused
death. It was testified
pacity express the OpinionIn that
tne Kennedy's
herself
by Stoddard that while there are
Japan could not put
a
break
of
within vlf.w from
KnttnivPi
eventual position
putting
it hn.
in the conference.
They expressed jthat of Kennedy, the particular
anxiety, however, as to how a. set spot where the shooting is alleged
to have occurred was obscured
tlement was to be reached.
from. them by the shrubbery.
The Jurors were guided up the
KATO IS NOT LOSING
OVEU
QUESTION stairs to the cottage and Burch
SLEEP
followed, guarded by a deputy sherWashington, Nov. 30 (by the As- iff and accompanied by his attorsociated Press). At a conference neys.
Also of the party was J. D. Kenwith newspapermen
tonight Adwho
miral Baron Kato, senior Japanese nedy, father of the slain man, proa keen Interest in the
took
declined to say
plenipotentiary,
whether the views expressed to the ceedings,, while from an automoAssociated Press by Vice Admiral bile In tho road Ralph R. Obenwife, MadaKanjt Kato, Japan's naval expert, chain, whose former
coincided with the views of the lynne Obenchain, Is Indicted Jointwatched events
Japanese delegation. an The Kanjl ly withbutBurch,
took no part in them.
Kato interview was
exposition closely
is
Obenchain
of Japan's reasons for insisting on
acting as counsel for
a naval ratio of 70 per cent, in- his former wife. From the cotstead of the 60 per cent proposed tage the party moved to a spot
about S00 yards away where the
In the American plan.
The attitude of Japan's principal prosecution contends the slayer ofa
in
delegates differs from that last Kennedy hid his automobile
road while he lay in wait for
night voiced by Prince Tokugawa, side
who expressed the opinion that the his victim.
returned to the
Kanjl Kato Interview merely rep- hallTheof party then
Justice, where adjournment
resented the personal views of
was taken until tomorrow morning.
Japan's naval expert,
Formal proof of death was intro"Has the Interview given by Vice
duced at the morning session, the
the
Admiral Kato the approval of
Japanese delegation?" the naval witnesses Including the elder Ken-A.
nedy, County Autopsy Surgeon
minister was asked.
"I cannot criticise what other F. Wagner, V. M. Strother, underand Raymond Btagg, phohe
have
taker,
replied.
said,''
people
"Do you think, like Prince Tok- tographer.
The trip to Beverly Glen was
ugawa, that Vice Admiral Kota
The party,
his personal made by automobile.
expressed
merely
which numbered about BO, Included
views?"
at"I would like to be excused from Judge, Jurors, prisoner, bailiffs,
torneys, newspaper men and
answering," he returned, "because
if I say anything it would be Interpreted as my own opinion. And
SENTENCED TO PIE.
I am not yet in a position to preMount Holly, N. J., Nov. 80.
sent! my own position. This is a
matter of great Importance and I Louis Lively, a negro today was
think it will take more time to found guilty of murdering
s tie it."
Matilda Russo of Moorestown.
He said that while he "was not The Jury deliberated an. hour and
it
a
half.
over
the
Supreme Court Justice
losing sleep"
question,
was of such vital Importance that Kallsh sentenced him to die In .the
'
he was "worried a little by the electric chair the week of Januquestion."
ary 16.
-

coin

FAMINE HORRORS IN
RUSSIA GROWING AS
WINTER APPROACHES

U.S.

by the Associated Press.) Famine horrors
are
in Russia,
growing with- 4ho
official
winter,
approach
advices
bolshevik government
show.
In the Saratov region, where
389,000 peasants are listed as
even children have
starving,
been without food five daye
and many persons are going
mad. Many of the inhabitant?
are now reduced to eating cats,
carrion and grass.
Dispatches to tho Rostn
News Agency say many mothers are bathing their children
in a poisonous extract madr
from sheep's wool, hoping 11'
will bring about their death.
At Tashkend, Asiatic Russia
2,000 refugees are declared to
be starving at the railroad station and the daily deaths average seventy.
Rl.ya,

Nov,

says that a t'.iot was fired frqrit
the bushes. Tho state charges
that Burch shot Kennedy, t.i
prove his love for her. The jury
hearing tho Burch case was taken
yesterday to tho sceno of Kennedy's death.

25-

in

IMPROVING

i

CONVICTED OAT
MURDER CHARGE
(Br The AMorlatcd Fmi.)
Versailles, Nov. 30 (by the
Henri
Associated
Press.)
Landru, who has been on trial
for nearly three weeks In the
assizes court here, charged
with the murder of ten women
and n boy, was found guilty of
murder In the first degree to-

...

night.'
Landru was sentenced to die
by the guillotine.

defense counsel, finished his summing up this
afternoon, after which .Judgo Gilbert read forty-eigquestions t)
the Jury. The first was whether
Landru was guilty of murder with
premeditation in the case of Mm'
Cochet. Questions also were put
as to the mental condition of tho
prisoner.
M.
cast doubt i
all the prosecution's evidence. He
reminded the Jury that a person
could be proclaimed legally dead
only when they had been mlssln.;
thirty years. He cited cases of
missing persons having returned
years afterwards.
"A white slaver, yes; an assassin, never," he exclaimed, pointing
toward Landru. He added that the
possession by the prisoner of papers identifying his alleged victims
corroborated the theory that Landru probably had sent the women
abroad with false papers in "whitu
slave" .traffic.
"These wemen are alive." ho
said, referring to the ten women
Landru was charged with killing,
"but they are ashamed to make
their whereabouts known."
"I am Innocent." Landru shouted to the Jury. This was the first
time in the thirty-tw- o
months
since ho was arrested that the prisoner had used the word "innocent"
In public. Heretofore he had contented himself with saying, "Show
me my guilt."
Today, however, he was showing
more emotion than at any tlm-during his trial.
During the short address he
made to the Jury, Landru declared. "I havo never killed onv
one; I am innocent.
Jurors do
your duty.''
ht
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Conditions
Has
Been
Continuous During November, Reports Say.

Progress
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(By The AnKorlatcd Prcu.)
Washington, Nov. 30. Progress
toward normal conditions has been
continuous during November de
spite a relative "slowing down" as
compared with tho previous two
months, the federal reserve board
aid tonicrht In its monthly review.
"On the whole," tho hoard said,
"the .best opinion now looks to a
steady, even, if locally interrupted,
progress toward normal, although
no immediate or sudden expansion
or boom is in eight."
During the last month, the board
declared Improvement In business
conditions was not so pronounced.
For the time It was explained, the
peak of demand has been reached,
and passed while uncertainty regarding prices of stnples, particularly cotton, has interfered with
trado buying.
Possible further reductions of
freight rates, It was said, has apparently tended to unsettle prices
and to retard Industrial activity In
some chief manufacturing sections.
Recovery In the steel and Iron
tratte has halted for the time.
Export trade shows the result of
strong foreign demand, especially
for staples, which the board declared to be particularly noteworthy In view of the much lower
prices at. which cotton is now being shipped as compared with last
year.
However, reduction In cereal
prices and failure of cotton ex-to
maintain as high a level as
pected have proved a serious handicap to the farming Interests, the
board said, which has resulted in
a lessening of demand for consumable goods in farming communities and a tendency to cheek some
what liquidating of loans at nanus.
Nevertheless, retail business continues to Improve, taking tho country as a whole. Prices continue to
maintain a substantially stable
while unemployment has at
least slightly decreased.
Except for the foreign exchange
situation, the board continued, financial developments were encouraging. A distinct tendency toward
decline In the level of market rates
was ohserved as well as ready absorption of new capltnl Issues.
"The general situation of trade
and Industry," the board said, "Is
and is
unmistakably more hopeful, can
be
Improving as steadily as
expected In view of the slowness
of economic progress In other parts
of the world."
pos-ltio- n,

DR. A, H. STPONG HIES
AT PASADENA, CALIF.
(Bf The

Anrlntrrt

!.

Pasadena, Calif.. Nov. 30. Dr.
Augustus Honklns Strong, president
emeritus of the Baptist theological
seminary of "Rochester, N. Y., and
one of the most eminent theologians and educators of the naptisi
denomination, died here, aged 8i
years.
Death followed nnlfkly after s
blood transfusion, which had been
MRS. HILL'S ESTATE.
resorted t.o In preparation for an
St. Paul, Minn., Nov. 30. Mrs. operation.
g
friend
Dr. Strong was a
Mary T. Hill, 75, who died November 22, left an estate valued at
of John D. Rockefeller, the formaccording to a petition by er's son having married tho latter
six of nine heirs to the estate filed daughter, Miss Hessle Rockefeller,
In probate court today.
who died In 1008.
life-lon-

0,

j

inter-allie-

Situation H Delilaic.
American and flrlllsh naval ex- prrln. standing tngnthcr on Secreplan as the on!
tary Hushes'
fine fair to nil, regard tho Japnneiw
In tho
proposal as unacceptable.
opinion 'of some American
the stttmtlnn is delicate, but
not without hope, that the
ultimately will accept th- orl'tinnl plan.
Tho seriousness of the turn nf
affairs, in the opinion of the Amer-i.'nndele-Kate-

Is

that Japan

In

persisting

i:t

ratio,
her request for a
makes a stroke at the fundamental
Idea nn whirh Secretary Hughes'
proposal Ifi ba.""d.
Japan's proposal, it was disclosed, was based on her estimate
of necessity for rational security.
It was pointed out that If consideration of national security were
to be substituted for a continuation
nf fleets at reduced tonnage but in
the same ratio as it now exlftfs, the
whole basis of tha conference
would bo upset.
On the basis of national security.
It was said, neither tho United
States nor Great Britain
would
nsree to tho 60 per cent ratio,
which tho Hughes plnn would allow to Japan.
Secretary Hughes and his thre-colleagues spent nearly threo hours
tonight debating the situation.
Baron Koto's Action.
Baron Kato's action swept away
tho deliberations nf the experts
considering tho American limitation plnn. Thev have bad to do
only with technical questions- - of
tonnage, estimates Involved In the
American proposal to limit fleets
on the basis of existing relative
strength in capital ships.
Japan
has now taken the matter out of
thnt field.
I'rltlsh experts arc In full accord
with Americans, thnt tho
proposal Is the only possible road
to an ngreement thnt Is fair to all,
particularly In view of the enormous dlsnroportion of the sacrifices In ships and money the United States has offered to undertake.
The two powers are agreed also
that previous efforts of the Japanese to base their claim for 70 per
cent on a calculation
of existing
which would exclude
strength,
shins under construction, are not
within tho scope of agreement.
On a national security basis, tho
extent of American
and British
coast lines, as compared to Japanese, American and British Interests and obligations In the Far
Fast as compared to Japanese:
the commercial
enterprises of
American and British citizens over
the world, as compared to Japanese, would have to be weighed,
It was said. The comparison.
It
was added, would not admit of
even a 60 per cent status for

,
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SCHOOL BUS IS
HIT BY TRAIN:
10 ARE KILLED
Red Bluff. Cnllf.. Nov. 30.
Ten liljrh school students wero
killed tndnv south of hero at
tho PmlWTta crossing when
Southern Pacific train No. 15,
southbound, struck tho high
school automobile
bus in
which they were r'dlng. Four
children nml the driver wero
injured.
The bus, en ronte with
children to school
wd n1lf.
ferod an accident nnd was
schedule.
Two drivers
were sent from the
school
to bring It in. Another
mis
crossed abend of the train, hnt
this one, following closely
In a denso
tns . was
struck snnnrcly amidships and
hurled Into a block slcrnnl.
Fnclosed in the enr, tho children were unable to escape and
their bodies wero hurled in nil
directions.
he-hi-
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RAILROAD LABOR BOARD ISSUES

CIIAMP

SKATING

BEG

TIHST PERIOD' M JOSMM'S

PREPPING NEPHEW
FOR ICE HONORS AUTO CAMPAIGN EHBS W

HEW RULES GOVERNING SHOPMEN

December
in detecting and
their
punishing such violators.

PROHIBITIONISTS TO

The next election work the party
CONTINUE TO WORK AS
will undertake was laid out for
A POLITICAL PARTY California, which votes In November, 1922, on a law enforcement

1, 1921.

SIC 'EM, SIM.
Tueumcnrl, N. St., Nov. SO.
Mct'nrlnnd
Brothers' bank
at Lofrnn was held up and rubbed of $1,500 this afternoon
about 4 o'clock by two men
traveling In a roadster. After
a futile attempt to lock the
president In the vault, the men
entered the onr and drove to.
ward Mosqucro. Sim McFar-lan- d
followed close on their
heels with a Winchester. The
Inst report wns to the effect
that he was within a half mile
of tho bandits.

measure.
(By The Associated Press.)
The party decided to get Into the
Chicago, Nor. 30. The prohibi
fight and to support former ConVotes Are Pouring into Campaign Department as Interest tion party will continue to work as gressman
C. H. Randall of Los Anin Journal's Big $8,200 Salesmanship Club Campaign a political party aloni? the same geles for
as in the past, Its national
lines
Prohibition
work that Virgil O.
for Studebaker Sedan, Studebaker Touring Car Three committee decided today.
Hlnshaw, chairman of the party,
Chevrolet Touring Cars and Hundreds of Dollars in Sentiment was against changing did
a
in Austria,
and
party's name and enlarging its elsewhere in Europe last summer,
Gold, Increases by Leaps and Bounds Who Will Lead the
$50,000,000
issues or for closing its af- was
major
approved.
in the Vote Standings Tomorrow is the Question Heard fairs.
on Every Side Votes Alone Will Win These Prizes The committee voted for deportof aliens convicted of viola;
VISIT WILL BE BRIEF.
and Right Now is the Time to Get Them by the ation
400,000
tion of the prohibition laws and
London, Nov. SO. A letter sent
'
.
rrn v
.nn wi-tThousand.
to
of
American
disfranchisement
citizens for the
uu.Ci- Baptists at the instiga- COOKED AVii Tirm Ami;
iih-ksame
tion
of
bats.
Premier
offense.
says
George,
iJoyd
(By The Associated Press.)
pairs may connect or disconnect
It called on the government to the premier will be in Washington SWEETS, DANCING. COLLEGIA
PERIOD" of the campaign ends
Wednesday night
Chicago, Nov. 30. Economies In any wiring, coupling or pipe conex- for only a fortnight, or three weeks INN, rilONE 211.
to
nations
a9k
prevent
foreign
mao
next
10
at
clock
nections
to
December
increased
Wednesday
7th,
necessary
efficiency,
repair
operation and
This work
At Ten O'clock.
nifiht, December 7th, and every portation of liquors to be used in at the longest, and that he will
estimated to reach 50,0)0,000 a chinery or equipment.
7. "cu.tii, Bu Lucre me ruau 19
At that hour will end the big- candidate in the list should do the United States in violation of J be obliged to devote his entire time
vear, and recognition of tho "open was previously assigned to electrihell won't
be paved long.
metal workers only.
gest and best credit offer in The their very best to secure every suv the prohibition laws, and to solicit to the conference.
Bhop" on all American railroads cians and sheetnew
before
Under
in
time.
the
that
prorules,
Journal's
the
engineers,
were forecast tonight
Albuquerque
Big "Every, serlption possible
Cam- Subscriptions count far more votes
boly Wins" Salesmanship
mulgation of revised working rules firemen and cranesmen are not
before that tlma
making repairs to
paign. After that time Less credits If turned in
governing railroad shop employes prohibited from
road
lines
of
on
the
the
will be given on each and every than they will later on in the cam
by the United States railroad labor equipment
to
as
are
,
secured
candidates
qualified
perform.
patern.
they
subscription
by
board.
The new rules thus allow train opThink of having prizes worth as
in the race.
The new rules become effective-morro(
Get in every subscription possi- much as $2,295 given to you for
December 1, and take eratives to perform repair work
conis
even
it
ordinarily
though
ble before that time and take every your spare time efforts In this cam
over approximately
jurisdiction
advantage of this big, liberal of- paign. That is lust what the win
400,000 men immediately althougn sidered shop mechanic's work.
Grato Rigging Work.
fer. The different prizes will no ner of the Studebaker Sedan will
a lit 111 larger number will be afBoiler makers' helpors under the
doubt be won by the candidates win. as close as tne race now
fected when tha normal traffic
biq
reof
are
new rules
who do the most during the pres- stands, any candidate in the en
given the Job
conditions are restored.
in Spur? It's the
ent vote offer. The "SECOND tiro list can secure enough votes
moving and replacing grates. UnChanges.
vote schedule starts yet to win the prize they desire.
PERIOD"
changes In the der tho national agreement all
blend that gives a spicy
t
next Thursday morning and will It all depends on what you do be
rules which supplant the national grate rigging work was assigned to
boiler
makers.
tween now and next Wednesday
mean less votes for you.
agreement made during federal journeymen
flavor
unlike
any
won.
me
oi
classification
The
A
AND
to
NECK
afford
nignt.
control, were designed
sheet metal workers, elecGET BUSY NOW, AND
NECK RACE.
other cigarette.
. t
a basis for permanent stability In of the workers
and car men has
TURN IN EVKRV POSSIBLE
The race at this time Is
the rallrond shops of the country trical
the
some
of
to
allow
chaneed
been
KrBSClUPTION
BEFORE
and were declared by members of
truly a neck and neck affair;
THE END OF TTIE PRESperformed by them
no candidato lias a lead that
the labor board to bo the most im- work previously
meir
to
done
be
Dy
ENT
lw
VOTE
exclusively
cannot
PERIOD.
overcome
done
the
work
Spicy
by
easily
yet
by
portant
In othor
board and of much greater signifi- helpers and to mechanics
any willing worker In Just a
m
neeas
me
FLAVOR
oi
where
the
craits
few hours of real sincere effort.
cance than any decision In the
ASK HARDING TO TAKE
require it. Under the national
A'otes nro the only thing that
past, even including the wage scale agreement
exclusivewere
car men
count in this campaign, and it
A STRONG STAND FOR
adjustments.
Unly assigned to wrecking crews.crews
Is going to inko plenty of thorn
Kentucky Burlet
Large economies are expected t3 der
new
wrecking
rules,
the
for good old tobacco taste
to win: better have a million
PENDING TARIFF BILL
result from revision of the classi- exclusive of engineers, will be commiul-too
win
and
fication rules, which were
tho
many,
priws
sufficient
where
car
men,
Choice Macedonian
posed of
of your choice, than to lose
more elastic, and hereafter will men
(By The Associated Press.)
' for
are available, but when needout by a few thousand.
spicy aroma
permit members of certain crafts ed, men of any class may be taken
Washington, Nov. 30. President
The Journal gifts nro to be
to do minor jobs previously dono us additional members of wrecking Joe Moore, above, and his
has
been
to
a
take
Harding
urged
young
Ooldhn
Virginia
awarded to, those who, cam
by members of other crafts. Stat- crews.
strong stand In his address to con
iot life and sparkle
nephew, Ray Murray, snapped
the to those who show
isticians attached to the labor
next
in
afweek
behalf
of
gress
pend
Changs
Another
Important
during a lesson.
board estimated that economies in fecting car men is that which alenergy, . pep, and ambition.
Confidence
ing tariff legislation.
Broad Maryland
Wishers won't
was evidenced among many con
operation, increased efficiency and lows common laborers to dismanJoe Moore, international lea
anywhere
for
in this campaign but the willlarger output would approximate tle wooden freight cars hereafter. skating champion, believes that his
gresslonal leaders today that the
J50,000,000 a year.
ing workers will. Tills is truly
power of the executive would be put
Under the national agreement, only youthful nephew, Ray Murray, now
a race for "live wires.'
Recognized.
behind the bill now In the senate
carpenters were aiiowea 10, will some day be a champion, WEDNESDAY
Provision for tho representation qualified
NIGHT
finance committee.
to do this worn, auoui oo
Uncle Joe is teaching the boy AT 10
too.
O'CLOCK.
are
of minorities who may have
cars
The suggestion was said to have
freight
the rudiments of the racing game
The
is another important item ot of theof country's
"FIRST been made to Mr. Harding that he
present
big
wood. The new rule per- this winter.
to
the new rules. Under the national built
J3.26
recommended
in the Interest of
getting
mits
for em- $5.00 aemployes
agreement,
negotiation
speedy disposition of tho measure,
day to do work previously
ployes was placed almost wholly l.i rpouired to be dona by car men
"BIG THREE" EXPERTS
elimination or the American valua
the hands of labor organizations, receiving $5.84 a day.
tion plan from the house bill and
T SCALE
CANNOT AGREE ON THE the writing
with the result that the railroads
of a tariff law on the
New Typo of Apprentice.
and many Industrial and civic
basis of the old method of Invoice
An nntlrelv new rule promulgat
JAPS' NAVAL STRENGTH prices.
declared that the agree- ed
was
He
time,
first
understood to have
the
for
by the board,
ment forced a closed union shop on creates
been urged to ask congress then to
a new type of apprentice
n
men found it to be known
from
the roads.
(Continued
One.)
Include a provision empowering the
Page
as "special apprenImpracticable to attempt to brine; tice." Previously there have been
executive to
the American
constituted a question of policy, valuation basisapply
their grievances before the board only two kinds of apprentices In
of assessing duties
of
not
fact.
as
tho
and
rules worked out, union
skilled shop crafts, regular and
where, after surveys, it is shown
For the American delegation, added
officials handled the cases, taking the
Smart Brown
Regular approtection Is needed.
II FEVEH
was
their precedent from the national helpers' apprentices.
the
described
authorsituation
the
ad Silver,
are
Another suggestion reported to
entering
youths
prentices
agreement negotiations In which Hervice between the ages of 16 end
Ittftively as an agreement o tha have been given Mr. Harding was
packet of IV t
ns
to
union officials acted for the em- 21 vpars and Bervlng four years
of
difference.
experts
points
that the houss bill provisions reThese include minor questions re- garding
ployes in drawing up the agree-ane- apprenticeship, and helper apprenbe stricken
So
Get
selec
Russian
to
Workmen
under federal control.
of
percentage
completion
lating
out and a law described as "having
those
apprentices
tices are
Ljcoeir 62 Myers Tobacco Co.
construction. teeth" be enacted supplementary
"The principle of the open shop
of
shins
under
to
from the ranks of the helpers.
Many Rubles a Month, whether battleships" over twenty the tariff.
established by the new rules," a Special apprentices are to be select.
old can bo included in estiuniincr men between me
ptatement by board members said. j
Some republican members of the
Bread, Free Car Rides, years
Vwill In fact be more theoretical ages or -is anai , , n.t.M
mates of strength of modern na- senate finance
" kavtt nnd-committee declared
and
and Shoes.
All of today that even with a call by the
han practical at the present time, a technical school education,
vies and similar points.
Clothing
aince a large majority of the rail- thev will be required to serveonly
these, in tho American view, ars president for more speed, there
minor because they are questions could hardly be a tariff law before
road shops are unionized and thi three years apprenticeship before
(Br Th Amoriiilcd Press.)
Moscow, Nov. 30 (by a Staff of fact.
Existing unions are recognized bv becoming journeymen
March. One declared it would be
of the Associated
the board and transportation act
Point of Difference.
Correspondent
Rules wnten requueu
before the bill became a law.
s representative of the major- standards of force and eaulpAjent Press). The Russian waea scale
The major point of difference, May
more
is
conditions
under
for
to
present
doing
the
however,
ity."
Japanese proposal
to be maintained
wmu
...w.. disregard ships under construction ALLEGED SLAYER IS
Rigid Rules Relaxed.
utnrin of worK nave
icvi luhh.
workman tells a different tale.
"Most of the older working . ji nmn discontinued, thus eum- - pu.ikk
in calculating naval strength, !s
CAPTURED BY YOUTHS
ules sanctioned by the experience inatlns the expense of maintain in
Apparently the standard wage viewed as a matter of policy and
sfEif. ?t2
of years, are preserved in full ef- unnecessary
men on the rolls. Oth- for an average workmen at the a suggestion that is not open to
(By The Associated Press.)
fect Many of the more rigid rule, er rules have been changed to .all- present time is about 130,000ofrubles debate so far as the United States Colorado
writSprings, Colo., Nov. 30.
Is concerned. Neither the Amerihowever, were considerably relaxeti ow tho use of forces assigned to a month, which at the time
Frank Roberts, shot at White
In favor of the roads, although the
ing is rouehly equivalent to BO can government nor the American
classes or worn
particular
That is the wage of a people will consent, it was stated, station. 30 miles east of here, short
recognized rights of the men are work, when there la no work of cents.
employed by the govern- to scrap fifteen capital ships, av- ly after noon today, Jied directly
fully protected and the principle of their particular class to be per- workman
was learnea
in addition there Is a
ment.
But
Collective bargaining and unioa formed.
eraging 50 per cent complete and after the shooting, it
variety of perquisites, if he on which more than $330,000,000 here tonight. Emmett Geuls, said
recognition is retained, as contemof the rules are Mn'y great them.
Many
capout as the equivalent to have done the shooting, waschase
has been
plated by the transportation."
technical In character. Much time gets
tured by two youths after a
"I am supposed to get a pound of Japan'spaid
v The rules controversy dates back was spent on the rules reKardin?
four new ships to be In
car
exhausted.
free
ran
ridei
also
until
a
of
bread
Geuis
which
day,
to May 1, 1920, when tho railroad? electrical railroaas. wnicn ai p;scrapped.
roads like between eight and ten in the mora
On every other possible basis of
emerged from government control. ent appiy only to a few
.
ing and four and seven In the at calculation considered by the exTakliis Desperate Chances,
(Strenuous objections to the naI am also supposed to perts,
teraoon.
tional agreement were made In a h".P?nibut ihirh rwlll become
It is true that many contract secould show not evon
Japan
and
shoe
cot
allowance,
a
clothing
hearing which began January 10, increasing importance as the elec- but 1 get the orders for these things tho 60 per cent ratio proposed for vere colds and recover from them
1921. After several months of trification of the steam lines proIn the American plan. Appli- without taking any precaution or
and find that tho supply is ex- her
cation of the capital ship tonnage treatment, and a knowledge of this
testimony, the rules were referred ceeds.
emis
who
one
workman
hausted,"
back to tho Individual roads with
measurement to fix the ratio it- fact leads others to take their
Shop Crafts Involved.
ployed with the American relief self, is a wide concession
instructions to negotiate such new
to Japan, chances instead of giving their
The six shop crafts' employes administration
to
the
explained
rules as they could with their
colds the needed attention. It
it is said.
are the carmen, sheet Associated Press correspondent.
to replace the federal gov- Involved
blackshould be borne in mind that every
Tabulations
Gone Over.
metal workers, machinists,
I get some free the-atyes,
"Oh,
ernment rules.
On the highest ratio Japan could cold weakens the lungs, lowers the
and electriboilermakers
he
smiths,
concert
too,"
and
tickets,
, Numerous rules were thug
be allowed by the figures present- vitality, makes the system less able
cal workera They were represent- added.
Come in today and let us demonstrate the
upon on Individual roads, but agreed
ed that include ships under con- to withstand each succeeding aton no ed at the rules hearings by the folto
whether
tell
When
uujiia.1 ujafaegsBMaMtgaeama lL.i.X.k. X9S1
great Red Star Detroit Vapor Oil Stove. Let
pressed
road was It possible to draft an lowing organizations: Brotherhood
struction, her ratio was about 69 tack and paves tho way for tho
his
of
amount
entire
us
was
show you why it has won all official test
the
that
afCan
entire new set. The rules disagreed of Railway Carmen of America,
diseases.
more
you
serious
cent
to
and
per
reach
that eh?
the man admitted that he
for cooking efficiency and economy. Let us
to take such desperate chances
JJpon were then sent beck to the International Alliance of Amalga- income,
two Jobs under the govern- would be permitted to Include tw ford
show you why It burns 19 hours on one gallabor board, and the rules promul- - mated Sheet Metal Workers, Inter- held
more than when Chamberlain's Cough Rembread at old
sometimes
ment
and
got
lon
of common coal oil. Let us show
cures of bad
today will replace any such national Association of Machinists. two
He knew of men twenty years old, while the United edy, famous for its
rated not
how It bakes flaky baking powder biscuits you
places.
in
agreed upon by the roads
of who held
Brotherhood
three Jobs and managed States would discard all ships over colds may be had for a trifle?
twelve
minutes, how it broils lamb chops in
and their employes. In any case International
Drop Forgers and to keep themselves on three gov- twenty years old. Various tabulatwelve
Where a rule has been agreed upon Blacksmiths,International
how
It
minutes,
will
bake
Brother ernment payrolls. That was the tions were gone over by the exangel food
Journal Want Ads bring results.
cake In forty-fiv- e
by the carrier and its employes, Helners.
minutes, how It will roast
perts and in every case Japan's rahood of Boilermakers, Iron Ship
way it was possible to get tio
a
three
tl.at rule governs, even though
and
half
chicken
in seventy
the Builders and Helpers of America, only
pound
fell
60
below
cent.
To
on.
per
mrt
enough to live
labor board rule may be entirely
minutes, how It does everything a city gas
and the International Brotherhood
It is apparently very easy to hold this condition, the Japanese nut
will
do
range
different.
does
It
and
more
economAll thesi a government position without giv- forward their suggestion that only Wind Shield Glass-Lumbof Electrical Workers.
f.
Klnstlc Classifications.
ically.
American ing many hours to the service, and ships afloat be counted in estimatCO.
OK IXMBfCR
BAI.DKF.
C.
The majority of the changes ef- are affiliated with the
1.
The All Year Round Stove
Federation of Labor and are en- consequently the positions are held ing naval strength, since In thai
42Z South First Street.
fhone iOZ
fected by the new rules is in the rolled
In the railway employes' de- to a considerable extent for the way alone, their estimate of 70 per
The Red Star Is the
classification of the work to be
round stove.
of that organization.
purpose of getting rations. Gov- cent could be attained. Both AmeriPeople buy It in the summer time because
performed by the various crafts. partment
supernment employes engage in all can and British experts balked at
agreement,
The national
as cpol to work with as a city gas or
is
it
Almost without exception these
They run this and a final recasting of the tabelectrlo stove, in the winter time It can be
Classifications are made more elas- planted today by the new rules, other sorts of work.
into with the employen shops, sell their belongings in the ulations by the Japanese, present !
New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.
made to heat the kitchen comfortably and
tic Under previous agreements was entered
ad- markets, deal in wood, drive cabs toaay, added nothing to the situa
railroad
States
United
the
with the shop crafts, Including the by
Bnllertnokrt nntf
economically by allowing the oven door to
1U47-20, 1919. and take real estate commissions. tion.
Tel.
tlOO 8. Second fit.
national agreement, it has been the ministration September
remain
open. Scores of users in Albuquerque
Russians of high and low deJnps Are Silent.
custom to define In detail the vari- From the first it was strongly
wear by It.
a
acquired
Admiral
have
Baron
undoubtedly
Kato.
managerailroad
active
lead
gree
the
criticised
ous types of work belonging to each
by
ments and others because they con- great deal keener money sense un- er of the Japanese delegation, reA Five-Piec- e
Set of "Mirro"
era ft.
and the fused to throw any
The carriers have complained tended it Imposed uneconomical der the bolshevlst regime are
light on what
Aluminum
Free
takwhich
his
with
railto
they
avidity
do. In view
planned
that the national agreement set up methods of operation on the
that they of group
Today, Friday and Saturday during th
the authoritative stateme. t
In such minute detail the classifi- roads, limited the discretion and ing to trade indicates than
C.
in
old
Red
we
Star demonstration
will glv away
less thriftless
from the American
cation of duties that Work not re- control of the management and will be Children,
delegations
free to everyone purchasing a stove at this
SPECIALIST IN OCULAR
particularly, are that the 70 per cent ratio suggesof oper- times.
quiring specialized skill in any craft greatly Increased the costalso
be
time
a
to
set.
beautiful
sharp
REFRACTION
of the famous
comthemselves,
tion would not be entertained, it
showing
Tho railroads
Was assigned exclusively to a par- ation.
"Mirro" aluminum.
Phone 1057-ticular craft. For example work plained that they had no voice In traders.
107 S. Fonrth.
appeared likely that compromise
offors from the Japanese were In
not requiring a mechanic's skill making tho national agreement
Terms of Payment
order.
y.as assigned to a skilled mechanic, which they 6clared was "wished LEADER OF THE BAHAI.
We are offering during the demonstration
thus making efficient and econo- on them" by the railroad adminisunusually attractive terms of payment. A
mical operation Impossible, accord- tration. The employes have main- MOVEMENT, ABDUL BAHA
mall percentage down and the balance on
a
to
tained
of
railroads.
the
the
that
very
large
part
ing
an easy budget plan will put th Red Star
ABBAS, DIES IN SYRIA
GLASS. PAINT,
The rules effective today broaden national agreement had been put
in your home during the demonstration.
the scope of each craft's work. The into effect on various railroads,
CEMENT. PLASTER.
Bought on this plan It will soon pay for it(By The Associated Press.)
machinist working on running re prior to federal control, by the
Baha
self with its great economy.
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Abdul
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London,
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a dispatch the
day, according
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Times.
ing conditions and rules.
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movement,
Pre Trial of a Method That Anyone time pay. Today's decision practi- as Its aim world religious unity.
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an excellent line. Orders for Encrafts, with the exception of a few universal
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(By The Amnrsnfrit l're.
prisoner of the Turks and
'patent smokes," etc., have failed. We want
Bisbee, Ariz., Nov. 30 Nick
to show everyone at our expense, that our
rancher, died this morning
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beaten B. Lewis, a cowboy, and you et rROMO.)
80c.
then fired at Chapman.
"The Land of th
Lost," by
6TART A COURSE NOW In our DAT OR NIGHT SCHOOL
Conrad Nagle has deserted the Courtney Riley Cooper, will be
Too Will Bo Satisfied.
Phone 251
L. JOE MILLER, Pre..
Lasky lot, temporarily at leaBt. He Harry Carey's next story. He has
.,
L. A. MAY, Manager.
.....
,.
.i:
E. L. HOSEING, Principal.
,
is now Alice Lake's leading man.
Just completed "Man to Man."

EFFECTIVE

M

DECEMBER 1ST

Predict Economies in Operation aid Increas
a Year; Recog
ed Efficiency of
nition of the "Open Shop" On All American
Men Affected.
Traffic Lines;
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Free to Asthma anc
Hay Fe?er Sufferers

Attend the Demonstration TodayRemember the New Lower
Prices Are In Effect Now!

Letterheads
Folders
Blotters
Checks

"IF

Albright & Anderson, Inc.

if

IT'S HARDWARE WE

First

IT"

Copper Phone 74
A Red Star for Christmas Appreciated
Days of the Year

Fancy Egg
$12.50

AZTEC

FUEL

CO.

THE BEST IN THE SOUTHWEST

THAT'S

ALL.

December 1, 1921.
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NEW SALVATION
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Accompanied By Wife, New
Leader of S. A. Forces
Arrives in City; Roswell
Regrets His Departure.

fir,,
i

t
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Captain 11. (1. Guest, accompanied by his wife, his bruther-in-ia'
W. II. Smith nnd by Mrs. Bmith.
'
'
-M1 1
'V 5
f "iJ ? a- .
mrivod
overland
from
Hoswell
yes'
i
,
v
V V.
tk . ' 1
r ,
V
i!
terday morning and the captain lias
t
,
t
already started his efforts for the
?
, V
t
1 local
Jv7
Salvation Army.
Captain
-- .V
f
ij. i
Guest was Mil finely active in .Salvation Army work in lioswell and
made a nuiabie record there.
"I simply want tho people to use
"I'm
me," raid Captain Guest.
to work. 1 want them to tell
hero
M
'
'
'
me
what
Ordinwant
done.
v -l t
they
i j
y
arily, tho Salvation Army merely
tells a community to provide the
nays and liie.n.s of meeting a dif- unity and tneu turn the diil'i- etiliy over to us; wo will solve it
if possible."
Captain Guest was busyi yester
day getting; in touch with other organizations doing similar work.
Prior to his departure from lios
Captain K. G. Giost and Family
well, a big meeting of Rosweil Ho- tai'ians was held to wish him well.
York, on tho voyage which none
parted Elks.
At it, 'Will Kouluson, editor of the
lf--1
Following the usual custom, of his friends knew he had planned.
Hoswell News, declared that Cap
For nearly two hours after dinthe full ceremony will be open to
FE
COLL!
tain Gue.xt had saved tho Hoswell
ner
Colonel
t 1
the general public.
evening,
Saturday
IJlks S 1,000 yearly by the closi
Whittlesey sat discussing the war.
charho
on
watch
individual
kept
A. Malnret, a Porto Kican mer
CARLOAD OF COUPES
ity eases.
chant, said his now acquaintance
resolutions were
The
following
man
OF
of
none
a
tho
of
had
AND SEDANS UNLOADED
bearing
passed by the Hoswell Hotarium
with a heavy load on his mind. On
to
reference
with
Captain Guest:
BY J. KORBER & CO. the contrary, he declared, Colonel
A new feature has been announc"In view of the fact that the
Whittlesey spoke of the war with ed to take place between halves of
headquarters of the Salvation Army
;
J. Korber & Co., Dodge Prother.i, apparent 'Imness. Shortly before the Hooligan-Yanniga- n
football
1
have deemed it necessary to trans
the midnight, he said, the former offi- game at the university Saturday.
dealers, have just unloaded
fer to other iields of activity that
was
about
he
cer
Seleft,
announcing
latest
beand
It
will consist of a footrace
very
Dodge Coupe
good Itotarian, Captain
tween "Spike" Civerolla, weieht 63
dan, They are now on display at to retire.was
Guest, the Hoswell notary clun
the last time any pasThat
the salesrooms at 216 North SecHowell
nnd
pounds,
Faw,
weight
Avert wants It to he known:
By i:i.OISJ0.
ond street. The new enclosed cars sengers were certain of having seen somewhat more. A suit of leather Only a Miracle Can
'First, That we don't approve o
On Monday B. V. D.'s will be awarded
Break-Dow- n
have many new improvements and Colonel Whittlesey.
aro showing knickers everyof
win
the
a
Nego
the
the
Salvation
of
They
action
Army,
to
ascribed
as to beauty, durability, etc., aro his absence, until then
ner, It Is announced and the man
and feel sure that it will have where, but it can scarcely bo sail
was remarked and a asement
tiations and a Renewal of mighty
classed with cars of nearly twitv; sea sickness
is pullinp for Civerolla, ns
hard scratching to find a yet that they are wearing then
undisbunk
his
revealed
search
their price. Steel disc wheels,
The time has como.
man who can nvmitmn mo nirn everywhere.
on the leatner is high. Separate lanes will
Warfare, Both Sides Say standard
bo ruled off on the elnder track to
United States Royal Cord Tires, a turbed and the letters lying
of the Army here which however, for women to make their
counterpane.
decisions
on
In
Kotarian
walnut
Civerolla
set
Guest,
finish
under
heating system,
has been
prevent
by
concerning the knlc'ter-bockgetting
(By The Aisihk luted Trcsa.)
suits. The coming spring is
windows and doors,
neath where Faw cannot seo him
and thnt Hoswell is positively in30 (by the AssoNov.
London,
to
NEGRO
be tho first official open sei.-cThe Hooligans of the state uni ciated
the change. The knowrattlers, blue and black baked on
All
government jured by
for knickers
for women. Merenamel finish with a cream stripe.
rlenrons tralnine business Press.)
ledge that the S Ovation Army is chants
is giving way to the grav an
IS LYNCHED BY MOB versity went Allintoforms
order
are in the situation of a
can
and
The body in much lower, square
of
athletics ity of the Irish question, liotn
independent body
yesterday.
were prohibited to the Hooligans
where it pleases has no love sick youth pulling daisy petals
windows, upholstered in genuine
nnd Irish circles ex- its men on
(IJy The Ansorlntod PrcM.)
this sentiment.
They are saying, "They'll weir 'em,
mohair velvet, and there are numyesterday by Coach George White, government
mir'i-cl- o bearing
a
Masktho
30.
that
fce'.imr
Nov.
only
press
Tex.,
Ballinirer,
in' this way they won't wear 'em."
erous other improvements.
and a rigid diet of camels and
These
can avert collapse of tlv; con- our"Second, We express
Guest
Meantime designers end manuto
Kotarian
ears must be Reen to be appreciat- ed men seized Robert Murtore,
beechnuts on a foundation of cream
appreciation
negro, from the custody of puffs and French pastry has been ference, and renewal of warfare."
ed. If you are unable to call at
the help that he has been to facturers continue to make them.
a for
to
hold
had
intended
been
It
here
from
miles
and
Hero
three
is a new model made ot the
Sheriff
Flint
and collectively,
us
the salesrooms, the salesman will
cabinet council tonight to consider to personally
tndnv and tying him to a post rid prescribed.
humane work in Hoswell. newest fabric on the marke.
tho
The
still
are
Yannigans
exerting
gladly bring the car to you and dled
was
ills body with fifty bullets. The themselves violently every night on German reparations, but this
The knickers aro made o'l
It is more to leave such a recorddemonstrate.
J. Korber & Co.
to permit the special behind
than to have hunt n raii- the bloomer stylo nnd tho coat
have also unloaded a load of tour- netrro was charged with criminal the football field, and it is feared postponed
with
cabinet
committee
a
white
a
on
dealing
financial
girl that the unwonted exertion may do
general
been a
plain tailored model wi'h fiat,
ing cars which are real black beau- assault
last nijrht. The girl's condition Is much to injure their chances In the Irish affairs to assemble.
To have so systematized and gov knotehed collar, pockets, shoestring
ties. Adv.
to
Lord
due
town
a
belt
speak
not considered serious.
in
liirkcnhend,
and ion? lines. Note the sjft
the
impulse
erned
giving
formcombat Saturday. They have
at a political meeting in Liverpool, iiiiu a(?o vecmires lust as much real hat to match. AVooIlen hose and
FRESH VIOLETS TODAY.
table, however, and was obliged
in
to
He
London.
TODAY. COT- - ed a training cream
other
VTOLFTS
those
FTtKSIT
to
done
stay
have
tho
walking oxfords
complete
ability as
soda are con- sent a mei'sarro of
of ice
INN.
PATS, SWEETS, LIC.K
knlcker costume.
INN.
apology, ex fine things.
KTS. SWEETS, gnllons
DANCING. PHOXE 211.
sumed at every menl. Beefsteak
ow
was
his
absence
wo
that
uotarl.in
wish
That
DANCING. riTONE 211.
Thlrrl
plaining
and all other Injurious luxuries
ing to grave public afiairs, '
Guest nnd bis Rntaryann long lives FAMED PAINTING DRAWS
have been banned.
A spokesman of the sinn feln of continued usefulness and happiThe management Is contemplat- declared
that there was no inten- ness in tho service of others, and LARGE AND IMPRESSED
ing building extra bleachers to ac- tion of the sinn feln to alter its at- want
them to know that we will
e
commodate
the
titude towards either the unity of love them forever. If some day THRONGS;
OVER
will
and
Is
crowd which
expected,
Ireland or nllogiance to tho crown. thev can come back home they wl
provide paper napkins in which Hepresenta-MveHoswell
in
hand
of
the
feln
sinn
every
find
"The Man ot Galilee," the valu-- 1
spectators may park their gum denied the statement of a London stretched out to them, and Kotarable
which is being ex- when the game becomes highly ex- paper that the sinn fein
had con- ian Guest's place waiting for him hlbitedpainting
on
at Strong Brothers' build-- 1
hand
also
be
will
Doctors
citing.
club."
to
to
sented
a
agree
plan whereby in tho Hotnry
to take care of persons, who swal- Ulster could
ing, hns drawn great crowds since
Contract with an
Many "Run Down?' People Become Discouraged Be- low
its Installation.
their spearmint.
her
parliament,
retaining
cause They Follow Wrong Course
conflict will be the existenco
Tuesday saw 1,500 people view
Saturday's
i
rights until or unless she MEXICAN CITIZEN
,v
.ha
the picture, up to 3:30 o'clock in
changed her mind; to form an
TTerander
i
on
hn
the
afternoon.
Then the count
There Is only one way to revive blood rich with iron and vltamines
fv
,ni?,111
TAKE! TO EL PA?0
.f:! loslance "which ought to be satis- was lost. On Wednesday
2.000
lost strength and endurance.
No! It courses through the veins carry
''V
F0RDEP0RTATI0TJ people passed into the building to
matter what you may think or be- ing nourishment to build tissue ore. No one is able to give aofgood
19 n0ntarrlvrinii,hfnrmlr!iS;C"
the!
moments
continuance
silent
before the
for the
spend
lieve about this, it is true.
to the iPPintment of a boundary
vitalize nerves,
muscles oVviV Vveont
great painting.
Do you know what is necessary and quicken thestrengthen
,T. F. Ilarn, United States immi
PAn TmprormenUn th"!commi'''" to delimit the presenr
brain.
"In
all
of
said
tc
this
it
crowd,"
great
tn'.s
for a robust body, strength endurThe quickest known method of onuc? of
noted'
gration inspector, will leave
O, Strong, "there has not
ance and a wide awake cheery ap- getting the stomach and intestines
for El Paso with Jose Harry ono
morning
the
rubntr
tho
comment
been
i..t
unfavorable
for
Let's see.
In shape to do this Is bv taking n b"er
pearance?
"etween tho north an Guerrero, a citizen of Mexico
the picture. I have seen peo'
footballs Ub" used, "in for--c 1
First, you must hare strong combination of Nature's own prod
a mo' satisfactory denortntlon. Guerrero was nrrest- about
as
on
with
stuffed
ple
one
of
rags
actually
emotionally moved by
Charles
nerves, healthy and firm tissue, ucts neros, roots and barks
ed by Deputy Sheriff
it. Busy merchants have loft their
u- blood rich with iron nnd vitm-isuirtresf inn tbnt Bangliart on November 6.
which your druggist has In the mer ucuuxiumb.
khnIIi
to
see t'-- picture four
-and a keen active brain. Second, form of Garren's Tonic, put up
According to tho story which occupations
will propose a new
j ine Bovernment
or five times each."
he
has
ITarn.
Mr.
told
you must get plenty of fresh air ready to use. Then, as your strength
Guerrero
sum
io
rein
jjrnenio
Lister,
All of which surely Indicates that
and sunshine.
And third, your begins to return you can get the
say they are not concerned been In this country for aho"t two
SCOUT NOTES
with it and refused to share tho years, spending most of his time. In Albuquerque peonlo aro able to apstomach, liver, kidneys and intes- beneficial action of fresh air and
art, and the
tines must act freely and fully.
frovernment's responsibility for it. Chlcasrn, the Nebraska penitentiary preciate extraordinary
sunshine, becauso you won't be
experiment of bringing the picture
By the Scouts.
Then it is true that the only way "too tired" to get out and in a few
There was another session this eve- and cities (n the east.
not'fal'ed.
Mr.
hns
paid last
Strong
to enjoy robust health, strength days the transformation will be
He was arrested by Chirls
ning of the British delegates hut
that the painting would be
and endurance Is to get your stom- complete.
You will
nothing was forthcoming as a re- Banehart .on one of the roadi night for
be robust,
two more weeks.
sult of It.
ach into shape so that the gastric healthy nnd filled with vitality.
Troop Three.
north of town, after alarmed resi- kept
Remits!
TTelln
"Whatever tho result, Mr. Lloyd dents of tho community had telejuices can digest the food you eat
Garren's Tonic is sold in Albu- been
had
and take the iron and vitamlnes querque by Alvarado
Huh? Well, if you
at'ocorge will go to Washington," phoned for an officer. When ar- DEATHS AND FUNERALS
Fharmacy
a complete
from it to be assimilated into yourand the leading
Friday, one official said.
rested he was
dealers tn every our regular meeting to last
whole
the
that
it was stated at' sinn feln head- camping outfit, carrying
blood by the intestines. With your city Adv.
would
a .44 caliber Winsay
you
MARTIN Funeral services for
quarters that such a move bv the chester rlflo nnd a .38 caliber reword.
We did not have any business premier would not be viewed with volver, with a belt full of ammuniSylvester I). Martin, who died here
scoutmaster
or
our
as
for
without suspicion,
to discuss
patience
tion for both weapons. Ills pecul- Monday morning, will be held at
could not come, so our senior the reason that if
iar actions had frightened persons 2:30 o'clock Thursday afternoon
d whom
scout taught us some knots. We support was weakened in
ho met, and It is believed from French's chapel. Rev. F. E.
of tho premier's visit, the thnt ho may not be wholly sane.
McGulre will conduct the services.
as per schedule (or
mod-oto
sinn
feln
Some
be
f
forced
7:30
ever it Is) at
Ho entered the United States In Tho following will act as pallbearmight
sharp.
us were mighty smart and ify its domend, on which it feels 1919 at a point near Eau'o Pass, ers: C. P. Erickson, Harry Jeanette,
learned several different Knots, now in a position to persist.
Tex., without a passport. It Is not Hoy Carrington, Andy Anderson,
The Impossibility of maintaining probablo that ho could havo
Williamson
and Louis Clifford.
Gee, but It's fun.
the
truce
breakdown
long after the
a passport at that time, since Hurial will be in Fairvlew
Some more Kwlz.
of the conference Is realized. The passports are not granted to perSome Boys.
view expressed by sinn feiners is sons likely to become a public
"Some boys will be glad
that there would be no formal de- chnrge,
MAHONET
Miss Mary Ma- To have what they had,
nunciation of the truce, but it
But what they have got,
honey, 3j, died at a local hospital
is
would
It
not."
use
it
TImi
"quickly
Ladles' Alii society of the early Wednesday
decay."
morning. Her
They will
A Scout
pointed out that such provocative
rnurrn will bold tln-t- r brother, John Mnhoney. was with
ocChristmas market on I'rlday nnd her. Thsir homo is in Hardin,
"A scout will be cheerful all day acts on both sides havo been
curring recently in Ireland, would Saturday, December 2 and It, at the Mont. The funeral will be from
long.
definite
as
be
probably
Pnlnco drug Btorc, 210 West Con tho Immaculate Conception church
regarded
"Except when he does something breaches
of the truces and cause its trnl.
this morning nt 10 o'clock, Kev.
morally wrong."
Father Mandalarl officiating. Incollapse, if it were not for
Boys, ever think of being a speedy
If the day breaks before you get terment will be In Calvary cemescout? Well go to a bookstore tho fact that the conference still
has
You
to
find
being.
up you should not expect
tery. Strong Brothers are In charge.
and get a scout handbook.
the whole day before you.
know the rest.
GAHCIA
Sablno Garcia, 28,
Watch for next week. Its "Eagle SPIRITS DESCEND
died at a local hospital early WedPatrol" week.
REST
ETERNAL
TO
nesday morning. lie was an emThanks, so long!
ploye of the railroad at Winslow,
TED MAGEE, Scribe.
Ariz. Tho body will be shipped
Bad news was received yesterA lame back, a lore muscle or a ptiff there, where his family resides.
by Juan Brady, deputy United
g?I TRADE -- MARK SELECTED day
Strong Brothers are in charge.
States marshal. Official authori- joint often ia considered too lightly
by
of a the sufferer.
zation for tho destruction
It
should be remembered
o
PEREA The funeral of
Announcement Is made by tho quantity of assorted liquor and
Perea, who died Inst Tuesday
board of directors of the Albuquer stills was found in the morning's that backache, rheumatic paina,
be
held
this morning
soreness, sallow skin end puffiness morning, will
que
Dairy association - mall, and the services will opon toioiunder the eyea arc symptoms of kidney-en- from the family residence at 8
morrow with a prayer for the
of the selection of a trade-mare
will
o'clock.
be at Santa
Burial
weeks
several
a
bladder trouble and these certainly
spirits.
lowing
Barbara cemetery, Crollott will
contest for a' suitable design to bo
Among other varieties of liquor should not be neglected.
have charge.
placed upon all their products, to bo destroyed are named tequila,
and for which a cash prize of fif- Canadian Club whiskey
Corn
ADMINISTRATRIX'S NOTICE.
teen dollars was offered.
The booze
whiskey and wine.
In the Probato Court of Bernalillo
th-- !
The emblem chosen was selected will - be ' poured
down
County, New Mexico.
from an assortment of several sink in the marshal's office, and help the kidneys eliminate from the
hundred and was submitted by C.e Mr. Brady states that he Is going system the poisonous waste and acidc In the Matter of the Estate of Louis
deceased.
Candelaria,
B. Beyer . It consists of a clrcula-devicdown to the soda fountain
that cause these aches end pains. The;-ac- t
Notice is hereby ghen that the
the outer circle containing
for a bromo seltzer, Just for
and
to
restore
effectively
promptly
undersigned was, on the 17th day
the slogan "Pure as the Sunshine" old times' sake.
weak, overworked or diseased kidneyt of November, 1921, duly appointed
and the Inner the letters A. D. A.
Administratrix of the estate of
end bladder to healthy, normal
worked into a monogram As soon
i
Louis Candelaria, deceased, by the
as the proper cuts can be secured 1
.
rr
nri
the new trade-mar- k
will appear I
II J. E. Simmons. 400 E. 50th St., Portland, On.. Probate Court of Bernalillo County,
as such Adwrites:
upon all Albuquerque Dairy prod"I wis troubled with backache, an: and having qualified
all. persons
having
ucts, containers, wrappers, etc.
urinary trouble. I tried Foley Kidney Pills an. ministratrix,
claims against the estate of said deasy that 1 highly recommend them to
ALBUQUERQUE DAIRY
"B" Theater "The Lost Ro- rill troubled
notified
in
cedent
and rethat way, as thoy art excellent."
are hereby
ASSOCIATION.
mance," the great William De
quired to present the same to the
Sold everywhere.
Mille production with an
undersigned in the manner and
CIIAKGE DISMISSED.
cast, Is being repeated today for
within the time prescribed by law.
Nogales, Ariz., Nov. 30. The the last time today; also repeating
DOLORES Q. de CAXDELAKIA.
charge of manslaughter against the "Travelogue"
by
pictures
Administratrix.
Samuel Bat, who was held In con- Burton Holmes, and the "CurDated November 18th, 1921.
nection with the fatal shooting of rent Events" pictures.
those
Certain
foods,
his brother-in-laStratton Smith,
Lyric Theater Constance
rich in vitamins,
here last summer. was dismissed in
the beautiful film star,
the Santa Cruz county superior is at the Lyric today for the last
are more useful
court here today. The charge was time, in "Wedding Bells;" also
than others.
dismissed, it was announced, be- repeating "Standing
the
Tat,"
cause all of the witnesses who saw two-paGayety comedy.
the shooting have moved to MexPastime Theater William Fox
ico. Smith was shot' 100 yards presents the popular Dustin Far-nufrom the international boundary.
as the star in "The Devil
Inquire
O t) It N A I
)
the
Within;" also presenting
is
with
those
. Attend the Red Star Oil Sunshine comedy, . "Who'B .Who."
replete
'
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The Cozy Gift foraWoman

j-

A

1

Warm Dainty

Bathrobe

XfA

63 POUNDS AND
MORE WILL RACE

IPSE

BETWEEN HALVES

f

KMCKKRS SAY "AYE"

o,

V

f

w.

OF WHITTLESEY

of the local..
brothers
"
0
.In 1,
Havana,
Nov, 30. Lieutenant Ft
Tll,
J'jiiva, iu. 1U1, Mill l,f Colonel
O. W. Whittlesey's ship- - f '
honored
at a special
appropriately
service in the lodgo room of the mates of tho Toloa told now the 'J
or tno famous "Lost S'
club house at 8 o'clock Sunday commander
l
spent the last hours of t. evening. A prosram consisting of hisattalion"before
leaping overboai d t
musical numbers and several im- t o life,
still tho haunting voices of the 1
pressive memorial features ia to pa:
be presented.
13
while they recounted the
"We believe that the event last ut
words and actions of the famwill be very beautiful," members ous
whose "Go to
of the committee have
stated. Hell,"American atsoldier
a German officer,
flung
"No effort will be spared to won
him the applause of the world,
make it the most impressive Elks
came no nearer to revealing
memorial service ever held here. they
the real motive for the deed.
The ceremonies will take on ft
must wait on
it is
Tills,
new character owing to the fact revelation ofthought,
the contents of nine
that the Elks will be In their new letters left by him on his statebuilding."
room bunk, which Captain Grant.
Orchestral numbers are to be master of the Toloa, said ha would
fifrendered by an orchestra of
place in the malls.
teen pieces. There will be vocal
The httont story of the lawyei
numbers by Miss Grace Stortz disappearance Is that he leaped
and George Geake. A special fea- overboard about midnight Saturture will be the roll call of de- day, tho first day out from New
Departed

ALL IN FAVOR OF

CUES!

HERETO DIRECT

Impressive Memorial Serv- Lawyer Is Believed to Have
ice to Be Carried Out;
Leaped Overboard About
Public Is Invited to AtMidnight Saturday; Real
tend Full, Ceremony.
Motive Still a Secret.
,t

(MI

HOURS
.

SUNDAY EVENING

ARMY WORKER

Pasre Three

CONFERENCE

r

lOISII PEACE

Kit-har-

The

charm of the Beacon Bath Robeing
hard to describe, you must feel its snug comfort
to really understand what a wonderful gift it would
make.
rose-color-

is

A pretty bath robe made from this excellent
material would be a gift that could not go amiss.
Color combinations are: shaded tans and light blue,
old rose with shaded greys, brown and tan with
cardinal and green designs, old rose and cream and
grey with red and black designs.

75c

Per Yard

er

w

r.

e.

Frogs and Cords
to match Set. . .

.....,..,.,..,..,,....500

The Best Clothes
are

COT-LEG- E

BEST

WAY

REM

TO

mam im

rccord-breakin-

Tailor Made

4,000

s

YourXmasSuif
Should be from the shop
of Meyer & Meyer. Here
we guarantee you satisfaction. No
leaves our shop until you
are satisfied.

al-i"- lr'

1$!"?'

thS7sToeoe

garment

1

f60"1"'

The latest fabrics and
styles the market has to
offer, and at the lowest
prices consistent with
good service.

.

-

.

dele-pat-

I

conse-starte-

Suits and Overcoats
Made to Fit Your Person

$27.50 to $50.00

what-;nuen-

SPECIAL BARGAINS
Ladies' Trimmed Hats
Each $1.00

Children's Trimmed Ifiafs
Each $1.00

High

Grade

Tarns

Each $1.00

Stiff? Sore?

1

Mr. Man
Combination Range

Per-fect-

stiff-nes- t,

)ua!ify Brooms

d

k,

Regular or

Majestic
A

FINE

GIFT FOR THE WIFE

city-win-

Each 49c

Soys'

Pants

after-ward'-

Pair $1.00

Ladies' Long Sleeve Gowns
Each $1.00

s

PRICE

I

$140.00

ineaters today

Other styles in

anv-sn-

proportion

all-st-

Large

,

Framed Pictures
Each $1.00

e,

rt

RED, WHITE AND BLUE FRONT
321 West Central Ave.
Phone 299.

Scott's Emulsion

at
demonstration
Attend the Red Star Oil
Raabe & Mauger's today. Stove
demonstration
at
Journal Want Ada bring results. Raabe & Mauger's today.

Stove

elements that determine
growth and strength.
ScottftBownt,B1oom6rlrl.N.J.

tO--

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR

FTICE

NEW MFXICO'S FINEST CANDY 8TOKK.
EATS. SWEETS,
DANCING.' COLLEGE INN,
I'ilONE 211.
.

We will give absolutely free with every Majestic
sold up until Christmas a $12.00 set of cooking
ware FREE.

WHITNEY

HARDWARE CO.

SOLE AGENTS
THE GREAT MAJESTIC

RANGE

ELEPHANT BUTTE
ELECTION TO BE
HELD Oil DEC.
The Journal.)
(pedal romapondrorc to
Las Crucee, N. M., Nov. 0. Two
at the biannounced
are
contests
ennial election of the Elephant
Butte Irrigation district, called for

to serve four years. The others
will serve two years. Thereafter
the directors are to be elected as
their terms expire for four years,
thus establishing a rotating board.
The business of the district is of
such a nature that it would be unwise to have an entirely unexperienced board at any time. This
change will also prevent radical or
drastic changes of policy without
lair consmerauon.
ample ana
r loan tha RflmA flllmtnlfl
tration has been responsible In the
last tour years lor many revoluchanges.
tionary and
tvia riitrft Vina hAAn created nnd
put on a sound basis, effectually
estaolisning tne puonc owneramp
and distribution water backed by
the power ot tne siaie an accomplishment. of a magnitude as yet
but little, realized.
That novt fnnr venrs will tirobablv
gee as many, but not Of such radi
cal leal and administrative nature.
The changes will be more In the
nature of Improved and extended
water service, increased economies
and
and refinement of methods

December , when nine directors,
are
representing as many districts,
to be chosen. Albert S. J. Eylar
has retired In favor of V. J. Rlgney
in the Chamberlno district, and B.
B. Romlff retires In favor of Georne
disn
Benvle In the
trict. Competing candidates have
y
been nominated in the
Mesa disand San Miguel-L- a
and
trict. The nominations as fileri
approved by the board are as fol- prartlce.
In addition to the routine func. .
tions of water service there are a
uarneiu-Ane1
No.
Division
number of large development prob-tnni- c
I F. Elliot.
rtmintr nn fhaf nmnn? which
Division No. 2
is the adjustment of the financial
Qeorge Benvle.
between tnis project ana
Division No. I Dona Ana, Jqe relations
th TTnit,i stated in reeard to the
of water to Mexico. This
Division No. 4 Los Cruces, H. delivery
is engaging the time or tne presiv
H. Brook, president of the district.a dent
of the district almost
Division No. 6 Mesllla and
Anhtact of ereater
anri la
Barker.
P.
W.
Park,
magnitude and complexity than the
Division No. 6
average farmer realizes, ai hub
T. I. McKamy, S. G. Kilgore.
tho district hna a eood fight
Division No. 7 San Miguel-L- a
chance to get a much more
ing
Harlan.
Lee
D.
E.
Rodriguez,
Mesa,
and Just settlement out ot
Division No. 8 Chambcrino, F. equitable
the United States.
J, Rigney.
oav thnt in twft or three
nonVnra
La Union, J. E.
Division No.
years the bond market should be
Jlelnburg.
such condition that tne power at
Directors elected from the even in
.v. iriArtVinnf TOtittA dam can be de
timbered divisions this year are
veloped at enormous direct and In
direct benefit to tne project, j.no
financial situation is the only real
.j!?!...!.. of ihi timp. Tlven the
delay is working all the time to
make the proposition more attractive at the start as the demand for
power, upon which the success of
the first few years depends, Is
Hair
Out;
Coming
growing rapidly.
Stops
The proposal to make a national
Butte
park out of the Elephant
Thickens, Beautifies.
lake In conjunction with the
one
of
is
reservation
Indian
extreme value and importance to
the water users. The plan would
be of incalculable benefit to the
project.
Hatch-Rinco-

Berlno-An-thon-

Hatch-Rinco-

exclu-a4..ai-

Jle-illl-

Berino-Anthon-

h,

"

DUE

Mes-cale-

OWNERS OF THEATER
HELD

WITHOUT

BAIL

(By The AinoelatwJ Prraa.)
New York, Nov. 30. Sylvester

Rosenthal and Samuel Moskowltz,
owners and contractors
of the
American
theater In Brooklyn,
which collapsed yesterday, burying
nearly BO workmen, today were ordered held without bail when they
were arraigned on charges of man-

slaughter.
Later, however, Supreme Court
of
bottle
Justice Kelby granted a writ of
buys a
at any drug store. After habeas corpus and the pair were
ene application you can not find a released on $15,000 ball each. reSearch of the ruins continued,
a falling
particle of dandruff orhair
ehowe sulting In discovery of the seventh
fair.
Beside, every
more
Eighteen injured are In
body.
new life, rigor, brightness,
Color and abundance.
"Dan-Berin-

HONOR IS LOST

TWICE WITH GOOD

0. S. GROWER RESULTS. HE

TO

KAMI'S GROCERY

BULLETIN

g,

(By The Amuclated I'tnl.)
80.' America
Nov.
Chicago,

wrested the wheat champlomship
from Canada tonight when George
crowned 1921 wheat king at the
international grain and hay show,
t, nrhUVi tm Ann in hriaAl wna
awarded by the Chicago board of
trane.
Kraft takes the title from J. C.
had held it for two years. Mitchell
Was runner UJi una year, xirun o
wheat tested 63.6 pounds to the
bushel and Mitchell's wheat tested
64.7 pounds, the smaller kernels
giving greater weight.
The winning wheat was grown
In Hi. r:llnrin vnllpv nf Afontana
from part of a prize sample grown
vy weeger wneeier oi inaaa..
Inhti W T.iirna. Pflvlpv. Altfl...
again is holder of the grand cham- ihm
pionsmp ouia BweepaiuKea.
new variety is called "Victory,"
The oats weighed 46.4 pounds to
the bushel.
J. W. Workman of Maxwell, ill.,
won the grand championship corn
sweepstakes.
The international livestock jux- nn.lHnn n nnnnnrnri vlnnprfl of the
cups and ribbons offered by the
InutitnHrtn nt AmttHnan Mnt Park
ers for the "best bred" carloads of
livestock, frizes were awaraea to
33 breeders.
They Include: Beet
fi h nrt hnrnst.
r.ntt1a
farms, Grain Valley, Mo., first end
second; Herefords, John Imboden
and Sons, Decatur, 111., first; C. D.
Casement. Manhattan, Kans., sec
ond.
SheeD:
Hampshlres, McGregor
Land
and Livestock, Hooper,
Wash,, first and second.
Swine: Ifnrkshires. Iowa Farms,
Davenport, la., second.
ShortBoys and Girls' clubs:
horns, Josephine Garden, WapelB.
Jennie
lo, la.;
Hampshlres,
Turner, Dewitt, la.
Fullv a third of the Clydesdale
horses entered today were from
Canada, and W. U. Donaiu, owneu
by C. E. Weaver of ltegina, Bask.,
was named senior champion stal
lion.
,
...
J. A. Morrison, of Basuaon ram,
broke into the
Reading, England,
uinnintra wtin nnn of his Hamp
shire sheep won the blue ribbon'
for ewe lanms.
The Duke of Sutheriana won an
award with a sample of alfalfa
from his ranch at Brooks, Alberta,
nnd hav sllOW. and
at Ih.
also captured a prize for his sam
rea
nara
spring wucm, u.a
ple of
did the duchess of Sutherland.
Among leading awaras loaay
were:
stallion, four year oia ana over
Wee Donald, C. A. Weaver,
Sask; First Principle, Manitoba Department of Agriculture.

ADBruirnsu

I

REMEMBER
You'll Always Do Better

at I

KAHN'S
109 North First Street
Opposite the Y. M. C. A.
Phone 353
LEMONS! LEMONS! LEMONS!
OK
. . ,v:. AO 1
Each Dozen
...$1.15
Syrup, Log Cabin Brand, large cans
Syrup, Log Cabin Brand, medium sizo cans.... 59c
32c
Syrup, Log Cabin Brand, small cans..,..
.25c
Tuna Fish, J. S. B. Brand, can...,.,
SUGAR, Always
M ft A
...
16 Pounds for
30c
Royal Gorge Pitted Cherries,
can
.Pure Lard, each
,t.z. 36c
can. ..................... .84c
Pure Lard, each
b
can
Pure Lard, each
..j.,.. ,U1.$1.64
$1.00
Soap, P. & G. Naptha, 16 bars for...
Soap, Sodate, 16 bars for
....$1.00
..$1.00
Soap, C. P. Naptha, 16 bars for. ..aj,
.$1.00
Soap, Pearl White, 25 bars for.
Soap, Puma Hand Soap, each bar..,....,!.;. ,.i....5c
k.

PUU

can.......

2-l- b.
b.

10-l-

:

Because It's "Rich and Mellow"
We Sell
CHOCOLATE CREAM COFFEE

& Skinner's

The Highest Grade Macaroni
Egg Noodles, Spaghetti and
other Macaroni Product

CREDITS

COUPON

Good for 100 Credits in
The Albuquerque Journal

m
Ewe
Minnlo Miller.
one year and under two, entry or
Mrs. Minnie jviiner.
Champion ewe, entry of Mrs.
Minnie Miller.
.
Southdown sheep, ewe xamo, un-one year, entry of Iowa State
college.
Champion ewe, entry of Iowa
State college.

Jonnml.)
(gpeelal Correspondence to Tbe SO.
EvLas Cruces, N. M., Nov.

the
erything i in readiness for Crumas convention In the Las
when
ces armory next Saturday,
Nation-n- l
the Southwestern
come
into
will
Park association
being. Several hundred delegates
are expected from Texas, Arizona.,
New Mexico, Oklahoma and Kan-anAll-Ye- ar

a

Credits

ffflCT
gJCredits

I HEREBY

AddreM.-r.t- t
-

;

1

ioo

CAST 100

FREE CREDITS FOR

Diet No..

This coupon, neatly clipped out, name and address of the
candidate filled In, and rpalled or delivered to the Campaign
Department of The Morning Journal, will count as 100 FRE3
CREDITS. It doe not cost anything to cast these Coupons
for your favorite candidate, and you are not restricted In any
tense In voting them. Get all you can and send them In
they all count,

This coupon must be polled before 9 p. m., Saturday, Dec.

9.

ASSERT

(By Tbe Anoclatod Frets.)
Washington, Nov. 80. Recommendations embodied In the Wood-Forbreport on the Philippines
has the tendency of "practically
nullifying the power of the Philippine senate in case of disagreement
between that body and the governor general," J. C. Deveyra and
Isaure Gabaldon, resident commissioners, declared in a statement.
"To a subject people like us,"
the statement said, "the' cower of
the Philippine senate to confirm
or not to confirm appointments
submitted to It, Is a bulwark
against possible tyranny on the
part of the governor general. Under
the circumstances, therefore, we
cannot surrender It."
The commissioners "recognized
In the authors of this report a
lofty Interest and profound sym
pathy for our people, ' but they re
fused to accept the conclusions' of
the report "because they are contrary to the Ideals and aspirations
of the Filipino people."

Z

dor (or quirk mnlta. Kaally
and cbeaply made.

"J"

ready-mad-

0

.

,

No Refund.

R

This is to be a sale which you can't affordto miss. Come in and look at thr.- -.
I:
you won't be disappointed. Our newest garments are included in this
you want a classy coat, fur trimmed, silk lined, or a Canton crepe siil: ";"33s,
elaborately embroidered, with latest steel beads; an all wool tricotine Crzzs
or a stylish suit in all wool velour, tricotine or Normandy, we can please y- -.
Some of them are fur trimmed, all are silk lined. Long tailored coats and lc;'
We give you what wc
effects. You will find these at 518 West Central.
and
advertise.
promise
e.

0
N'
L

SEE

Everything

YOU WILL APPRECIATE

in the House is Reduced for this THREE

THEM

DAY SALE.

The Store That Sells For Less

The Last Store on Main Street

I

Xr m

ATM
--

Jrl.
-

--

k

vi

1Jt

11

m

1

1921.

35

.ry ' r

vuz

V
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Notice la hereby given that Julian Garcia, of Barton, N. M., who, on December
Homestead entry, No.
IS, 19H, mad
WH
025!28, for BBlii NWj, W
KVk
Section 13, Townand
6W'i.
KE4,
ship t N., Range I B.. N, M. P. Meridian,
haa filed notice of Intention to make
three-yea- r
proof, to establish claim tn
the land above described, before the V.
8. CommlMloner.
at Albuquerque. N. M..
on the 19th day of December, 1921.
will-laaa witnesses:
names
Claimant
McOulnnesa, ot TIJeras, N. M. ; Jesus
Maria Garcia, of Barton, N. M. : Dement- ro MoQulnneaa, of TIJeras, N. M. i Solum
Chaves, of Morlarty, N. M.
A. M. BERGERH. Herlster.

i.

III

jVai, sV

Give
Scmefhirio
Elecncsir

This
Christmas

Our Christmas stock Is. complete and we would advise to shep early and get the first choice
' ' v
'
in everything electrical.
"

.

THE UNIVERSAL GOODS.

last

. .

VALUES,

ecialfy Shop

REPUBLICATION.
Department ot the Interior, V. 8. Land
or Nee at Santa Fe, N, M., November

,

THESE

25

LEGAL NOTICE

,

No Approval
No Deliveriet

No Charges
No C. O. D.

T

NOTICE.
Will and Testament of Joseph
F, Glrard. Deceased.
To Margaret Morrison Glrard, Al
buquerque, New Mexico; Charles
Glrard, 117 South Bichel Street,
Los Angeles. California; Joseph
F. Glrard, Long Beach, Call-- ,
fornia; Julia Emily Ward, 881
Querrero Street, San Francisco,
'
California; and To All Others to
"Whom It May Concern, Greetings:
You are hereby notified that the
alleged Last Will and Testament of
Joseph F. Glrard, deceased, late of
the Cqunty of Bernalillo and State
of New Mexico, was produced and
read in the Probate Court of the
County of Bernalillo, State of New
Mexico, on the 17th day of November, 1921. and the day of the proving of said alleged Last Will and
Testament was thereupon fixed for
Thursday, the 22nd day of Decem
ber, A. D. 121. at ju o clock in the
forenoon of said day.
LET THE COLLECTS INX CA
Given under my hand and the
TER FOR YOUR NEXT PARTY. seal of this court, this 18th day of
WE KNOW HOW. EATS. 6W1KKTS, November, A; D. 1621.
COJULEGJfi
DANCING.
FRED CROLLOTT,
(Seal)
- :
.
PHONE 241,
Clounty Clerk,
,

F

granulated sugar syrup and shake
thoroughly. If you prefer use clarified molasses, honey, or corn syrup,
instead of eugar syrup. Either way,
you get a full pint a family supply
of much better cough syrup than
for three
could
?ou the buy
money.
Keeps perfectly
and children love its pleasant taste.
l'inex is a special and highly concentrated compound erf genuine Norway pine extract, known the world
over for its prompt healing effect
upon the membranes.
To avoid disappointment ask your
ounces of Pi'nex"
druggist for
with full directions, and don't accept
anything else. Guaranteed to give
or
absolute satisfactii
money
promptly refunded, 'he, Pinex Co.,
Ft. Wayne, Ini

Frank T. French, chairman of
the local organization committee,
says that cities and towns in
and Texas alone will send
more than 200 delegates.

REPORT

Stubborn Cough
Loosens Right Up

THIS

Y

AAAAAAA

Ilere is a home-mad- e
syrup which
millions of people have found to be
the most dependable means of break-Inj- ;
un stubborn coughs. It is cheap
and simple, but very prompt in action. Under its healing, soothing
chest soreness goes, phlegm
loosens, breathinc becomes easier.
tiekiinpj In throat stops and you pet
a good night's restful sleep. The
usual throat and chest colds are conquered by it in 24 honrs or Ipbs.
Nothing better for bronchitis, hoarseness, croup, throat tickle, bronchial
asthma or winter coughs.
To make this splendid cough syrup,
pour 2V ounces of l'inex into a pint
Dottle and lill the bottle with plain

EVERYTHING READY
FOR PARK MEETING

es

SALESMANSHIP CLUB

i ioo

A

.

IS UNSATISFACTORY

FREE

VALUES UP TO $49.00 YOUR CHOICE DURING
THREE-DASALE ONLY

A
TTTTTTTTTTT"

-

FILIPINOS

and COATS

Sold by Valo Bros.,
Preparations.
307 North First street.

..

SATURDAY

DRESSES, SUnS

lant

A

and

J

WE OFFER CHOICE OF OUR

UP TO

Sick,

T.

S

VALUES

I
Correspondence to Tho Journal.
Las Cruces, N. M., Nov.
a Tree In Honor of Every
Man in Las Cruces" Is
the slogan of a committee of seven
presiappointed by C. F. Knight,
dent of the chamber of commerce,
to work out plans to beautify the
residential streets in Las Cruces.
The committee consists of Cap.
Charles Hill, Mr. and Mrs. H. M.
Duck, L. E. Freudenthal, Mrs. Herbert W. Yeo, A. F. Barncastle and
Samuel Bean. Mr. Duck, who is
chairman, assisted materially in
day here a suc
making Clean-u- p
cess.
Four hundred and forty men
went out from Las Cruces during
the world war. Some ot them did
not come back. Their memories
are to be perpetuated by metal
tags on stately trees. Planting of
trees is to begin early in February.
It is expected that all tho trees
will be planted at the same time.
Arrangements are being made to
have them watered from tho town
system without cost to the property owner. .
The plan to plant trees to be
was
named
after
brought to the attention of the
chamber of commerce
by Capt.
Hill and met with enthusiastic endorsement of all the directors.

(Sperlnl

mi T.l

E

IDAY

unthrifty farm animals and
poultry bring no profits. There's a
remedy for every disease of aniin the Internamals and
Pride tional line poultry
of Stock and Poultry

Thn convention will be called to
order by Judge W. A, Hawkins of
Alamogordo, chairman or tne organization committee. Senator H.
B. Holt of Las Cruces will deliver
the address of welcome and pre
sent Governor M. C. Mecnem of
New Mexico as chairman. Dr. A.
D. Crile of Roswell, will read the
resolution to establish and locate
In
the new public playground
southern New Mexico, taking In
the Mescalero Indian reservation
and Elephant Butte lake and dam.
Afterward the various officers and
committees will be elected and appointed.
Senator Holt, head of the reception committee, will be assisted by
twenty local iromInent business
and professional men. R. P. Porter
will have with him a similar num
ber as members of the entertainment committee. The ladles of the
Methodist church will serve a
chicken pie dinner. This will be
followed by a smoker at the Chamber of Commerce rooms.

CORPORATION INSOLVENT.
New York, Nov. 80. The Wll-lsrnrnnrntlon. for which federal
receivers were appointed last Sat
TXTO Tm
TW I Y1T?
l
urday in Toledo, is insolvent anaac-in
PIFS AND SANDLittle Richard Hedrick, one of HOME-MADdebt more than J12.000.000,
EATS,
SWECTS,
most popular child screen ac- WICHES.
cording to an involuntary petition the
COLLEGE
INN,
In bankruptcy filed In the United tors. Is to be starred by Louis B. DANCING.
211.
PHONE
Mayer.
States court here today.

PLANTING TREES IN
HONOR OF
MEN, IS CRUCES' PLAN

Junior heifer calf Pride Protest
ju.
Ninth, Escher and Kyan, jrwin,
u.mnahipa ahnan. ram. one year
Min
mio.
oi
and under two, entry
nie Miller, wenueii, jaano.
vnm iamb, under one year, en-

WOOD-FORBE-

air-plm-

(By Tho AMorlnlrd Vnn.)
Peking, Nov. 28 (by the Associated Presa). A movement for
conciliation toward south China is
hoped fjr as the result of a conference of all the northern military
elements which has just closed at
Pao Tlngfu. Reports are that this
conference, which was originally
called to unite the northern factions and cause them to sink their
differences for a huge campaign
In an atagainst the south, closed
mosphere favorable to unity and
peace.

Adv.

er

GROCETERIA

G

SAYS

"I have tried Tanlac twice now,
and as it has done the work both
times, I don't hesitate to recommend it," declared Olaf E. Fors-burof 734 Merchant St.. Los Angeles, Cal.
"Two years ago," he continued,
"my health Just seemed to break
down all at once. My appetite
went back on me and the little I
did eat soured and caused a gnawing pain in the pit of my stomach.
I went down hill rapidly and got so
weak I could hardly keep at work.
"I decided to try Tanlnc, and by
the time I finished my third bottle
I was a well man and feelins as
fine as I ever did. I gained thirty
pounds in weiKht and was strong
enotiprh to tackle any kind of work.
"This was two years ago, and I
to
enjoyed the beat of health up
about three months ago. My Btom-ac- h
got affected by a cold and I
didn't care to eat much and felt
all tho time.
drowsy and stuffed-u- p
Tanlac fixed me up again and I
feel as fit as ever. I can eat anyI can
thing I ever could, In fact, come.
hardly wait for mealtime to
I have picked up ten pounds and
couldn't nsk to feel any better."
Tanlac la sold in Albuquerque by
the Alvarado Pharmacy and all
other leading druggists everywhere.

Montana Man's Grain Tests
63.6 Pounds to the Bushel and He is Crowned
King at Chicago Show.

breeding
tie. Junior yearling heifer
u
Protest sixtn, Jsciier

IN PLANE COLLISION
Lawton, Okla., Nov. 80. Four
army aviators, two officers and two
privates, were killed today when
the two airplanes In which they
were practicing combat duty, collided at an altitude of 2,000 feet,
and crashed down a half mile east
of Post Field, Fort Bill, Okla.
The dead are Captain Loomls,
Lieutenant A. T. Lanfall and Privates Tuhbard and B. A. Smith.
struck the
As the airplanes
earth, their gasoline tanks exploded, enveloping the wreckage
Ambulance attendants
In flames.
wire unable to reach the bodies
until after they had been charred
bevond recognition.
According to officers, the two
michines had been in the air for
some time when they attempted to
execute a difficult maneuver. As
they swooped toward each other
their wings met and both
fell in a helpless tangle.

CALLS OFF SUTCH.
Chicago, Nov. 80. Pal Moore,
bantamweight boxer, today called
off his match with Pal Tremaine,
scheduled for Memphis, Tenn., on
December 8. The bout was called
(By Tho Amoolofed Fran.)
off Moore announced, because of
Des Moines, la., Nov. SO. G. his championship
match witn.
Falkenhach of St. Joseph, Mo., Johnny Buff at Milwaukee, Decemrolled 726 In the singles of the ber 17.
Middlewest Bowling association's
tournament here today, breaking
the world's record established on Mrs. Laura M. Hoyt Recommends
November 20 by G. Becker ot MilChamberlain's Tablets.
"I have frequently used ChamBecker's score was 725.
waukee.
Falkenbach started out by berlain's Tablets, during the past
smashing 236 pins in his first set. three yearsv and I have found them
His second counted 225 and the splendid for headache and bilious
attacks. I am only too pleased, at
final 265.
Falkenbach was the only howler any time, to speak a word In praise
to get in the first ten standings In of them." write Mrs. Laura M.
either the singles or doubles event Hoyt, Rockport, N. Y.
today. Other bowlers made only (
mediocre scores.
MOST EVERYBODY
DROPS

MISS0URIAN BREAKS
CONCILIATION MOVE
HOPED F0R IN CHINA WORLD'S RECORD IN
BOWLING TOURNAMENT

4 AVIATORS KILLED

HE TRIED TAHLAG

CANADA'S WHEAT

Re-gi-

SELF-SERVIK-

December 1, 1921.
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Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal
.Universal

Travelers Iron
Waffle Iron.
Toasters; three styles.

Curling, Irons.

Hotwater Kettle.

Universal Percolators and Urns In every
;
design and description.
Universal Grills.
Universal Urn Sets.

..

t,

:
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MAKE THIS AN ELECTRICAL CHRISTMAS.

Albuquerque Gas & Electric. Co.
'At Your Service"

Fifth and Central

Phone 98

it

Woman s Daily Magazine
RIPEW

iocia! Calendar

BEAUTY CHAT
B

age

RHYMES

By WALT MASON.

Edna Kent Forbes.
Thursday.

El Club Otra Vez will meet with
tringent, it also has a tendency to
at 8
Margaret Erewington
make a dry skin more dry. But Dr.
m.
p.
to
the
to
it
be
used
exces3
would have to
There is one way
develop
Sixty club danco at Country
produce this effect. club.
arms, and that Is by exercise. Of before it would
It
the
way
upon
depends
Betty.
course, If you are too fat, a reduc- your mother feels about it, wheth- lion to proper weight will brin
,
tho arms to better proportions. If
PERSONAL NOTES
you are too thin, by gaining flesh
OF THE STATE
you will make tho arms mora
But if you are within
shapely.
i.
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ten pounds of your proper weigh', r
DEVELOPING THE ARMS.
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and have not beautiful arms, th.;
only thing for you to do is iO
exercise.
If you will play tennis almost
every day next summer, I ca.i
we.l
you
promise
practically
rounded, firm muscled, attractive
arms at the end of the season. If
you do not want to wait until nexl
summer, as you probably wont
you might try indoor gymnasium
Indian
work, with dumb-bellclubs and paraphernalia like tha'
If you havo no gym and can not
make up a class of enthusiasm
among your friends, you can do
wonders by yourself, if you will
practice a few exercises every day.
First, stand with the arrm
stralcht out in front of you ana
the fists clenched, draw back thrt
.hands to the shoulders, tightenlns
the muscles and resisting yourself
as much as possible. This is nplen
did for tho arms.
Repent it 20
Do it again holding the
times.
arms out at each side and draw- Ing them back to tho shoulders
DO this 20 times.
And do not despise housework
Thoro is an enormous amount of
beauty exercise to be gotten out
of housework, if it is intelligently
and energetically done. Sweeping
for instance is not only good for
tho arms, but for the shoulders as
well, if you stand fairly straight
while using tho broom.
Redhead: As your skin Is so oily,
you will not be likely to overdo
the use of benzoin. The amount
of benzoin to bo used depends upon its action when dropped into
the water; if the water becomes
milky with a drop or two, you have
attained the proper proportions.
While benzoin is an excellent as
s,

,

'

The arms must develop by exercise.
er or not you should put up your
hair. As you are above the aver-agsize for 16 years, you could be
wearing your hair In a coil. But
the way you have been arranging
it around your face will be your
most becoming choice, whether it
o

confined with a barette and
hansinK loosely, or done up in the
is

back.

By LAURA A. KIRKMAN.

REQ VESTED RECIPES.
Some of my Reader - Friends
have written to nRk me to print
tho following retipes:
Salmon Loaf: Open a can of salmon, free it from skin and bonoa,
and chop finely. Mix with It 2
beaten eggs, 1 cup of fine bread
crumbs, 1 tablespoon of chopped
parsley (if you have it), 1 tablespoon lemon Juice, 1 tablespoon of
melted butter and salt and pepper
to suit individual taste. Turn this
mixture into a greased baking pan
and bake In a hot oven for i!
minutes.
Thousand Island Salad Dressing.
d
Rub i
egg through a
sieve and mix it with 2 tablespoons
of finely chopped raw onion, 1
small cooked beet finely chopped,
2
cup of mayonnaise salad dressing, 1 tablespoon chili sauce put
through a sieve, and 4 tablespoons
Chill before
of whipped cream.
using. (This is such a rich dressing that it is usually served with
plain lettuce or romaine, no other
ingredients being necessary in the
salad. It is especially dainty for
a company meal.)
Easily Mado Mincemeat (without brandy): 1 cup cooked an J
chopped beef, 1 cup seedless raisins, 1 cup dried currants, 4 cup
shaved citron, 1 cup brown sugar,
4
cup molasses, 2 cups chopped
apples, 1 cup of the water In whicn
tho beef simmered, 1 teaspoon of
salt, 1 tablespoon ground cinnateamon,
teaspoon mace,
spoon cloves, the Juice and grated
rind of 1 lemon and 1 orange, and
,1 cup of boiled cider. Mix all these
; Ingredients
and cook them, all together, until tho apples look transparent, then cool before putting It
into tho pie crust. Or if you wisn
to store it for future use, turn it,
from the fire, into hot Jelly glasses
hard-boile-
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which have been boiled 10 minutas
in clear water; seal with melted
paraffine when cold. (One Jelly
glassful will fill 1 pie crust.) h
Clam Chowder: Dice a
square piece of salt pork and fry
it with 4 large, sliced onions, then
strain off the liquor. Cut the necks
from the soft parts of 1 quart of
shelled clams and chop the necks
finely. Cut 8 large raw and pared
potatoes into small pieces and put
these potatoes together with the
chopped clam necks, the pork liq2 quarts of boiling water,
uor, and
into a -- large saucepan to simmer
for at least three hours. A halt
hour before serving time add 6
Boston crackers which have been
broken small and soaked in 2
pint of milk. Ten minutes before
serving add the soft parts of th
clamd. Thicken all with a littlJ
flour stirred to paste with sweet
milk. Season to taste with salt and
pepper and, the very last thing,
add 1 large cup of hot, strained
tomato Juice. (In some parts of
the country the addition of the tomato Juice is in disfavor so tho
housewife may add it or not, as
she wishes. Many people believe
that it spoils the clam flavor.
Rhode Islanders, however, belleva
that a clam chowder Is not a clam
chowder without It.)
A Pepper Relish that Can Be
Mado in 45 Minutes: Stem 12 large
green peppers and 1 2 large red
peppers. Peel 6 large onions. Put
peppers and onions through the
food chopper, then boil them, 10
minutes In water to cover. Drain
off this water, cover the vegetab'ft
mixture with J cups of vinegar,
add 1 cup sugarj 1 tablespoon each
of ground cinnamon and salt, and
let boll 20 minutes, when It is
ready for the table. I recommend
this relish as the easiest to make
and the most delicious.
two-inc-

LEVY.
J. M. Wood left Friday for Las
Cruccs, where ho will spend the
winter in the homes of his son, Dr.
Douglas Wood, and his daughter,
Mrs. Charles Pickett.
Miss Ruth Irwin returned Sunday to Las Vegas to resume her
work at the Normal university, after spending Thanksgiving week
with her parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Crlger are
the parents of an eight and a half
pound son, born a few days ago.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Zimmerman entertained the Levy Jolly
club at their homo Saturday
evening. Music, cards and dancing
were features of tho evening, and
cake and coffee were sorved to the
guests.
Mrs. Marvin Miller and children
came in Friday from Albuquerque,
where they hail been visiting relatives. The Millers, who recently
came from 'Clyde, Tex., will taki
lmmedlato
possession of their
ranch east of here.
Misses Frances Davis, Maxine
Bolt, Lola and Lottie DUIard returned Monday to their school
work In Wagon Mound, after
spending the Thanksgiving vacation with home folks here.
C. W. Daniols held a closing out
The
pale at his ranch Tuesday.
Daniels will go east, Mr. DanlelN
going to Kansas City to take treatment for the benefit of his health.
Mr. and Mrs. H. Bi Taylor of
Las Vegas spent Thanksgiving In
tho home of Mr. Taylor's sister,
Mrs. J. L. Walker and family .
Miss Anna Gibson hns returned
from Albuquerque, where she attended the teachers' convention.
Rev. Mr. Maaiesreo of Roy held
Thanksgiving services and meetings the remainder of the jyeek at
Arkansas Valley school house.
reProf. Emmett E. Johnson
turned Sunday to his school work
in Watrous, after spending the
Thanksgiving vacation here with
his family.
Alfred Ledoux left recently for
Dawson, where he will work until
the Christmas holidays.

HERMIT FOR 19 YEARS
ENDS HIS LIFE WHEN

PURSUED

BY A

POSSE

(Bt The Aniiorlnlrd

Prem.l
Nov. 30. Harry

Mahomet, 111.,
ry Davis, 50 years old, who lived
in a cave and had boon a hermit
for nineteen years, committed suicide yestorday nfternoon when pursued by a sheriff's posse seeking to
arrest him on a charge of thievery. He shot himself in tho breast
as he stood hip deep in a small
lake, while tho porse beat the
brush about the shores.
After being accused of murder
nineteen years ago, Davis drew
himself away from his fellow men.
He roamed tho shores of the Sangamon river. Last Monday night a
store at Lodge was robbed. Thu
sheriff started out to arrest the
hermit, who fled from his cave
into the timber.
Davis had gone to the lake and
attempted to wade across it. He
heard pursuers behind. Ahead of
him across the lake he saw other
members of the posse. Then he
killed himself.

FRINGE SLEEVES "
ARE PARIS IDEA

ters for

rqy sunstroke and my
hives, summer dope that human
critters must consume or lose their
lives; now I have my winter ailments, rheumatism, croup and flu,
with the usual derailments of a
wishbone or a thew; ailments more
or less distressing, foreign and
ills; but I count it quite t
blessing to confront new kinds of
pills. There Is always something
cheering, in this happy life wo
lead; always some attraction near-inif we only give it heed. When
the cold no longer pleases, and the
winter seems a grind, spring will
usher in diseases of a new and
piquant kind. Novelties are to us
trooping, always something new
and strange, and the old world
down the ringing
goes
grooves of change.

WINTER WORRIES.
Winter brings Its own diseases,
calling for a change of pills; whe.1
the climate ups and freezes, thcrt'n
a brand new set of Ills; so I put
away the bottles that the summer
saw me buy, for the frigid winter
throttles all the ailments of July.
And with Jubilant emotions to th"
pharmacy I scoot, and buy up new
pills and potions, hoping they are
worth a hoot. Thus the winter
time is giving satisfaction manifold; for a change makes lifs
worth living, and It's routine
makes us old. Every form of stern
endeavor should be mixed wit"
harmless play; doing one old thitg
forever takes one's pep and vim
away. I was tired of taking bit

j
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THE HEW GENERATION
By JANE PHELPS
'..
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JOAN IS ANNOYED.
CHAPTER 27.
"Oh, how lovely!" Joan exclaimed, bending over the roses.
"Aren't you the extravagant Muni-sle!she added as she kissed Margaret, who held the unopened note
in her hand.
"No, I was not extravagant,
dear. I did not buy them." Margaret felt her face grow hot, although she had tried to appear
and speak in a casual manner.
Is that the
"Who sent them?
note that came with them? DJ
read it or let me. Don't stand
holding It." She reached for the
note.
"I'll open It." Margaret slow'y
toro the end of the envelope and
extracted a card.
"In remembrance of our rose
and gray luncheon," she read, her
cheeks now crlmr.on.
Joan's young face grew serious.
American
What did It mean?
Beauty rones, her mother blushini;
like a girl!
"What Is It? Who sent them.
Mother?"
Margaret noticed that "mother'
and slowly, carefully tore the card
into tiny fragments.
She could not hope to escape an
explanation should .foan see that
allusion to the rose and gray
luncheon.
"The roses are from Mr. Forrester, dear. He called on his way
to the train."
"You must have been awfully
nice to him to have him send those
to pay for calling on his way to
the train," Joan replied sarcastically, and a bit impudently.
"I alwayn try to be nice to anyone who cails."
"I haven't noticed anyone elss
sending you flowers."
"Come, help me put them In
vases. They are so lovely we must
not let them wilt."
T don't
"T ilnn'f pa r a in linln
like men sending you flowers aj
if you were 18 years old. It well
it doesn't look nice."
"Joan!" Margaret had seldom
spol'en In so severe a tone. "I
won't have you talk like that. 1
have a right to receive flowers
from anyone I choose. I am not
too old for flowers, even if you
seem to think so."
"Of course you aren't too old
for flowers no one ever Is. But
it is so silly to have a man send
them to you. I suppose that florist
will tell about it, and the girls will
be asking me when I am to have h
new father, and a lot of other
pleasant questions about you!"
"Don't be vulgar and silly,
"

v

Joan."
"If It was all right why did you
tear up his card? There was some
thing on it you didn't want me to
see. Perhaps you were ashamed
to let me see!"
"Joan!"
"Very well. Mother. Remember
what I told you. If you bring a
man here I'll either kill myself or
run away." And with the air of
an outraged queen Joan flung out
of the room, leaving Margaret
stanningjn the middle of the floor,
the tiny card scraps In her hand,
and Hannah looking on sympathetically, while the neglected
roses seemed to reproach them.
"It ain't right noways, Mrs. Hay-deNo, It ain't! Tou is not old.
and Miss Joan should not talk so."
"IT'ish, Hannah) It Is my fault.
ver have curbed her, never
I
shnil.
But, oh. Hannah, I don't
feel old
at least I didn't until
came
In. What would she
Joan
have said if she had caught me
playing it was evening in that
dress, with the candles lighted and
the shades drawn?"
"Tou looked lovely."
Still shuddering at the thought

'
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MEXICAN CHILDREN
NOT DISCRIMINATED
AGAINST, IS CLAIM
Cal., Nov. 29.

Sacramento,

In

a report filed here today with
Governor Stephens through Will
C. Wood, state superintendent of
public instructions, denial is made
of charges which caused a protest

to be made to Secretary of State
Charles E. Hughes in Washington
that the school authorities of
Imperial county, are disMexican
against
criminating
children.
school
The
department was to
make an investigation of the matter by Governor Stephen after the
Mexican government is said to
to Secretary
have complained
Hughes, who in turn requested the
governor to conduct an inquiry regarding the matter.

WARNING

OWLS' PRESIDENT IS
IN

GIVEN FIVE YEARS
PRISON, FINED $5,000
(Bj The Asaodnled PreM.)
Ind., Nov. 30.
Indianapolis.

of what
Joan would
have said, did she know of the iaat'
few hours indiscretions, Margaret
more carefully hid the box containing her dress and accessories.
It would never do, now that Joan
knew Craig Forrester had been
there, to allow her a glimpse of
thnt box and lis contents.
But not even Joan's disapproval,
her feeling that sh had disgrace)
herself in her daughter's eye
could take from Margaret the
she felt In arranging her
roses; or her pleasant thoughts of
tho giver.
"I wonder if he will write," she
asked herself as she put part of
the rofes upon her writing table.
the remainder in the music room.
Joan, still peeved, Was on the
poreh pretending to read.
"If he docs 1 must not let Joan
know," she added, then felt angry
with herself that she, the mother,
should fed she must hide anything
so innocent.
"I don't care if she
does know!" she added fiercely.

ARIZONA FEDERATION
. OF LABOR ANNOUNCES
ROSTER JOF OFFICERS

Pi rCi m

Say "Bayer" when you buy Aspirin.

Unless you see the name "Bayer" on tablets, you are
not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by physicians
over 21 years and proved safe by millions for
Headache
Colds
Rheumatism
Toothache
Neuritis
Neuralgia
Earache
Pain, Pain
Lumbago

John Talbot of South Bend, Ind ,
supreme president o? the Order of
Owls, a fraternal organization, who
was found guilty in the United
States district court last week of
violating the Mann act, today was
fined $5,000 by Judge A. B. Anderson and sentenced to Leavenworth
for five years. It was the maximum sentence for the offense.
Journal Want Ads bring results

I

Accept only "Bayer", package which contains proper directions.
Handy "Bayer boxes of 12 tablets
Aapirla If

trad

Ui

Also bottles of 24 and 100

mark of Bayer Manutacturt

of Monoacetlcacliteater

Druggists.

of RtllcjUcacId

.

Rosenwald s

be closed

Groce-Tot- e

Will

day today and
tomorrow. It will be open Satall

urday with a complete fresh
stock.

(By The Aniorlp.ted PreM.)
Phoenix, Ariz., Nov. 80. Offl

clals of the Arizona Stat Federation of Labor for year beginning
January 1, have been announced
as follows:
President, H. S. MeCluEy, mem
ber of Miami Miners' union, to
succeed Leroy Kennedy of Miami
president for the past two years.
First vice president, Clyde L
union
Tlmberlake, Typographical
Phoenix.
Second vice president, Fred Collins, miner, Miami.
Fourth vice president,. W. S.Cace,
carpenter, Preseott.
Secretary, Thomas A. French,

ROSENWALD'S
GROCE-TOT- E

The list of officers was announced
following a canvass of the votes
cast.

?

Do you serve
crisp fritters ?
"HIS

1

another way of asking, "Do you fry with
Is

Crisco?"

n.

mm

J it

1

1

Eglj

The woman who uses Crisco for
deep frying, makes fritters,
doughnuts, and croquettes which
are as dry and tender and fluffy
inside their crisp, brown shells
as though they had been baked

AT
ft

in an oven.

Try Crisco in this recipe
ANCHOVY FRITTERS
i

Smai itei Km

osphaie

m r

ir

BY ELOISE.
Although sleeves are rhe Important part of all the newest gowns
there are few creations which can
boast such unusual sleeves as this
new frock of Paris design. The
lines of the frock are simple
It is the
enough in themselves.
which gives the eccenj trimming
tric touch to the frock.
Silk crepe of a dead leaf brown
Is the fabric used. It is draped
loosely about the figure and gath
ered at the waist line with a sash
of wooden beads of dull red and
The silk fringe of a
Hi russet tones.
slightly darker brown blending
with the crepe forms a skirt trimming and the unusual s'eeves If
the long fringe falling from the
armholes may be called sleeves.
Although the skirts hangs at an
even longlh
has the effect of the
uneven bottom because the crepe Is
cut In points and the Iringe is put
on evenly. The frock is designed

for formal afternoon or dinner

wear.

THERK IS

A

DIFFERENCE

BETWEEN
HOME - COOKED
CHICKENS AND
BAKED HAM IN A SANDWICH.
EATS, SWEETS, DANCING, COLHOME-COOKE-

LEGE INN, PHONE

241,

Pound yolki of 2 hard cooked eggs with 1$
dozen bottled anchovies, 1 teajpoonful expert,
4 tableipoonfuls Crisco and 4 tablespoonfult
Parmesan cheese. Rub all through fine wirs
sieve and add yolk of one raw egg and 1 table
spoonful of bread crumbs. Season with pepper
and with salt if it is needed. Form into tmall balls,
roll first in bread crumbs, then ill egg and again
in crumbs, and drop

Butter
Buttermilk
Cottage Cheese
Cream,
Whipping Cream
and Ice Cream
321 North Second
Milk,

Albuquerque
Dairy Ass'n.
Phone

351

1

RISCO
For Frying -- For SJioHenny
For CaJc9 Making

into hot Crisco.
Serve on napkin
with grated Parme
tan cheese.

9

38

The Procter

365

different dinners In this book. Send for it.

Gamble

Co

Dept. of Home Eco

It gives you a complete dinner menu for every day of the
nomics, Cincinnati, Ohio.
PleaMiend postpaid, "A Cal
year 365 in all and 61S original recipes. By Marion
Hams Neil, formerly cookery editor of the Laiitf
endar of Dinners."
I enclose 10c
Homt Journal.
Illustrated and cloth bound.
la stamp's.
Each copy costs 42c to print. Yon may
.
j- inave
copy toy scnuing coupon ana
Name
iuc in statnos.
. ..
Address

P.O..
Do yon use Crisco pev?

. State.
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f GERMAN

REWARDED
BY
GREAT BRITAIN
FOR DARING RESCUE

FINANCIAL AID
TO

RUSSIA

FOR

Intention Is to Supply Food

and Seed Grain for the
15 Million Starving Per-

sons in Famine Zone.
(B.T

Th

CLOSE

AninrltifiMl l'reB.)
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New-Yor-

"Well, I Just had an experience,"
said Paul G. Horgan, cub reporter
on the Morning
Journal, as he
rushed Into the office about 9
o'clock last night.
"Well, get busy and write it up,"
replied the city editor,
"But I was held up," Horgan
managed to stammer.
"Go on, quit you're klddln'," exclaimed the city editor.
"Who
would be so foolish as to hold up
a newspaper
man?
They never
have any money. Of course,"
mused the c. e "maybe they held
you up In a dark section of the city
and couldn't see who you were."
"That's Just what happened,"
the cub. "I was going to a
dinner party about 7 o'clock. On
Sixth street, between TIJeras ave-ru- e
and Marquette avenue, a man
stepped out of a dark alley or from
lehind a fence and ordered me to
f old up my hands. I didn't argue
the point with him. I had $7.60 in
sliver in my right lower vest pocket
ind a J 10 bill in the watch pocket
f my trousers.
He took the 17.50
tut overlooked the bill. He then
turned and evaporated."
Mr. Horgan reported the matter
to the police, but was unable to
jive a description of the holdup
man, as there were no street lights
In that
vicinity and it was very
dark.

II!
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You'll get somewhere
with a pipe and P.

bonus bill.
The bloc leaders have half a dozen forms of taxes which they will
offer as means of raising the needed funds for a bonus, according to
He mentioned
Mr.
Dickinson.
'among these, taxes on gifts, liquet
inheritance and 'community prop-

SCOTTISH RITE
MASONS HONOR
DEPUTY HANNA

f..r"
JVfnes Albert fa

mold in toppy rod
bogs, tidy red tins,
handsomm pound
and halt pound tin
humidors and in tho
pound crystal glut

His warning aroused comment
mong house members, some holding It was a step toward ending
bouse action bv special rule which
has limited debnte and it has been
charged, permitted few and some-as
times no changes In measures
brought In.

Powder and Perfame
With Cuticura Talcum

R. H. Hanna, deputy for this
Kite
Jurisdiction of the Scottish
Masons, was given e banquet by
250 members of the Scottish Rite
order at the Masonio temple last
A number of address?
night.
were made by Masonic men present from Albuquerque and other
cities.
The banquet Was In honor of
Judge Hanna's appointment as
deputy for this Jurisdiction. Judgj
Hanna Is one of the senior deputies
in point of service in the country.

An exquisitely scented, antiseptic
powder. Gives quick relief to sunburned or irritated skins, overcomes
heavy perspiration, and imparts a
delicate, lasting fragTance, leaving
the skill sweet and wholesome.
luk rintoMtB. AiMiw IWImUW
hub
.WrtM.UM.14r,MM.a 4t,lwf." Sold avcry
Talewtfe.
whr. BoftpB. OfnUiwntUaQdlOe.
g)ajrCuticura Soap kT. without

IT WILD.
Percy Have you any wild fish?
none
ready, but
Dealpr We have
if you'll wnit I'll provoke one.
Topics of the Day Films.
WOVTiT MAKE

Attend the Red Star Oil
at
demonstration
Stove
Raabe & Mauger's today.

with
humidor
molstener
sponge

Get Artifical
fferve Force in

top.

i

over again at the beginning! Get a
and
forget every smoke experience you ever had
pipe!
that spilled the beans! For a jimmy pipe, packed
brimful with Prince Albert, will trim any degree
smokejoy you ever registered! It's a revelation!
Put a pin in here! Prince Albert can't bite your;
tongue or parch your throat. Both are cut out by our.
exclusive patented process. So, just pass up any old'
idea you may have stored away that you can't smoke a
pipe ! We tell you that you can and just have the time
if you play Prince Albert
of your life on every fire-u- p
for packing!
What P. A. hands you in a pipe it will duplicate in a
home-mad- e
cigarette! Gee but you'll have a lot of
fun rolling 'em with Prince Albert; and, it's a cinch
because P. A. is crimp cut and stays put!

BERT

Copyright 1921
ft. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co.

(ft

been used and highly endorsed by former

the national joy smoke

JfViniton-Salc-

United States Senator, Members of Congress Judges of United States Courts,
Even the
and manv prominent people.
Pope at Rome wrote an tnterostlng communication In Us behalf. Sold by all

druggrst.
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Start fresh all

.

(Bj The Ancucisirtd rrrn.1
Havana, Nov. 30 (by the AsWhat comsociated Press).
pelling motive sent lieutenant Colonel C. W. Whittlesey,
Batcommander of the
talion." overboard into the sea
only a few hours out from
New Yorlf Saturday night may
be revealed in letters to members of his family and business
associates, which he left for
Captain Grant of the steamer
Toloa to deliver.
Nine of these letters were
In the captain"s
possession
when the Toloa docked tonight.
He also received a note from
Colonel Whittlesey, which he
declared he regarded as confidential.
"I can say, however, that
act
from all appearances the dehe
was premeditated,"
clared.

(By The Associated Prm.)
Boston, Nov. 30. The loss of
the barges Governor Itobey and
Carrlo Clark, with six men aboard,
off Navesink In a storm early yesterday, was reported by the tug
Neptune on her arrival at
today, according to word received by the agents here. The
barges were in tow of the Neptune
from Norfolk for this port.

ER E DEC. 12

The plan adopted Tuesday eveLee Reynolds
ning by the central committee of County Agent
Is
the Chamber of Commerce to be
Arranging Program
put into practice yesterday was a
success. The plan called for the
Covering All Phases of
distribution of the workers in such
Farm and Dairy Work.
a manner that ell of the people
engaged In the professions and busPlans for the agricultural short
iness would be visited.
At the close of the campaign course to be held here starting Deyesterday, the report showed sub- cember 12 are being completed by
The
Reynolds.
County Agent
scriptions totaling 937.
"We fully expect to have 1,000 course will probably last five days.
members by this noon," said Sid- The program, which will Include
ney M. Weil last night. "However, addresses and demonstrations by
the work Is dragging.
Many of experts of the extension service of
the workers do not report for duty the state college, is practically
until noon some days, and until complete.
Dairying, poultry, home econoeveryone is on hand promptly each
morning, the campaign will con- mics and horticulture will be Included in the course. Mrs. Maude
tinue to drag."
Mr. Well further stated that the Doty, county home demonstration
needed
drive for new subscriptions
agent, will have charge of the
many more workers, in order to home demonstration work.
Letters have been sent to pracmake the goal of 1,500 members.
"We shall not stop until wo have tically all of the Bernalillo county
'
said
Mr.
farmers advising them of the comgone 'over the top,'
Weil.
ing course and urging them to take
advantage of the opportunity for
scientific Instruction and demonWHOLESALE RELEASE
stration.
Meetings will be held at the parOF PRISONERS ISN'T
lors of the chamber of commerce
FRANCE
SAYS
ASKED,
and it Is probable that home dem
It's about as hard for a man to
onstration worK, such as canning, keep a diary as for a woman to
Atrisco
at
conducted
dethe
be
will
30.
The
Nov.
n sharp lead pencil. tLoB
Washington,
to be keep
mand for "general amnesty" does cannery. Similar courses are counAngeles Express.
Mexico
New
In
several
not mean wholesale release of pris- held
oners from federal prisons, Sena- ties this year under the auspices
tor France ot Maryland, declared of the state college.
tonight in a statement setting
forth the purpose of tho joint am- AGRICULTURAL BLOC
nesty committee of the American
IS PREPARED TO KILL
Civil Liberties union. The movement, he declared, had for its obSALES TAX PROPOSAL
ofof
political
ject, "the pardon
fenders only, those convicted under
(Br T!ie AKnoctstea
the espionage law and other war
Washington, Nov. 30. Represenlaws of expressing opinion against
NUXATED IRON
tative
Dickinson,
republican of
the war."
Iowa, Issued a warning tonight that
the house agricultural bloc was Tor Greater Physical and Mental Vigoi
prepared to kill any plan for adopStrength Energy and Endurance,
tion of ft sales tax as a means of Nuxatftd Imn not
only contain! the
raising revenue to pay the soldiers' principal chemical constituent!
ot
bonus. The bloc, he said, would nervo force, ready to be transformed living
Into
nlaco nothing In the way of the active living nerve force the moment it
hnnua mmallfn Itself, but WOUld enters the body, but it also contains
Ingredients for enriching the blood
content itself with defeating efand stimulutlnir the blond to manufacforts to raise the money bv the ture
an increased supply of new nerve
sufficient
declared
tax.
He
sales
force.
votes were on hand to eliminate
Burprlslnp results are often obtained
the tax if it were aached to the In two week's time. Nuxated Iron has

LETTERS MAY
EXPLAIN DEATH
OF WHITTLESEY

REPORT LOSS OF TWO
BARGES AND SIX MEN

Musterole relieves sore throat quickly. Made with oil of mustard, it is a
clean white ointment that will not burn
mustard
or blister like the
plaster.
Just spread it on with your fingers.
Gently but surely it penetrates to the
sore spot and draws out the pain. Get
Musterole ot your drug store today.
3 5 b 65c in jars (k tubes ;hospital size, $3.
BETTER THAN A MUSTARD PLASTER

WITH

937 MEMBERSHIP

'

Rub on Sore Throat

DAY

Hil

New-York-

BE SOUGHT HERE

Riga, Nov. 30 (by the Associated
Press). The United States government soon may be asked for funds,
probaMy as a government loan to
be controlled by the American relief administration with which to
supply food and seed (?raln to provide for the 15,000,000 of starving
persons in the Kusslan famine district.
A loan under plans informally
discussed by the relief administration In Russia would not be made
to the Moscow government, but to
the provincial governments in the
famine region, guaranteed by the
central government to be repaid at
the next harvest.
The nmount of the loan would
be about $50,000,000, which the relief administration Investigators say
would be sufficient to save virtusituation.
ally the entire famin
The plan wns brought to Riga by
Walter Ij. Brown, Kuropean director of the relict administration,
from Moscow.
"We are getting full cooperation
from the Soviets," said Mr. Brown.
"Soviet cooperation is satisfactory
but naturally we encounter delays
and difficulties.
"However, our feeding of the
starving is growing by leaps nnd
hounds as Diector Haskell's organization gets into full swing. We
are feeding about 700,000 persons."

$7.50 IS TAKEN
FROM 'CUB' BY
A LONE BANDIT
COURSE STARTS

FIVE DAT FARM

C.QF C. WORKERS

Nov. SO (by the
Associated Press.) There is a
saying of the sea that England never forgets ft service
This was
rendered a subject.
borne out today when it was
learned that the British conon a
sulate had bestowed
German merchant marine officer a silver loving cup and
medal earned by a daring rescue in 1914.
In February of that year,
the British Bteamshlp County
of Devon capsized on her way
from Norfolk to Rotterdam.
For three days her captain and
24 membr-- s of her crew pitched in rn.sf'ng seas.
The German tanker Deutsch-lan- d
was first to sight the
hapless Britisher, whose crew
had Jumped into the Bea. Disregarding danger, a boat in
command of the Deutschland's
first officer, Ernst Harzmeyer,
rescued the British crew.
Then came the war. Kngland
and Germany were enemies
five years.
Early this week there came
into New York the tank steamer Vistula with Harzmeyer
aboard. He was invited by
Glouster
Armstrong,
Captain
British consul general, to visit
was
hia office and
presented
England's testimonials.

December I, 1921.
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ELECTRIC LIGHT BULBS

Almost
Uabelievable

All sizes, all standards a'nd standard prices.
BUY THEM
BY THE CARTON

You can hardly realize

the wonderful im
provement to your skin
end complexion your

mirror wilt reveal to you
after tisingGouraud'sOriental
Cream for the first unit.
Send I5c.hr Trial Slia
FERD. T. HOPKINS ft SON

J. KORBER&CO.
Phone 878

Albuquerque's Big Hardware Store.

I

North Second

208-22- 6

New York

mm For

Quick and Certain Results try the Journal Want Ad Columns

0

rniture

ny.

4TH .ANNIVERSARY SALE

Do Your

Christmas
Shopping Now

Buy It Now!

I

Pay For It
Later!

show our appreciation to the many hundreds of patrons we have made during our four years' stay here, who have helped to make our Furniture and Rug establish"
ment a phenomenal success, we are going to celebrate our Fourth Anniversary by placing our entire, immense stock of dependable high grade Furniture, Rugs and house
hold goods on sale at such low prices that every thrifty buyer will be convinced at the first glance of the real savings m store for him. Nothing reserved, every article in
our large show room reduced greatly for this occasion, commencing Thursday, December first. You will find our red special price tag on everything in the house, showing you the former prices and the special anniversary prices offered to the public during this sale. And in spite of the low prices, you may still take advantage of our Easy.
Term Plan. It is impossible to mention the hundreds of specials in store for you, we urge you to visit our store during our Anniversary Sale and learn for yourself the say-- j
ings offered. Be sure and tell your friends about this great savings opportunity. It will pay you to do your Christmas Shopping NOW

To

A FEW OF OUR MANY
Three Piece Living Room Suite
QHA
Aft
.
......
tP 1

Cane back, veloury upholstered.
..... .' . . ...
Anniversary Price

lt.lU

Dufolds

AA

Regular price $59.50.
Anniversary

Price.

.K.r.'r.v.'HnT

.

DressConsisting of Bedspring and Mattress, Dresser,
J A AA
ing Table and Chiffonier. Former
price $165.00. Anniversary Price... tDAJLtsVll
J-

--

Oak Dresser
French Plate Mirror. Value $26.50.
Anniversary Price

Ivory Dresser

Fine French Plate Mirror. Sold
formerly for $35. Anniversary Price. . .

Inlaid Linoleum

Three Piece Steel Bed Outfit

tJJTtTcslJv

Piece Oak Bed Room Suite

Six

(COft HA

J5"

Ofi HA
Ht

$miJ

I

ffl

Fine selection of .patterns,
Anniversary Price, yard. . iiiTir.WSr,, j) XDtC

It Now!
For It g

Later!

$

ITU

post bed, heavy coil spring. Forty pound
white cotton mattress. Complete during our sale.
While they last.
QJ.
.
isOrl:
Anniversary Price. .
Two-inc-

25 PER CENT OFF

OF OUR REGULAR LOW PRICES
We will give you, during our Anniversary Sale, twenty-fiv- e
per cent off on
in
either
of
all rugs regardless size,
Wilton, Tapestry, Axminsters, Etc.
NOW IS YOUR REAL CHANCE TO BUY A REAL SENSIBLE
CHRISTMAS GIFT THAT WILL LAST
k

Remember the Date Thursday, December
Buy
Pay

Eight Piece Queen Ann Dining Room Suite
Tapestry
A A AA

American Walnut finish, oblong table,
covered chairs. Former price $195.
(J"
j)
Anniversary Price
To be appreciated, you must see them.

TUU

.,,

PI

If

EARLY BUYERS WILL FIND IT PROFITABLE

1

IK

WHILE SELECTIONS ARE COMPLETE

h

...

Ol

,tt

Two Inch Post Bed
Value, $12.50.
Anniversary Price.

.... . . .

. . .

. .

(go
JOe rrj

Very heavy coile
Value $7.50.
Anniversary Price

Coile Springs
spring,

25-ye- ar

......

.

ft

'

Mattress
Phoenix, all layers of felt. Former
price $18.00. Anniversary Price.

I

HA
tP X Le I Hk
(2

"fl

"1
--

guarantee.

. . . v...;t . .

HA

l5e I TT

Sale Starts At 9 A. M.

PANY
213-21-

5

f

Do Your
Christmas
' Shopping Now

WEST GOLD, ALBUQUERQUE
ti
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SHRIMRS

FOREST GRAZING

members, of the local
Shrine and visiting Shrlners are
d
asked to meet the
California Limited at & o'clock
this afternoon to greet E. A.
Cutts, Imperial potentate. The
local Shrlnera are to make a
gift to the Shrine head.
The following telegram from
Mr. Cutts was received by E.
T. Chase, potentate of Ballut

DVKE CITY SHOPS OF SANTA FE

All

PRODUG E

east-boun-

Shrine:
party numbering
"Imperial
eleven will arrive 5 p. m.
Thursday, and will have forty
minutes with you. Come down
and shake hands.".
Abyad

NEW FARM SLIDES
i
ARE BEING SHOWN
:
BY COUNTY AGENT
Rural communities are beinar
shown the new set of agricultural
'Action pictures and slides which
have Just been received by County
Agent Lee Reynolds. The pictures
were shown at Armljo school house
Tuesday evening and at Ranchos
do Albuquerque last night. The
county agent will give talks
plaining the pictures at the
school tonight and at Alameda tomorrow evening.
,

.

MAKE MOST MODERN ENGINE
REPAIR PLANT IN THE U. 5.

Page Seven

LATEST ADDITION
POTATO STORAGE
TO WARDROBE OF
MRS. WILKINSON

PLAN T

i

s.

IARLING BABY

MUCH LIVESTOCK
Through the Issuance of paid
grazing permits to stockmen, the
forest service of the United States
department of agriculture not only
secures for the government a con
siderable sum of money, but

transforms into a marketable product weeds and grass that would
In addition
otherwise be lost.
grazing reduces the fire hazards In
the forests, according to district
forest service officials.
At the International Livestock
exposition to be held at Chicago
November 26 to December 2S, the
department will show, through
graphic Illustrations Just what Of
being done In the production
beef and mutton In the national
forests and what the grass and
weeds amount to when turned into
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Letters
Barton
Presents
From Officials of Road
Welcoming Guests; Downer Tells Road's Policy.

n

FLAGSTAFF

Fotato Growers in the Coconino
district of Arlrona are making
scientific plans for caring for their
crop next year, according to R. V.
Jones, assistant district forester,
who returned yesterday from attending the Coconino county farm
bureau meeting at Flagstaff. A po
tato warenouse win De constructed
this winter and all potatoes will
be graded and sized before being

after-lunche-

k"

ill

I.

f

r

ot

V

MILK SUPPLY

IliHTP

GIT! REGISTERS

HIGHJ

'

L,di.

a? 1
'

"!

bo-lo- w

Milk

(SOOTHE

what

Vo

"

stored.
The district around Flagstaff Is
n had six children die almost t
d 3
YM-- 1
birth-FroonhoOT
'!Is
adapted to potato growing, Mr.
i
Jones stated, and it is expected
days Is all they hare
! 1
mm
j
S
that they will soon form the mail
"4 J
P'H
lived, fiefore my next one
t PI X&
crop in that section.
Work of the county agents was
Wlclu'iitiri
ties of vour Vegetable Com.
greatly praised at the farm bureau
pound, and I can say that it is
;
meeting.
the greatest medicine on
"Whe we first got a countv
earth, for this baby is now
agent wo thought wo couldn't posfour months old, and a
sibly get along with him and his
healthier baby yon would not
methods," one of the delegates
want J am sending you a
stated.
"Now that we had had
picture of her. Everybody
him for a couple years, we find
says ' That is very healthy
we couldn't cct along without
looking baby. ' You have my
him," he added,
consent to show these few
The farm bureau is planning
lines to anybody."
Mrs.
many activities for the oomlnir
C. W. Benz, 131 8rd Avenue,
year and farm work has been
Aitoons, ra.
greatly Increased, according to Mr,
Jones, due to the recent farm loan
Mrs. Jansson's experience of interest to childless wives'
law passed by the Arizona lmrialii- Mi!lston, Wis. " I want to give you a word of praise for
ture. and which is Just beginning
wonderful
medicine. We are fond of chfidren. end for
were married I feared I would not have any. 1 began
taking Lydie E. Pink-has Vegetable Compound, and it strengthened me so
I now have a nice
FORMER EMPLOYES OF
strontr, healthy baby irirL 1 suffered verv little nt rhihihiti.
ii
i
BANK UNDER ARREST the credit to your medicine, and shall always recommend it highly.' Mrs
H. H. Janssen, Millston, wis.

tvntooi VinNer factorym
nound of hammer orT
meat.
motals noisily significant of tho
In one year, It la estimated, the
Klwanis club motto "We build,"
out
turn
national forests
approximembers of the club
eighty-fiv- e
of
lamb
300,000,000
pounds
mately
and their guests exchanged
and mutton
and 600.000.000
with the
felicitations
pounds of beef. Many lambs are
Santa Fo shops officials yesterday
In
leave
born
them
the forests and
noon. The weekly Klwanis lunch
only when they aro ready to be
was served In buffet style in a bl
shipped to mancet. Trie if, 400,00')
work room of the lmmens-sunny
eheep and cattle that move Into the
new building.
forests every spring are drawn
D. E. Barton, superintendent of
from a wide area of surrounding
the shops, who made the Klwanis
territory, and in the fall they pour
visit possible, read letters from
out in great streams to such cen
several Santa Fe officials welcomtral markets as Chicago, Kansas
ing the guests, and a description of
and
theV
where
are
Omaha,
City,
the new building and its facilities
turned Into meat products that go
from H. B. Phelps, chief engineer
to an parts or the country.
of Rhop construction. He also invited
the visitors to tour the plant
For Infant
When Tou Are Constlnatad.
at the conclusion of the meeting
To
Invalids
a
insure
action
of
the
healthy
i&
Georgo S. Downer, attorney for
(By The Asiorlated Trent.)
bowels and correct disorders of the
tho Santa Fe railroad, spoke on
if
MO COOKINQ
Tombstone. Ariz. Nov. 30. S R
two of Chamberlain's
take
liver,
of
the
of
the
Brown
company,
and J. H. Reld. Jr.. former
great
policy
Tbs "Food-Drintot All Ages. Tablets immediately after Biipner.
which the new building is a concHsnior ana rormer bookkeeper, re
will
not
cause
a
They
gentle
crete result. Such enlargements
Quick Lunch at Home Of5ce,w4 movement or only
spectlvely, of the defunct Central
the bowels, without
Two cranes of the nine ordered are made possible through the
bank of Willcox, Ariz., wero
Fountains. Ak tot HORUC1CS.
unpleasant effects, but banish that have arrived and are belntr in policy of the corporation to havs
in Phoenix todav bv Sheriff
stupid feeling, that often ac stalled, One of these has a span of all dividends, one port for the Mrs. Smith Wilkinson in her new Joe Hood of Tombstone,
i&Aroid Imitations & Substitute! dull,
according
companies constipation.
and the other set
fift foet and a carriage tho entire stockholders
to an announcement
made here
ermine cloak.
uu ieec or me snop. it has a ca- aside for building up the railroad,
tni evening.
Mrs. Smith Wilkinson, whose
Brown Is charged with having
pacity of fifteen tons. The king of he said.
"It is also the policy of the Santa lavish expenditures for dress and receivea aeposits for tho bank
cranes, the largest built, is yet to
Fa to
be installed. It will have a
with tho towns luxuries in general have attracted when he knew it was insolvent
...it Wi n MP Jl.
JltiHS.
Held Is alleged to havo falsified
span and a capacity of 260 tons. through which the linos) pass," said world-wid- e
has added records
It will bo able to lift a locomotive Mr. Downer. "We believe what is this wonderfulattention,
of the bank in connection
ermine cloak to her with
into the air nine feet abovo other good for tho town Is pood for the
alleged shortages. Brown and
locomotives and movo it to anv railroad and are always willing to extensive wardrobe, upon which a Ileld will be given preliminary
contribute both money and servlcj small army is constantly working. hearings here Friday.
part or me Duuaing.
cloak was months in the makThe Central bank's failure last
ine shop will bo conspicuously to building up any of our- towns. 1 be and
is referred to as the most year resulted in the loss of thou
empty of the usual connecting Wo invite any Industry or move- ing
sands of dollars to cattlemen and
uoua, eauu piece or macninery hav-ln- g ment in Albuquerque to come to gorgeous creation of the season.
Its own electric motor.
dry farmers.
The the Snnta Fo for assistance and comachinery is all of the latest mnri- - operation."
The district governor of Klwanols, some of the pieces never havPLANS TO BE MADE
ing been used bv the Santa v mil. is, Dr. H. M. Bowers, who presided
over the meeting, and Senator D.
road. One of these Is
FOR WOOL GROWERS
machine for piston rods nriinoto.i K. B. Sellers both expressed the
ANNUAL CONVENTION
to grind to
to
of
the
club
members
of an sentiment
Inch, the first ever, used by thy ward the great shops industry and
what it means .to the city of Albu
company.
Arrangements for the annual
convention of the New Mexico
Upstairs on the anuth ot .f 1, qucrque. "To us Klwanlans that
Is
out
Wool
are
Growers' association at Ros'
sweet music,"
a number of anoM.i racket
there
building
work eho.na, the electrical
said Colonel Fellers. The club
well will be completed at a meet
repair
ing of the association executive
.v,.. a iuui iiianuiactunng shop, a members thanked the shop offibrass room for making the numer- cials for their hospitality.
board to be held here December
ous small fittings
14.
A
The date of the convention
count
of members
on a
standing
will
the air room where alllocomotive,
be fixed by the board and a
alat
luncheon
the
showed
present
air
parts
are repaired and tested out, and most a hundred per cent member- Dairies
to arrange
committee
Supplying Albuquer- the program. appointed
the workmen's lockors and study ship in the Chamber of Commerce.
rooms.
The
board
be held
will
A committee was appointed to inmeeting
que With Milk Are Com at
For the accommodation of the vestigate the mfttter of bringing
the chamber of commerce par
workmen and apprentices are large the Francos. E. Wlllard school for
plying With Spirit of New lora starting at 10:30 o'clock the
rooms on the second floor. One girls to Albuquerque, H. C. Donald
morning .of December 14.
City Milk Ordinance.
is a school room which
will be son, Pearco Hodey and Clyde Owen
Pauline Frederick's latest lead
fully equipped with
.i neins asked to see wbnt the Klstudy tables for the students in the' wanis club can do. Sidney Weil as Complying with tho spirit as well Ing man, Tom Santschl, will prob'
tne
letter
of
law
as
the
UB
prescribscnoo. or
ably play opposite her in her next
there was appointed tho club delegate ro
by the new city milk ordinance, picture. He is vacationing in the
will Ibo about ISO whenwhich
the shops the League of the Southwest meet ed
all
of
the
practically
dairies
which
mountains.
at
at
7u
Here ing
Riverside, Calif., on Decemcapacity.
the boys will beiutrained
in median-ca- l ber 8. The attendance prize, a desk furnish milk for the city made high
scores
last month. The
drawimj and other technical set given by II. C. Doiialdson, was sanitary
monthly inspection was completed
knowledge needed for their trade won by Jcrre Haggard.
in all departments. This
Dr. J. F. Dochertv.
yesterday
by
training
will be given at the expense
county health officer, and many of
of
mo nturies receivea almost perfect
the company. The room beyond PENITENTIARY GUARD
is locker room for the workmen,
BACK CONVICT grades.
TAKES
A grade of 85 is about the highequipped with a thousand steel
est that a dairy can mnke linleso it
lockers and many rows of lavaW. R. Hill, a guard In the state is equipped with special
tories with hot water.
In the center of the main floor, penitentiary of Utah, at Salt Lake such as is In use by the machinery
Albuquerconvenient to all departments is City, nrrlved here Tuesday evenque
dairy ' which rethe tool room where about $30,000 ing. He came to take Oscar R. ceived two additional
for
points
Always ready for use, Lytona
worth of implements will be kept Illaney, who was captured here the this reason.
Baking Powder constantly reunder lock and key. These will 16th of this month, back to the
The following table shows the
be checked out to the workmen penitentiary. Blaney la an escapeJ bacteria count of the
tains its superior, rising qualtaken
as needed. Eighteen thousand dol- convict and was taken bv Special at random from the samples
ities and purity.
milk brought
lars worth of now tools has boen Officer o. E. Wyatt In the Santn here for distribution and the
genordered for the new shops and will Fe yards,
Exceptionally economical, Lyeral sanitary score, which is based
be delivered within thirty days. The
HUI and his prisoner will leave on methods
tona is a baking powder that
and results:
blue print room equipped with large tonight on train No. 8 for Salt
yon should not fail to try bePasteurized. Milk.
cause it will never fail you.
perpendicular racks for the filing Lake.
Bacteria
of blueprints under
C!nnnt SeorA
rererence system, and a
e
Many a cook owes her reputaV,'
'
Aiouciuerque
room occupy the lower floor on
tioa for good baking to Lytona.;
enUlve Dairy.
,
1,200 87
the south side. The
will
Christ
83
44,000
USE
small
carry
of
quantities
Hubbell
supplies,
LAYTON PURE FOOD CO.
79.5
30,000
such ea various grades of oil, from
B.
T.
3fi,00O
79.5
Phillip
EAST ST. LOUIS. TLt
the main store house.
P.ezemek
wjifam
79
84,000
The nsw power plant which is
Blumenshlne
79
200,000
Q?''rfjpKy?-:-3tKitBm
being installed south of the shops
J. I Phillips
79
36,000
building will be the largest on the
ifa fcff i
79
dairy
250,000
git
Santa Fe system. The work hus LITTLE aches grow into big pains Poplar
Doesn't hurt. a bit! Drop a little
T. C. Smith
78
15,000
warded off by an applica.
been retarded on the power plant
"Freezone" on an aching corn, In
Beyers
78
90,000
Of
tlOn
Sloan's.
RhninMum
because of delay in giving the conCamferdam ,.
stantly that corn stops hurting,
l.soo 78
tract, thus postponing the nneninir neuralgia, stiff joints, lame back won't S.
then shortly you lift it right off
T. Vivian
a nnn
77
Of the Shoos for three mnntha after ut;ut iong
with fingers. Truly!
against swan's Liniment.
Scaralmine
,
75
120,000
For more than forty years Sloan's Coen
January first, the original date set.
Tour druggist sells a tiny bottle
78
48,000
In the new power
there will Liniment has helped thousands, the .Tacobson
of "Freezone" for a few cento, suf75
70,000
be five additional plant
boilers makinc world over". You
ficient to remove every hard corn,
won't be an excep. T. S. Wiley
74
12,400
a total of nine. These will be autosoft corn, or- corn between the toes,
Stevens .
70,000
proauoe results, Brewer
matically stoked.
"wuauiiyuoes
and
the calluses, without soreness
100,000
The four standlnar amnk .t.pVa
Pfnchxaea without
or irritation.
3,200
will be supplanted by one large one this old family friend rubbing. Keep West .
always handy Del Frate
90,000
of reinforced concrete 244 feet v.
use. isk your neighbor. Rio Grande
6!i,000
high, with a diameter of 29 feet.
Solz
M BU druggists-3- 5c,
20,000
The new babbitt shon annth nt
70c, 1,40.
Sells
93,000
the main building, connecter! with
3 Mk.
sw
Chado .
fio.ooo
it by tracks, is nearing completion,
Williams
4
60,000
and another special
buiMini? east
Eake
of that is yet to be constructed.
60,000
CATARRHAL
JELLY
Louden
It Is estimated that the
Guarantor.! MIIL
it guaranteed by 30 years
will give employment to 1,120 shops
men
service to millions of
Boddy A
besides the common laborers who
84
10,000
Raw Milk.
American!, Kondon't
win be employed. This applies to
works wondtn tot your
Hicks
goo 83
ine locomotive repair shops only.
.
cold,
1
xvt
sno
Sherer
ineeilntf, cough.
When the shops begin operation
cnronic catarrh, bud- Bowers
It wil! bring about 800 more fami
81
30,000
son DOM, tc
Matthews .
ss ooo 80
nes to the city for shop employ
FREE
Butler ,
ment and probably 410 more faml
80
43,000
tOTrattmeni
n
nnn
Mann
an
lies Jn consequence of the first
tin m
Shirk
'80,000 79.1 i root trail
great Influx.
pruggUu
ato
Robinson .
16. son 79
The Santa Fe shoDs aro main
78
tained for the purpose of repairing
Fitzgerald ,
140,000
KONDON
12.000
77
Reynolds .
railroad locomotives, a large Item
In the operation of the engines.
7R
11.500
KlaoMpollt, Mlsa.
All who hav nuert Seantv A. F. & M
Clark &
The estimated repairs pn all loco Bleach to clear tha'
75
27,000
complexion of Becker Murdock..., 30,000
75
motives on the Santa Fe system blackheads and
pimples, and to re- Brandebury
40 nnn
in 1920 amounted to $26,556,641,
7n a
the average repair on a single loco- move tan, freckle and similar Trapp
73.5
82,000
Russell .
motive being about $12,810 annu73
6,000
beau.
Davis
proclaim it a wonderful skia
necessi71
ally. Although each
6,500
tates soma repairs, thetrip
Andres
71
round trip tuier.
Garcia,
8,300
71
between
44.000
and Las
Black and TThita Bcantxr Bleach Gilmore
Albuquerque
71
Vegas, resulting in necessary re- used in connection with Ttlsrlc and Thomas, H. B
86,000
71
pairs of at least $1.10, the great White Soap is most' effective-- will Chavez, Eugenio
90,000
expense occurs when the engines
70.5
120,000
$16.25
not harm the most delicate Bivalschi Nell
receive their general
70
Ferguson,
10,000
rk.'ri.
Black and Whitn Rennfv Menaul ,
The electric grill
70
periods of from 18 months to three
73,000
Bleach, BOc the package; Black Major
years.
69
that is more than
65,000
The Santa Fe system has con onu, nnite soap, zse the cake, can Nerinl .
66
100,000
&
an electric grill.
centrated Its repair equipment at be found at vour dm? or depart French
, 70
The
table
Intervals along the road. The shops ment store.
at Fort Madison, la., have a ra
Write t)ent C. TlnnV Mom. BROADWAY TEACHERS
tove that will cook
or
at
those
is
pacity
engines,
phis.
for your Birthday
three thing at a
Kans., 88 engines; at La Book Tenn.,
TO GIVEA DANCE
and leaflet! wfcieK tella all
supJuntak Colo., 13 engines: Clovis, N.
time.
It is com'
M.. 9 engines: Cleburne. Tex.. 23 about Black and White toilet nren- The teachers of tho South Broad-wa- y
with waffle
plete
engines; San Bernardino, Calif., S9 a rations.
school will give a dance Satattachment,
engines, and Albuquerque at the
urday night at San Jose in
top of the list with a capacity of
hall. The money taken in Armljo
toaster,
at
the
naa
The
old
snops
4t
engines.
dance will be used for electrio wiri
griddle, broiler and
capacity of 23. Some of the maing In tho school and for the purThe
cups.
egg
chinery from the old shopwillhere
chasing of domestic science equipbe I
which Is now inadequate
-- jrY BLEACH
ment. Soda pop, sandwiches, candy
complete, is
price
distributed to some of the smaller
and pop corn will be sold by the
$16.25.
shops.
teachers during the evening.
Andres Baca Is floor manager.
The eherlffs office will send two f3
.ill
Attend the Red Star Oil
men to watch the automobiles of
g-- ai
those attending the dance.
Stove
demonstration
at
,
.
Raabe & Mauger'a today.
Journal Want Ads bring results.
Me-na-

Children's Laughter a Pleasing Sound

$
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The most magnificent and most
modernly equipped locomotive repair shops in the United States,
the newest and largest on the Santa Fe railroad and the second largcs;
of any shops west of Chicago will
be ready on March 1 to give em
ployment to 1,120 mechanics. The
new million dollar shops being
erected hero by the Atchison,
and Santa Fe railroad wero
thrown open yesterday to members
of the Klwanis club and their
guests for a tour of Inspection
The visitors expressed them
selves as being amazed at the enormity of the plant and its facilities,
no idea of tho extent of which can
be obtained from outside Inspection. D. E. Barton, superintendent
of the shops, J. R. LeveridRe, superintendent of the installation of
the machinery and other officials
acted as guides through tho shops,
explaining the present status of
construction and describing machinery yet to be installed.
Imagine a great cube, light and
04 feet long and 243 feat
airy,
wide and 92 feet high, studded
above with monster cranes and
with dark engines, with vistas
through the tall metal supports to
tho whlto glass walls which enclose
tho entire space. That is the first
of the main shops
conception
as
building, not nearly equipped
yet.
The north side of the building !s
left open for tha nine overhead
cranes which will be Installed
while the south aide Is divided into
two floors for special shop work,,
apprentice class rooms and locker
rooms. Three elevators and four
stairways serve the upper floors.
The entire building is heated by
two enormous hot air furnaces
overhead and is lighted by
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Mrs. Held of Marinette Wis., adds her testimonial for
Lydia E.
Plnkham's Vegetable Compound. She says:

" I was in a nervous condition and very
My husband brought me one of yourbookleS
t0rvdi"se(l'!0PT,,rt0?;
and
me try Lydia E. P.nkhar.'s Vegetable
Compound.
It wereama
1
my weakness so that now have a healthy baby girl after
riednineyears, 1 am glad to recommend yonr medicine,
letter ss a testimonia'-M- rs.
H. E. Held, 330 Jefferson St.ZrTnet
There are many, many such homes that were once
childless, and are now
Marinette, WU.

Kmiw
Ws'

Classed with healthy, happy children because
Lydia E. Pinkhsm's Vegetable
Compound has restored the mother to a strong and healthy condition, as it
restoratlv? 'or ailments as indicated by backache,
s,
displacements, weakness and nervousness.
"h"ld ,Mmenib'
most of the commoner ailments
ef women
re not caused by serious displace-- .
thlfurgJ.ca,' '"'"-th- ey
.n
lh8't?Ith0Uf?h
nrmptoms may be the same, and that ii why
Compound, as it acts as a natural restorative.
It can be taken
...... FcwCk.v
.moiy una oiien prevents sorious troubles.
ow cf
MwiTiiV0
,nyw?"an "ho is suffering and has been unable ,
irregu-lantie-

s-- T?.?

1

Z
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FerTtrUtf,
-
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Tcfiouiuic uuiiipuuou, as unas orougntni UHU;
ana Happiness rinto so many homes
once darkened by Illness and despair.
E. Plnkhnm'a Tt4ratn
Lydia
u
i AUUICUS

Tn.nni.

uiuu

wm be scnt
'rc uPn feonest. Write
fto The Lydia omen
E. Plnkliam Medicineyu
Co., Lynn,
40
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book contains valuable Information.
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The Scientifically Built Wato
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No. 6076 Yellov
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CORNS

Always Fresh
and Sweet!
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while interest.
But who doYou
has engaged
pose
Me
Who? Watch
next week's issue of
this paper

DON'T MISS IT!
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WALTHAM
Ladies' Wrist Watches
Ribbon or Convertible
Bracelet for $4;

Why Ybur Tiny Wrist Watch
Ref uses to Keep Time ?
that
not
an
A
It
its
It
TINY wrist watch

will
keep time is ,
soon doubles
expensive piece of jewelry.
vexes you everytime you look'
cost in repairs.
"
at it.
It probably was built abroad for show, not for
service. It was much cheaper than a Waltham.)
You didn't know that the smaller a watch, the
more it costs to make. Greater skill, greater care,'
if it was made to keep time.

Armstrong
Table Stoves

ovn"

only

a,

iron

special

)r

I
I

ij

'

r

j

How should you know ? You're not a
r.
But no
watch is better than its "works". And fine feathers do not
fine
birds at least, not in watches.
always make
You can buy exquisite Waltham Wrist Watches, the works
of which are smaller than a dime. They are built to keep,
time, as long as you live. Of course, they cost more. We've
told you why. But they soon save the extra cost in repair
bills wasted on watches made for show.
Ask your jeweler. He noujWaltham Watches.
watch-make-

Write for a valuable booklet that is a liberal "Watch" education

Serttfreeuponrequest.TheWalthamWatchCompany
Crescent Street, Waltham, Mais,

.

Sliif

I'm going to work
for Somebody in this
town. Every week I
will deliver
message of real worth'

d
d

Lift Off with Fingers

sub-stor-

WW

.No. 60SS Yellow
No. 60B9 Green

WALTHAM
THE WORLD'S WATCH OVER. TIME
''
VUn rmmdmti(mlhr,nU Wdtm Wmuka

fMakrtof0tfamcwWallhamair-fricthnqualiyStetdomiUtian-

Automobile

Timt-pua-

s

4

uud on the world

Uadinf cart
'

GIFTS THAT LAST

Headquarters for Waltham Watches.

MMDLIN'S
"What We Say It is, It Is."

Jewelers

A

MOP

Diamond Merchants.
UP

Oil

MOPS

We have a large stock of Universal Oil Mops,
which we wish to close out before inventory. Ve
offer these at the following bargains:
'
$1.00 Grade, at. .,,
.60c
$1.25 Grade, at
...75c
These mop3 have good handles and are "packed in
tin boxes.
On Sale For Ten Days
None delivered, except actual messenger charge
added.
PHONE

WHITNEY

j

76

HARDWARE

CO.

;

dFEU

I
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DELICATE STAGE

American Spokesmen, However, Express Confidence
That An Amicable Settlement Will Be Reached.
(Dy The AnnrlMrA

Irw.)

Washington, Nov. SO (by the Asnaval
sociated Press). The
ratio and the lone debated problem
URhered
the
of Shantung today
into a
conference
Washlnprton
period of increasing delicacy.
for a
Japan's formal request
naval strength, as comparei

3T

Don't let a

skin spoil

poor

your

r,c
Resinol can heal those

pleasure

mm

throe-corner-

ut

Consh Honied y the
Mother's Favorite.
Tha soothing- and healing pro
Cough
ertlcs of Chamberlain's
taste and
Remedy, ltjj pleasant
crompt and effectual cures have
made it a favorite with people

imakeour
skin more

everywhere. It is especially prized
by mothers of young children for
colds, croup and whooping cough,
as It always affords quick relief and
Is free from
opium and other
harmful drugs.

RES)
tni HeaJiruj
If.

m

with the United States and Great
Britain, was taken under consideration by the naval "big three"
with the American attitude of determined opposition remaining unchanged.
In her latest request Japan proposed to abandon the yard stick of
existing strength and measure the
new ratio on a basis of national
security. Under that plan her
suggestion would be acceptable to neither the United States
nor Great Britain.
The same differences were dissubcussed in the
committee of naval experts, wltn-oresult.
Finally giving up the effort to
on a technical
reach a solution
basis, the subcommittee adjourned
sine die.
Shantung, over which China quit
lha Voronlllfia conference, scot into
the negotiations through an 'Offer
by Secretary Hughes ana A. J. uai-foto use their "good offices" in
helping Japan and China to compose their differences.
The suggestion, accepted by the
Japanese and Chinese, was made
oftor rhlnn hnA indicated her in
tention to bring the subject before
the conference.
Meantime, in spite of the grow-i- n
views.
nroBsnp. nf nnnnAlnir
American spokesmen declared their
confidence mat Doin me navui mm
Far Eastern question would be
brougnt to an amicauie auiuuun
tn tha nrlnclnles laid down
ratio and the Ameri
In the
can "four points.'
Chamberlain's

Blotches cbJ

beautiful

SooVhinq

Doris May will have as her leading man In "Boy Crazy," Harry
Myers, the noted "Connecticut
Yankee." Myers has Just completed a role opposite Alice Lake.

i

IT'S THE RANGE OF
PRICES YOU WANT
Most men appreciate a complete range
of prices when they select their clothes.
They appreciate the opportunity of a
real selection, both as to prices and to
quality. That's the main reason we
offer men's suits and overcoats from
$18.50 up to as high as most men want
to go.
"And we want men to feel that at all
prices, from the lowest to the highest,
our clothing is guaranteed on a money-bac- k
basis.

118 We.! Central

H

HIT SECURES

CTbr

INTEREST UPON

1Q01

The Taxpayers' Association of flaw Mexico

BONDS

WILL

Phil Jagels, a member of the
county commission of Sandoval
county, arrived in Albuquerque
yesterday and delivered to A. G.
Simms, chairman of the Bernalillo
county commissioners, a check for
$1,500 to meet the June payment
on the (50,000 bond issue whlcn
this county has.
At the meeting- of the commissioners here Tuesday, it was decided that a special effort would be
made to collect the June interest
on the bonds. It was voted that
the local commissioners would go
to Bernalillo for that purpose. Apparently the Sandoval county commissioners found that their funds
would permit tho Interest payment.
Another payment of $1,500 Is
due In December".

BUILDING,

DEC.

1921

5,

10 A. M.

All interested in an efficient, economical government are
invited and urged to be present at this meeting.

'ft
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J. HAGERMAN, PRESIDENT
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list of

new '
Victor
Records

Rct. Banford Clark at work on a painting of Christ in the garden

of GethBcmane.
Rev. Banford Clarke, pastor of the Pillar of Fire church In Brooklyn, N. Y is a painter and poet as well as a minister. To emphasizs
his sermons he frequently paints a picture that will help drive home the
main idea, He takes the pictura with him to the pulpit.

CONSTRUCTION OF 12
APARTMENT HOUSE IS
STARTED ON SILVER
of the basement for
nouse in tne i)uu
a
block on East Silver avenue has
been started by Crosno and Shirley,
who are constructing the building.
It is to be completed and ready for
occupancy by the first of March.
The twelve apartments will each
contain three rooms, bath and
Excavation

rWtt

.

SEAL RECORDS

3

"Soptik BnwhS

Swlnftn' Vine (dramasr)

ing the
December

8:30 o'clock hi
Saturday nlgrhtj
the American Association ef Engineers will b addressed by John, F.
Greenwaldt, a Denver engineer'.
will speak on
Mr. Greenwaldt
the topic of telephone rates, and
will be introduced hy City man
ager James N. Gladding, president
of the local chapter, which numbers about 30. After the address,
a business meeting, will be held, For
during which officers will be
'
elected.
Meetings of the chapter will he
held every two weeks after the
in
The nicest cathartic-laxativ- e
annual meeting, which takes place
the world to physic your liver and
Saturday.
bowels when you have Dizzy Head
Colds, Biliousness, Indiges
Attend the Red Star Oil ache, or
tion,
Upset. Acid Stomach Is
at candy-likStove
demonstration
e
"Cascarets." One or two
Raabe & Mauger's today. tonight will empty your bowels

74719 Naur.th (Ckorby-Coaao,
,
66003 Canzotwtta
A. d'Ambraio)
Mboha Etnua
64999 Carmm AratonaiM
Taacamlr J and La Scala Orabaatn
Artun
747 IS Laa Ptehaura da Parlaa Comma autrafoia
F.rl Kuban As in Formn TliM.) (Bust) la FnncB Amallta CsIU-CW- ti
64997 Song of tha Volaa Boatman
Emllio da Goaonw
67576 Tha Laat Hour (Bfown-KrajMJohn MeCormaek-Frit- a
KralaW
74519 Cantiqua da NoU (O Holy Ni,ai) (Adam)
la Fraoch
Maraal Jowaat
74716 Louisa Dapula lonftampa J'habltala aatta chamhro
Harrold-OantlilaFor a Lng Tima I Hava Ouupiad Tau Rooa) In Franea
al
87H0 Oh Coma. All Ya Faithful AdouaFldalaa(PvftuJ)
Bmaatlna 9ehimuuM-Htn- k
69643 Patria CanUbUa da Ryaoor (Soiuj of Ryaoot) (PaUdiiaa) la Fiaaea Titta RuAa
t-

-

RthulWmnnth

DANCE RECORDS

Trot
wnjr, uaarr ran iros
'Ona Kiaa Fo Trot
Juat Llka Rainbow Foa Trwt
'Canadian Capara Fos Trot
Blminl Bay Fo Trot

Smith and His Ornhaauai
Joph C. amltn
aoaspn
and tua Uronaati
Tha Banaon Orehaatra of Chloa
Tha Banaon Orahaatra of Chleaco
Paul Whluman and Mia Orahaatiai
ISB24
Tna Banaon Urehaatra of Cbioaatt
Saeond Hand Rooa Fos Trot (freaa "ZlasMd FoUioa 1921")
Paul
Whltoman and Hla Oraaaatm
1MI8 Hava
a
You ForgottanT Madlay Faa Trot (Introducing
)
Paul Whluman and Hla Orehaatm
Trot
Foa
Banaon
Tha
of Chlaaaa.
Mr
Orehaatra
SunnT
Tannmn
IM19 I Ma I Ona-S-up
tha Banaon Orehaatra of Chioago
Trot
Tuok Ma to Siaan fat Mr Old Tusk Homa-4'- aa
188201
Tha Banaon Orehaatra of Chloago
Tha Banaon Orehaatra of Chloagaa
Trot
(Wabaah Bluaa-F- aa
16816

IM23

porch. They will be built around
a court and will form a "U." The
two wings will be one story in
height while the back section will
be two stories. At one side there
will be garage accommodations.

STANDARD AND POPULAR RECORDS
Tha Vlraln'a Lullah
Maria Ah
OUa Kllna-LamoflMSimJ LulUh
Murphr
IChrlatmaa Hymna and Carol a No. 1 ("Cnnedane Awakal Trtnliy Chokf
Ub Utue I own of eatalanaai
Tjos Kaat I oa. Marry
I He Mrat NowaU
Uaauaman
auanl mint
No. I ("Joy a tha World'
33712 Chrlatmaa Hymiu and Carol
Trinity Cheat,
-"The Angela and the ShackereV' "Calm oa tha Uetening Ear
of Night" "We Three Kinga of the Orient Are" A oyfal
Chriatmaa Soaa")
Part 1
Cnhett Cirarf
33711 Santa Ciaua Viaita tha Children
CUbert ClrareJ
Santa Claua Vlelte tha Children - Part S
'
You're
for
Juat
tha
Bungalow j
Type
Irving Kaufn
18611
Don't Throw Mo Down
Tenneeeee
Mjr
Sunny
IMI2 Ain't You Comlnar Out. Mattnda?
-I Peerlaaa
1
John Steal
( "ZleefeM FoIDee 1921")
18813 Sally Won't You Come Baekt
Brine? Back Mr Bluahlna Koaa I Zlaadeld FelUaa
Joan Bteei
Henra Burr and Paarleae Quart at
18821 Kantuakr Home
Who'll Be tho Neat Ona T Cry Over You)
Arthur Field
Walter C. Kelly
,
43235 Darky Storlea
IHah StorUe
Walter C. Kalha
Doer Trot
fBanta Solo)
"Bleak Faee" Eddla Roea
188151 Roea'
Reee' Reel
"Black FW Eddla Roea
4)237 At.

A I)HY LIFE.
Harry Leon Wilson, the

humor-

Mark
those you
want
to hear
Vs'H

ist, was praising California.
"California Is so wonderful," he
said, "that If you praise it unreservedly strangers will think you
are lying. Like little Mike, you
know.

PASfARm

gladly

play them.

J

r

'
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BOSERWALD'S

Constipated Bowels, Sick Heajdache,
Souf Stomach, Bilious Liver

Pbon. 513

MONDAY,

AT

at

Y. M. C. A.

AT

v.

Plans for the development of the
boys' work at the Y. M. C. A. during the winter Include the formation of a newsboys' club, membership campaigns, Hl-activities,
checker and chess tournaments for
boys and a fathers' party.
The newsboys club to b conducted under the auspices of the
Y. M. C. A. will be organized at
a meeting of all of the boys on
December 8. Further weekly meetings will be planned for athletic
and social development.
The second meeting of the newsboys' club
will be held on December 15.
On December S there will be an
all day hike for all boys in the
On the following
Sunday
city.
afternoon there will be an interThe
for
boys.
esting program
preps' social will be held on December 9 and the treasure hunt on
the next day. The tournaments
will open on December 12 and will
continue for three days,
All boys who ere members of
the Y. M. C. A. are to Invite their
fathers to a "stag party" at tho association building on December 16.
This is an annual event at tho "Y,"
and Is much enjoyed by both the
guests and the hosts who usually
put on several Btunts for the entertainment of their dads.

At its dinner

MEET

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

ALBUQUERQUE

ACTIVITIES OF
BOYS AT THE Y
ARE INCREASING

the

!

PASTOR COMBINES ART AND RELltiluiN
TO DRIVE HOME POINTS IN SERMONS

DENVER ENGINEER TO
ADDRESS LOCAL BODY
SATURDAY
ENGINEERS

EUBANK BROTHERS

m

December 1, 1921.
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completely by morning, and you
will feel
"They work
splendid.
while you sleep." Cascarets never
stir yr u up or gripe like Salts. Pills,
Calomel, or Oil and they cost only
ten cents a box. Children love Cascarets too.

VICTOR

DEPARTMENT

Third Floor

For Quick and Certain Results try the Journal Want Ad Columns,

"

MUGGSY KEEPS COMMISSIONER BUNK OUT OF THE MOVING PICTURES
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7 DAYS
fee

FsfJ

GRAND CAPITAL PRIZE
a

Live hustlers have the opportunity these next seven days to practically "cinch"
the big grand prizes.
ft

For there are just seven more days of the big votes seven more days that you
are given the greatest number of votes for every subscription secured. This means
that you must do your "level best" these next seven days. And, if you try, you
can increase your vote score by leaps and bounds.

us
a

X1

h4

Just a few subscriptions IF YOU GET THEM NOW will make an amazing
difference in your standing in the vote column. For that matter, newly nominated
candidates with no votes to their credit could easily climb to the top of the list in
these last few "Big Days."
H

You can't delay every minute you delay means that much good time lost. And
time during this Big Vote Schedule, is vitally important too important to waste.

si

u1

Ml

Live contestants will certainly make the most of their opportunities now. The
wonderful opportunity to "sew up" the big touring cars during these last few days
is too good to neglect. Those who do work the ambitious candidates who use their
utmost .energy will be rejoicing next month.

The big $8,200 prize campaign is for WORKERS the big prizes will go to
the ones who deserve them. Are you going to be the proud owner of one of these
touring cars or one of the other large cash prizes? If you want to win one of the
bigger award- s- MAKE A WHIRLWIND SHOWING THESE NEXT SEVEN
DAYS.

1922 MODEL STUDEBAKER SIX SEDAN, VALUE $2,295.
OR WINNER MAY SELECT BIG "6"
STUDEBAKER TOURING
PURCHASED FROM AND ON DISPLAY AT

STANDINGS
DISTRICT NUMBER ONE
Mrs. Margaret F. Barnes
Chas. Hill Barber,
Miss Dorothy Bowman
. . ......
Benny Cordova
'.
"..
Lynn H. Fox
Miss Helen Gurula
, ,'
Mrs. R. E. Hathcox
t.v
Mrs. Markett Jones
..
Miss Margaret Kleinworth.
u. , u, . , . ,
H. M. Kingston
Miss Shirley Lewis.
G. Albert Linder
John Livingston
Mrs. R. M. Marx
Mrs. Tony Ortiz
Miss Ada Philbrick
... .
Mrs. G. D. Ramsey..........
Miss Louise Roark
Mrs. Margaret Schaltegger
Miss Margaret Spargo.
Miss Niles Strumquist.
Miss Mildred Tatum.
.. . .
Mrs. H. J. Tompkins
Miss Edna L. Williams. ........... ...
i ...... .
Edna Margaret Davis.
Sidney Marcus
James Ross, Jr
,

'....

What $54 In Subscriptions Would Count
One
subscription ($54) counts......
This constitutes two clubs.
, ..";,..
six-ye-

...............

7.

ar

.......

. . . ,",
";:

Total credits given for this arrangement.

'A

. .

.

,

f
".

;

,:

. . .

360,000

.

...... . . 200,000

.''....'i .

'

560,000

......

....,
..........

,

Two three-yea- r
subscriptions ($54) counts....,,,..-.- .
This also constitutes two clubs
.......

120,000
200,000

Total credits given for this arrangement
or
two-yeThree
subscriptions ($54) counts. . . .. .
This also constitutes two clubs
. ...
l4t . . .

320,000

'

ar

!."-

Six

Total credits given for this arrangement.
or-'

subscriptions ($54)
This also constitutes two clubs.

1

M

one-ye- ar

counts.. .

......
.....t...
. ...

...;.... ..;.;,;...
.

90,000
200,000

.'.

......

.

r. . o
w.wt..
................
....

Total credits given for this arrangement.v.-.T-

.

290,000
72,000
200,000

. .m,.v. . 272,000

Remember that the present Big Credit Schedule will never be repeated or
extended. AFTER TODAY only 7 days more is your FINAL chance to get the
greatest number of credits for every subscription you secure.
Don't sit back with your hands, folded while some one else is working
and taking advantage of the final days of the Big Credits JUMP INTO THE
CAMPAIGN

YOURSELF NOW

DETERMINED TO WIN

-

.......

SiOM BE OVE

.... ..... .

Henry Burrus.

. .

DISTRICT
Mrs. Lawrence Abreu.
Alfredo Baca
Neil P. Bolt
Miss Eloyse Bumgarner.
Rene Divelbess.
W. A. McGahan.
F. C. Groman
Miss Virgie Hidalgo
Mrs. C. W. Howe
J. F. Jamison
R. M. Kimbro
H. S. Mason
Mrs. C. Martinez
Miss Sophie Martin
Mrs. J. F. Oglesby.
J. M. Sandoval
Mrs. Florence Saul . . . .....
Mrs. Fern Swatzell

NUMBER

.

l.

. . .

388,300
350,200
260,800
32,700
5,000
376,900
354,800
37,000
359,700
53,400
7,2CO

8.0C0
5,000
390,600
9,300
387,100
340,700
182,100
375,300
9,C0O

6,900
5,100
352,900
392,200
30,000
30,000
163,700
6,000
1

TWO.

.n.V
t...

155,300
11,600
13,000
..,
5,000
301,900
'.,
5,000
371,300
378,500
... .,
5,000
52,000
5,000
5,000
372,000
, 351,800
305,300
183,000
306,800
320,700
,
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DISTRICT NUMBER THREE
T. H. Bowland
. .uiu. .
..
. 258,100
,
...
. uu,. .
Baby Ellen. ... . . . . .
ui 24,100
J. Eller.
5,000
lw
Miss Fannie Frost.
5,000
Miss Lupita Garcia......
52,900
H.L. Hart..
5,000
.M,x..
Miss Geraldine Hodges.
. .UJ,fc.
5,000
. .;
.
Charles E. Hayes.
5,000
.m... . . .
Gordon Herkenhoff
Ui.
..Ui. . 202,100
Colbert Hicks
5,000
Jos T. Gurule
uw
5,000
v.iaut'.
Jim
Mrs. Florence Kronig,
. : 65,500
Mr. George Lentz
.
. . .ui.i. .i.Mj.
.
.
.
5,000
y
.iu.
O. E. Lovan
. 316,900
.miux
Rev. C. D. Poston
. ,Viu. . , . . t ,. 6,200
.
Miss Margaret Radcliffe.
.
.. : 315,000
H. L. Rose.
ux: . . .iuM.'. ";. ." .
5,000
Miss Lutgorda Sanchez.
5,000
Clarence Stdldt. .. . ..
.
5,000
Fred Rogers
.
.
49,500
L. J. Stone
. 45,000
.1lt ..!....,.. ..
. ...
Harry White.
5,000
.M.ir.
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Where Will You Be Tomorrow?
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STARTING UP A LITTLE INDEPENDENT COMPETITION, BILL?
Every community has
themselves for advancement.
many such.
not
INTER flKTloJSKX.
No, young people are not going to the dogs;
AN INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER
urual
proportion
the
About
least.
as a whole, at
Published By
are headed for trouble and a few years hence they
JOURNAL PUBLISHING COMPANY
opKUSON.
MACPH
D.
A.
CARL C. MAOEE.
will wake up and envy those who, with fewer
T.!IL
President.
the race- of llts,
in
them
are
distancing
.Business MsnHifi portunities,
D. A. MACPH EHSON.
and wonder how it happened.
"
.,. .
CARL C. MA(JEE
REPRBRENTAT1VK8
C. J. ANDERSON. .. .Marquette Hldg.. ChlcBgo. in
MONEY AT WORK.
RALPH R.
matter at the postoffice
Entered as second-clas- s
about
The public has heard so much preaching
of Albuquerque, N. M.. under act of Congress of
does
it
so
trite
become
has
March 17. 187
thrift that the subject
TERM!) HIT SUBSCRIPTION
attention It deserves. The fact that
the
receive
not
and
month, 85c:
Daily, by carrier orIn by mall one
savings banks have increased their deposits
advance, tt DO.
is
yearly.
one
ago
of
those
year
over
of
depositors
number
"The Morning Journal haa a higher circulation
the
thrifty
for
money
to
Next
New
working
In
to any other paper
encouraging.
rating than la accorded
Newspaper Directory person will try to make his money work for him.
Mexico." The American
Issued
is not
day
Mexico
every
In
New
The only paper
Wise expenditure has its place, but this
In the year,
to make substantial
desires
Individual
the
if
enough
nip THH ASSOCIATED PRESS.
It is necessary that a part of
to headway financially.
The Associated Press la exclusively entitled to
earn something,
credited
news
of
all
the use. for
the earnings be placed where it can
It or not otherwise credited In this paper and also where It can become a source of revenue.
financial
the local news published herein.
Government savings and the various
December 1, 1921
In security to
utmost
THURSDAY . .
the
offer
Institutions
sums
and provide for an increase In the
The reg-ulTHE ANNUAL MEETING.
through the increment of Interest.
as a dollar a week,
deposit of a sum so small
be a source
The State Taxpayers' Association holds its an- maintained over a period of years, will
sum as too
the
All
6.
who
regarded
December
on
nual meeting in Albuquerque
of surprise to persons
is able,
government
tax
The
insignificant to be saved.
taxpayers who are more Interested in seeing
to the public to
are
than
relationship
close
the
and
of
they
spent
prudently
because
money honestly
otherwise be w thheld
in escaping the payment of their just proportion secure money which might
and to this
institutions,
banking"
from the regular
of the taxes should attend.
without beservice
valuable
at
a
extent it is rendering
The association has come under suspicion
in a real sense.
times because it is known that a large proportion coming a competitor of the banks
of Its financial support comes from the corporation
who are the big taxpayers of the state. However,
the little taxpayers and the big taxpayer are equally
interested in seeing that the money raised by taxa
tion is not wasted. At this point there is no conflict
and there should be no suspicions.
SONS OF HUMOR.
The Journal has never lacked confidence In the
lies
At breakfast time, when slumber
integrity of ex.Oovernor Herbert J. Hagerman, presNot so remote from human eyes.
ident of the association. He belongs to the very
g
The Sons of Humor can evokea
highest type of the intelligent and justice-lovinjoke.
A twisted word that makes
bu:
with
him,
not
always agreed
citizen. We have
serves to speed us on our way,
It
of
domination
we have never found him under the
Aad rather brightens up the aday;
while
it curves the lips that for
any improper influences. His judgment and honor
Have just forgotten how to smile.
are not for barter.
Governor Hagerman showed a type of IndependAnd I have seen a growing wrath
ence last fall and winter which is rarely seen. ADiverted from Its crimson path,
the
And laid aside, all cold and dead,
lthough president of this association, to which
g
that has been said.
the
wrote
By some
he
were
contributors,
mines
heavy
copper
There's plenty sad when day is done,
Commission
against
Revenue
the
of
Special
report
Hut Sons of Humor find the fun,
And God bless every man who strives
those same supporters, thereby alienating them, at
To keep the laughter -j-mrjivesl
least temporarily, from the taxpayers association.
The people never have appreciated the immense
labor put in by Governor Hagerman, without one
dime of compensation, in an effort to equalize taxation in this state. New Mexico has no abler or more
d
citizen' than he. His intelligence, inin the general welfare are beInterest
and
tegrity
was Just as good as a real silver
- nose.
"Don't p:ay tricks!"
usea iu ju.mh
yond all question.
picture aud ence tnatlocomotive
not going to play a trick, one, I think.
"I'm
came dashing down
Taxrunaway
the
the
with
when
Our sole difference of opinion
Susie looked at the shiny clrclo
Susie," spoke the bunny. "Come
toward the camera? New York Telegraph.
on her paw. Then she kissed Unwith me!"
payers' Association has grown out of what has
So Susie went with Uncle Wig- cle Wigglly, for sho was happy
seemed to us to be a too practical view concerning
THIS HAS NEVER. BEEN TRIEB. about a
Over the fields and through But Just then the bad Fox sprans
glly.
the administration of publio monies. It wa9 for
Once there was a man who told a story oM
woods they hopned rntil th .' out of the bushes and was going to
the
B.
I
GarU
term
Howard
the
In
By
and
"anny
manl
school
without
using
purposes
Scotchman
came to a little candy store, kept bite Uncle Wiggily. But brave litlimiting the levy for
was so long ago nobody retle Susie flashed her silver bracecases has fought levies for what may be termed members9 in it. but itname,
by a monkey doodle gentleman.
or any of the circumman's
the
"A chocolate bar, if you please, let in the sun, and flashed the
McClure
Copyright. 1921. by
Cltj
humane purposes. In its zeal to keep taxes down stances of the remarkable incident-Kan- sas
bunthe
said
Mr.
Doodle,"
Monkey
sunlight into the eyes of the Fox,
Newspaper Syndicate.
It has seemed, at times, willing to sacrifice progress. Star- ny gentleman, and when it was and blinded him so he couldn't see.
viewor
the
There is a legitimate background
"Now's our chance! Let's run
UNCLE WIC.GILY AND - SUSIE'S handed him Uncle Wigglly said to
MIGHT ni.OW UP CONGRESS. TOOcan find
Susie: "We'll go off in tho woods while his eyes are filled with tears
BRACELET.
point of the association. Taxes are too high. They
of
explosives
it
makers
think
I
course
the
eat
this.
and
that
Of
my new silver bracelet madi)
perhaps
must be curtailed In fvery possible way. More at
hostile armies. There
When Uncle Wigglly, one day, may prove to be a magic chocolate come in his eyes!" said Susie.
something to blow up besidesand canals to be built,
beJournal
bs
the
should
paid,
however,
tention,
So she and Uncle Wiggily hopbar."
are, for example, tunnels
Chihopped Into the underground burDo you ped home safely, and, if the poker
lieves, in going after those who waste public money. rivers to be dredged and land to be cleared.
"Oh, Uncle Wigglly!
row house where Sammle and Suwith
cut
down
to
cried
wish
Susies
to
doesn't
fall down the cellar stairs
shining
occasion
be
less
sie Littletail. the rabbit children, really?"
Then there will
cago News.
has enoug'.i in the night when it's playing tag
lived, he saw a sad look on Susie's eyes. "Do you think It me
necessa'ry levies.
a silver with the fire shovel, I'll tell you
face. Susie had Just come home magic in it to make
Rupert F. Asplund, managing director, is a very
next about Uncle Wigglly atid th3
from the hollow stump school and bracelet?"
bit
a
be
shouldn't
"I
surprised,"
electric light.
efficient piece of machinery. He has made some
instead of seeming happy there
answered
on
the
and
her
In
gentleman
wisdom
discontent
constantly
bunny
of
shadow
was
a
blunders, but he grows
with a smile. "We'll go in the
faco.
LET GERMANY CLEAN HOUSE.
With a
becomes more valuable to the taxpayers.
"What's the matter, Susie?" woods and eat the chocolate bar."
Little Benny's Note Book
good strong board of directors, dovoted to the pubSo Uncle Wigglly went to the
asked the bunny uncle, twinkling
Financial America.)
(From the Dally
lic welfare, he would be more valuablo still.
his pink nose In a Jolly way. "Did woods, and, sitting on a log they
s a fair Indica
mark
finrman
bar. Susie
at last you miss your gnawing lesson to- ate the chocolate see
There Is no better way for taxpayers to sav
the people of the former empire are
the
Me and Skinny Martin was setday in the hollow stump school, watched carefully to to when and
The German at home a
money than by spending a little in joining the asso- realizing thei? position.
on my frunt steps last Sundcy
would
work,
begin
when
the
recite
or
is
couldn't
magic
he
ting
you
that
money
his
paper
ciation. It Is worthy of your support.
tachca so little value to
not thinking of enything speshil,
mouse teacher asked how Uncle Wigglly finally said:
The
lady
price
tangible.
for
anything
"Shut your eyes, Susie."
and a buntch of gerls started tu
We hope that people from all over the s'atc will willing to swap it
many carrots you could buy. If
he buys cuts little figure in his
The little rabbit girl squeegeed wawk past tawklng and giggeling
he gets lollypops cost a penny each?"
be here to attend the annual meeting. The state of the article
What Is of interest to him is that he
as if they thawt they was having
roe.
"Oh, it isn't that. Uncle Wigthat
can not afford to be without this Institution.
Something convertible. He thus shows but
a grate time. Skinny saying, G, Im
answered Susie, and she sort
tho
that
glly,"
is
bankrupt,
ognize. his government
of shuffled her paws over the
glad I aint a gerl, wat goods gerls?
un
is
or
wealth
inherent
inausiry
No good. I sed, and Skinny sed,
counselled floor. This sl owed that Bhe was
since
America
SHERIFF" ORTIZ IS RIGHT.
long
Financial
Dally
Im not even going to get married
not happy, even If her face had
,m"1' u"' V '
the Teutons to declare tnemseives
I grow up, wen youre married
wen
not told the same story. "It isn't
on a
with
The majority of the board of county commis- their slate and starttoairesn
you haff to take your wife wat-evma- - that." Susie sighed.
old
use
their
propaganda
rather
"What is it then?" asked Mr.
you every place you go, and
sioners were wrong In voting down the motion of They sought
n.nniniml their productive ability,
i,.,ii..
j
you wunt to do you haff to
caP'tal. Longears.
Chairman Simms that the county provide the neces- thinking that by so doing they could attract little
ask her ferst, no sir, nuthlng doing.
a
bracelet!"
silver
a
burst
"It's
if
made
ruse
this
Me neither, no wedding bells for
sary money to maintain a traffic officer on th When they discovered thatd
and whined of out Susie. "Oh, dear! It's a silver
any impression they
me, gosh wat do I care for gerls?
North Fourth Street cement road.
to meet their expenses. This tack, ot bracelet!" me!"
tnnhllltv
thi
I sed. Im satisfied Jest scums
"Dear
cried the bunny
Tho state law provides a speed limit law and course, could not be expected to Impress investors,
heer this way like 2 batchelers, I
"You don't mean to
laws on such roads. It is beside th but they did think that it would arouse sympathy gentleman.
sed.
me
you lost your silver braceenable them to escape or at least tell
Me too, so am I, we re comforta
question entirely for the commission to attempt to and perhaps
their Just payments. To add force to their let! Never!"
ble setting with our legs crosse.l
never!"
answered Susie. "I
"No,
pass on the wisdom of these laws. They are on the postpone
the printing presses
thev
up
speeded
plea
poverty
and everything, and the more gerls
never lost a sliver bracelet, bestatute books and the county commissioners are until they had flooded the markets of the world cause
was erround the less fun U
there
I never had one. But, oh,
worthless.
as
Is
now
do
to
necessary
what
recognized
is
that
with
mark
with the
responsibility
charged
would be, I wouldent be serprized
toUncle Wigglly, I want one so
is
as
It
flood
the
before
value
as
of
little
was
It
When
Gutirrei
Max
to procure their enforcement.
if I never had enything more to do
much!
There was a rich little
only its worth was not apparent. world's ex pussy cat girl in the hollow stump
with gerls at all, sed Skinny.
said he did not believe that violators should be ar- day,whiia
normnnv nnd In fact tho
Neither would I If I dident, 1
today and she had the most
rested and fined, he took a. position which is Inde- change market Is panicky about marks, it is only school silver
sed. Theyre more trubble than
on
her
bracelet
lovely
paw!
fensible. Administrative officers are guilty of con- because of the Insincerity which caused their downI did want one so much!"
theyre werth and besides theyre
fall. If Germany will honestly place herself in the- Oh,Uncle
duct which should result In their removal when they debtors'
Wigglly looked serious. "I wa.ni a. silver bracelet f nuthing but a nulsants and
her internal Indebtedand
dock
liquidate
wat good are they? I sed.
enforced
t...
presume to decide which laws shall be
.I, will flnrl mnnv willing He well knew that Susies father.
Lets start a batchelers club and
.sighed
and which Ignored. It Is the duty of the legislative hTnda ready to help her. Not because of sympathy ; Mr LIttlotall.notthe rabbit gentle- neny member that even gets saw
man, couia
airora to buy
branch to pass the laws. It is the duty of the com- for her position, but because common sense directs
especially now her eyes tightly shut. Uncle Wig- with a gerl cant belong eny more,
mum silvor bracelet
innusirious
nation
of
a
peupio
that
enforce60,uou,uuu
for
the
means
to
the
missioners
so scarce and milk so gily picked up from the ground a sed Skinny, and I sed, All rite, Im
provide
be stabilized and strengthened before we can even with work
But still Uncle Wigglly slender twig from a willow tree. willing.
dear.
ment of all laws so passed.
a
normalcy.
start
toward
approximate
Wich Jest then who started to ga
wanted Susie to be happy.
Quickly he twisted the twig into a
If we attempt to decide which laws shall be
Dally Financial America recognizes the great
"And so you want a silver brace- round circle to make a bracelet.
past but Mary Watkins and Loret-tc- r
enforced and which Ignored, we are in grave danger potential capacity of the German people. It wishes, let, do you?"
Mincer, both looking grate all
he asked the little
"But of course it Isn't silver yet,
see this capacity put to work at useful
of loing all our respect for the law. If these laws therefore, tofrom
rabbit girl.
Susie wants a silver bracelet," dressed up for Sundey espeshlUv
and
get
German
may
which
the
people
"Oh, so very, very much do I thought the bunny "Ha! I have Mary Watkins, and me and Skinny
are bad they should be repealed. Meantime they production
This can
fair profits and meet their obligations.
a lovely it! The silver tin foil from tho Jest kepp on setting there and
before want a silver bracelet
should all be enforced.
only be brought about by liberal loans. Butmust
tipped our hats to them, Mary
chocolate bar!"
bo shiny silver bracelet!" sighed SuThese particular laws are not bad. They are these loans can be arranged the liabilities
sie. "But I don't s'pose I'll ever
The chocolate bar had been Watkins saying. We're taking a
assets.
We,
the
to
least
at
reduced
approximate
Unless they are
one! But I hope I at least wrapped In a lovely silver sheet wawk. Wich me and Skinny sat
very wholesome and necessary.
therefore, View the mad scramble of the Germans get
about it tonight," she went of shiny foil. Taking this foil, there a wile longer and I sed, Hay
strictly enforced some one will be killed on this to rid themselves of their paper Incubus as a heart- dream
on.
Uncle Wigglly wrapped It about Skinny, I bet she ment they wunt-e- d
road before a year passes. Mr. Gutirrez' own peo- ening sign of Internal recognition of their real posius to go with them, G wlzz,
Uncle Wigglly twinkled his pink the willow twig bracelet, and in an
worth
true
the
the
With
tion.
recognizing
road
people
who traverse this
It looks fearce to set heer as if we
ple, the
a dif- nose rather on one side and smiled Instant it was turned to silver!
us
as
not
strike
of
it
does
being
their
money
n
In
vehicles, are the most in Jeopardy ficult task for the present government to recom a bit behind his whiskers.
"Open your eyes, Susie!" called dellblitly dident wunt to wawk
"Suppose you come with me, Su- the bunny, as he slipped the brace- with them, no matter if we reely
We are unable to mend repudiation of both the paper money and
from laxness In enforcement.
he suggested. "We'll take a let over Susie's paw. And when dont or not.
understand the position of these two commissioners. their bonded indebtedness. Once this housecleanlng sie,"
walk through the woods and per- she opened her eyes and saw the
Maybe we better run and catch
who
for
the
guests
be
will
takes
ready
his
for
they
place
commended
Sheriff Tony Ortiz is to be
haps we may find a silvor brace- bracelet shining In the sun, she up to them Jest out of politeness,
with
Then
them.
to
are
and
belp
willing
ready
The sentiment
sed Skinny.
cried:
Insistence upon law enforcement.
Intensive productivity again put to let."
Wich we did. Proving wat you
"Oh, the chocolate was magic
"Oh, Uncle Wigglly! Don't play
of the people Is with him.
work they will march forward and at least partiany
1
and wat you do are 2 different
was
all! It really
say
on
me!"
after
the
tricks
little
magic!
the
commerce
of
begged
In
the
their
regain
prominence
And It things.
rabbit girl, with a quiver of her have a silver bracelet!"
world,
YOUTH OF TODAY.
(Copyright 1921 by George Matthew Adams Trade Mark Registered U. 8. Patent Office)
"REG'LAR FELLERS"
The Yale Union having decided that there Is no
assertion that "the morals'
truth In the
of the present generation have fallen below 'the
normal American standard," It remains for some
body to define this standard.
I SfW1. JUST WMT
yfiTTT
TAST MOM!
There will be those of us who, looking back up"
on our own period of youth, will be Inclined to agre
with the union. If It means that the boys and girls
'
of today are much the same as those of a genemr
tlon ago. Young men and women of today simply
do more openly many of the things which some ot
the lads and lassies of another day did behind the
door. A study of history leads Inevitably to the
conclusion that human nature today differs but
lightly In Its good and evil desires, in its hopes anfl
fears, Its virtues and its sins, its devotions and Its
dissipations. Us loves and its passions, from that of
a thousand years ago. The real difference lies in
the new standards we are setting up.
The boys and girls of today are not all headed
for ruin, nor even a large percentage of them. The
gaudily-dresse- d
dance hounds and
motor speedsters are In the minority, but they make
more noise than the thousands upon thousands of
young men and women who have their eye on personal success and who are crowding our night
schools and studying after work In order to prepare
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tures closed barely steady.
I

THE MARKETS )j

17.75; Jan., 17.63; March, 17.60;
May. 17.81; July, 16.85.

LIBERTY BONDS.

New York, Nov. 80. Liberty
(Ur The Aesoclnted Press.)
bonds closed:
$96.46; first 4s,
New York, Nov. 30. Bonds were $97.38;
first
second 4s. $97.24;
the only stable feature of today's
second
$97.36;
active but Inconclusive stock ex- third $97.24; $97.70; fourth
alchange session. Liberty Issues,
$99.96; Vic$97.50; Victory
most without exception, added to tory
sea4S, $99.96.
their sustained rise and other
soned bonds continue to strengthNEW YORK MONEY.
en, but the share list was hesitant
or reactionary.
New York, Nov. 30. Call money
Oils, steels, equipments, chemiFirm. High and offered at. B'.i'
cals, fertilizers and food specialties
made gross recessions of one to five per cent; low, ruling rate, closing
Prominent miscellaneous bid and last loan, 5 per cent.
points.
Time loans Steady. Sixty and"
Issues were lower by one to three
nninti Weaviness of oils, which 90 days and six months, 6 per cent;
of
Oil
Standard
to
extend
did not
prime mercantile paper, 6 to 6
New Jersey and the European per cent.
group, was accentuated by reports
FOREIGN EXCHANGE.
that Mexico coniemmaiM uu m
m.n.o nf thn exDOIt tax.
.New York, Nov. 30. Foreign exSelling of rails seemed In the
nature of a professional maneuver change strong. Great Britain detn create weakness in seasonea in mand, $4.00; cables. $4.00.
duetrlals. Reactions of one to two France
demand,
7.03;
cables,
nnintq tn transportations were pari 7.03.
Italy demand. 4.15;'
Belgium demand,
ly retrieved in the final hours. Sales cables, 4.16.
6.72; cables, 6.72. Germany de"50,000 shares.
a mnro hnneful feeling In indus
mand,
cables, .43. Holland
by the demand, 85.37; cables, 85.43. Nortrial circles was Indicated dividend
declaration of the regular common, way demand, 14.25. Sweden demand, 23.60. Denmark demand,
of Railway Steel Spring
notwithstanding the admission that 18.60. Switzerland demand. 19.00.
earneu Spain demand, 13.90. Greece dethe dividend had not been connecdemand
mand, 4.05. Argentine
Money rates were firm in
tion with December disbursements, 32.75. Brazil demand, 13.37. Mont
cent
and
5
at
per
call loans opening
real,
in the final
oirnniMmr to B
NEW YORK METALS.
hour. Some easement of time funds
was indicated by more liberal offeraccommoda60
New
and
SO
York. Nov. 80. Copper
day
ings of
Firm. Electrolytic, spot and neartions.
rose
by. 13c; later,
Leading foreign exchanges
that
Tin Easy.
Spot and nearby,
substantially on announcement
to
particintends
States
the United
$29.76; futures, $29.87.
of
meeting
Iron
the
in
proposed
unchanged.
Steady,
ipate
which haa for Its
Lead Steady. Spot, $4.70.
European bankers
internaof
Zinc Quiet. East St. Louis de
object the stabilization
tional credits. Sterling demand bills livery spot, $4.70.
rose a fraction over $ 4 and all the
Antimony Spot, $4.65.
continental quotations were higher Foreign bar silver, 67 o.
the
Mexican dollars, 61 c.
points,
by seven to fifteen
Dutch rate alone reacting.
CHICAGO PRODUCE.
Advances among Liberty bonds
ranged from 10 cents per $100 to
more than $1, final prices easing,
Chicago, Nov. SO. Butter Maf
however, on profit taking. The ket higher. Creamery extras, 46c;
same was true of the general bond firsts,
seconds, 83
38 o.list. In which realizing seemed a
strong temptation. Total sales, par Eggsi Market unchanged. R
value, $22,850,000.
celpts 2.924 casea.
Closing prices:
Poultry Alive higher. Fowls,
28
American Beet Sugar
21c; turkeys. 80ci
1425c; springs,
81
roosters. 16c.
American Can
41
&
Market
Potatoes
American Smelting
Ref'g..
steady. Re
American Sumatra Tobacco.. 31
ceipts 88 cars. Total U. S. ship
116
ments 402. Northern white, bulk
American Tel. & Tel
11
American Zinc
$1.501.75 cwt.; sacked, $1.60!
45
Red rivers, sacked, $1.25i
Anaconda Copper
1.65;
90
1.50 cwt.; Idaho Russets, $2.20 J,
Atchison
37
2.30 cwt.
Baltimore & Ohio
65
Bethlehem Steel "B"
17
KANSAS CITY PRODUCE.
Butts & Superior
42
California Petroleum
122
Kansas City, Nov. $0 Buttr
Canadian Pacific
31
Central Leather
eggs and poultry unchanged,
69
&
Ohio
Chesapeake
22
,
LIVESTOCK MARKETS,
Chicago, Mil. & St. Paul
26
Chino Copper
64
Crucible Steel
Chicago livestock.
7
Cattle Re
CMfttirn Nov. 80
Cuba Cane Sugar
77
Better grades beet
7,000.
Great Northern pfd
celpts
37
steers and fat she stock dull, mostly
Inspiration Copper
57
25c higher; lower grades and othei I
Int. Mer. Marine pfd
24
classes steady to strong. Bulk beef1 J
Kennecott Copper
114
Louisville & Nashville
steers, $6.25 9.001 fat cows and
111
heifers largely $3.60 S 6.75; canner ,
Mexican Petroleum
25
Miami Copper
largely $2.75 3.00; bulk bologna;
19
calvee.
veal
Missouri Pacific
bulls, $3.6503.85;
61
$9.00(3)9.25; bulk stockers- Montana Power
largely
75
t
New York Central
and feeders $5.15 6.00.
82
Northern Paclfio
Hogs Receipts 20.000. Marked-stea- dy
34
.
than
yester6c
to
higher
Pennsylvania
day's average; opened fairly active,',.-late- r
Ray Consolidated Copper.... 14
'3
slow. Top, $7.10 for light;
Reading
49
averages;,
lights and
Republic Iron & Steel
Sinclair Oil and Refining.... 22
bulk, $6.8607.05; pigs steady 1o-- '
80
10c higher; bulk desirables. $7.000.3,
Southern Pacific
'"
20
Southern Railway
$7.20.
75
Market .
Studcbaker Corporation
Sheep Receipts 16,000. western.
(v
45
Texas Company
active 15o higher. Top
130
lambs! $10.40; bulk fat lambs, $9.H fx
Union Pacific
82
United States Steel
10.25; choice handy ewes,
69
native ewes, $3.6004.50; feed
Utah Copper
ers strong.
CHICAGO BOARD OP TRADE.
i
Kansas City livestock.
Kansas City. Nov. 80. Cattl- e- j
Chicago, Nov. 30 Record breaksteers
condition
Beef
steady
ing low estimates of the
Receipts 6.800.
of the domestic crop of winter to lOo higher.
Top, $7.25; other 1
fat she
wheat had much to do with a sharp early sales, $4.7605.00;
upturn today in wheat values. The stock steady to strong; better grade
kinds, f
net
2o
other
to
close was firm,
cows, $4.25 04.76; bulk
to
higher, with December $1.13
$1.13
and May $1.17 to $1.17. B.bO; calves ZOO nigner; ucni
c to
oats fin- ers $8.608.76; bulk heavies and
Corn gained
classes
c
other
off to a like advance, and mediums. $5.50 7;
ished
provisions varied from 10c decline generally steady; most bulls $3.00,
hulk cutters $3.0003.25;.
(3)3 75!
to a rise of 30c.
canners arouna sz.ou; eariy :
According to a recognized au most
.
t
I. n
tR
i
i
n if
fncdprfl
thority, the condition of the United
States winter wheat crop taken as IlMKlS)5.R0.
a whole is 77 as against a
average of 88.4. Such an estimate, sales steady to strong; trade mostly
auu v j
together with normal winter loss of steady to 6o lower, ciosea for
best '
$6.85 top paid
acreage, suggested a yield of
decline;
with light and light butchers; bulk good"?
bushels, compared
bulk of sales,:!
bushels harvested this hogs, $6.7006.85;
644,000,000
year.' Less favorable crop reports $6. 60 6. 85; pigs strong, best .uvy y
from Argentina
Shpeti
Receipts 2.600. Killing
and Australia
counted as a bullish factor, and so classes strong to 25o higher. Most
did famine advices from China and fat ewes, $3.7504.uu; native lamos,
assertions that grain exports from $5.60; feeding lambs steady, earljl1
Manchuria might be stopped. Un- $8.10.
circumstances
wheat
der such
Denver Livestock.
prices here closed at nearly the
the
fact that durDenver, Nov. 30. Cattle Re
day's top. despite
session
the
of
the
2.400.
the
Market steady to
ing
early part
ceipts
bears were In control, owing large- strong. Beef steers, $5.006.25;'
heifers.
$4.2506.00;,
quota rows and
ly to setbacks in foreign
tions and to the possibility of lib calves, $6.009.50;. . bulls, $2.00.
eral deliveries here tomorrow on 3.00; stockers ana reeaera, Ml .duiv
:
December contracts. The only off- 6.00.
set early was drought news from
Kansas.
Texas
and
Oklahoma,
Corn and oats hardened with
wheat.
Export demand for corn
was good, and country offerings
light.
Provisions had no decided trend,
CARPENTERING
Business lacked volume and the
market was easily influenced.
PETTIFORD THE ODD JOB MAN.
A . kind of wiirk
rtinne 167S-Closing prices:
Wheat
Dec, $1.13; May, WANTED Odd Jobi orpnterlnf painting and ronf repslrlni Phone
$1.17.
Corn Dec, 47c; May, 64c, IP YOU are thinking of building, phone
192D-Oats Dec, 82c; May, 38c,
plan furnished tree; all work
guaranteed.
Pork Jan., $15.40.
h
Lard Jan., $8.62; May, $8.82.
TYPEWRITERS
Ribs Jan., $7.35; May, $7.72.

8s.

4s.

4s,

4s,

4s,

8s,

.43;

81.

B

I

1313c.

.

3644c;

--

160-pou-

....

$5.00-bul-

2c

lc,

K

ten-ye-

- A

CtasiBed

his
.

I48-R-

.,

'

NEW YORK COTTON.
New York, Nov. 30.

Cotton

fu- -

TYPEWRITERS All makes overhauled
and repaired. Ribbons for every ma
chine.
Albuquerque Typewriter K
123 South Fourth,
chance, phone 0J-- J.
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Copyright, 1921 by the International News Service.
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BRINGING UP FATHER.
IL

MORNING JOURNAL

UTTUE

Tvu(if'''j
Mix
MlkS

BRICK HOUSE
Five rooms, modern; garage;
shade; screened front and back
porch. This house is located
on a corner lot; has good
and paved streets. The
paving is all paid for. The
price is only $4,000.00.

COAT- - MAID

I'M

NA.P-

AT

THltj

THIS

tIX HOURb

'HOW LON4

HOUR?

OOT

WE

7

WOZ
A -- LEER3

ITS

1

EVErHlN

ONE

A.-M-

'

QUESTION:

.

DO YOU HANDLE

ANYWHERE
EXCEPT IN
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS?
All

f''

coon t,ocattox in
WARD
FOCRTH

well-bui-

lt

kinds of
features: nartlwooa
I built-i- n
jictti. anu
floors; iunmt-ideal home. This was built for
a home but party is leaving
town and it can b bought at
the right price.
All

FOR RENT
Some very desirable furnished and unfurnished houses and
apartments in all parts o the
city.
Tell us what you want we
may have it.
D. T. KINGSBURY,

REALTOR
Loans and Insurance.

rbone

210 W. Gold.

FOR

907--

AN

frame cottage, sleeping
porch, completely furnished, corner
lot; highland!, one block from Central avenue; terms.
8,D(I0 One of the finest homes on East
Stiver avenue; seven room and bath;
extra fine sleeping porch; full basement; hot water heat, laundry, fine
electrical equipment, good garage with
servant's quarters.

13,100

A.

-,

Insurance

ltl

FLEHSOEl, Renltor
In

nil Its hrnnchee, Loans,
flnratv Ilonds.
Street, Next to P. O.
Phone ?.

j
i

As

L

"

Bfl

...

:

lts
MAKE US AN OFFER
WIl

B

LC II

-- 1

f

UUU1

two baths.
and bath on each side, furonly
nished, separate entrance,
five blocks from postoffice..
OWNER VERT ANXIOUS
TO BELU SO call
ACKERSOX & GRIFFITH,
Realtors.
Phone 414.
120 S. Fourth.

dwelling

Five-roo-

with

SOME BARGAINS
Dandy lot
Lot and Adobes for six
750
room house
We have a customer for your
house let's have it.
SHELLEY REALTY CO.,
Phone

SUDDEN SERVICE.
The Bed Arrtiw (all over the West) renders sudden service on Kodak finishing
to people who demand quality. Work
:n before 11 a. m. mailed same day.
Work In before I p. m. mailed noon next
day. Address work to
THB BED ARROW,
K. Las Vegas
Albuquerque
(We want a representative In TO'JH
territory.)

WANTED

TO

BORROW

$2,000 at 8 Per Cent
First Mortgage. BO Per Cent
Valuation. Address

WHY PAY

$5,000
850
450

m

South Fourlh.

vircNT Two furnished housekeeP'
lng rooms, for two adults. 620 South
Third.
I
FOR RENT Furnished apartment,
rooms and bath; no sick. 401 West

A

,....-'-

459-J-

.

Realtor.

18 W. Gold.

FIGURE IX BATIO TO BENT
The Following:
Wvlng room, dining room, two bed
rooms, nice sleeping porch, kitchen
and back porch, front porch and pergola, brick, rent 160; price 13,750;
reasonable terms;. University Heights.
r,
delightbath,
ful living room, corner lot, rent tuO;
bal60
cash,
terms,
price, 83,976;
ance $45 per month Including Interrear
University.
est;
8 rooms,
bath, furnished, south
highlands, 83,000; terms.
REALTY CO.,
DIKCKMAXV
Itenltors.
Real Estate, Insurance, Loans.
Phone 670
800 West Gold avenue.

BV

INT'L FfATUM

ONLY

RENT

SIX

8IRVICI. tttcl'

left In the

at

month.

A, L. Martin Co,, Realtors
Real Estate, Firs and Auto
Insurance, Loans,
223 W. Gold.
Phone 156.

fifty foot lots
Albright-Moor- e

j

z

Why not apply this on a home,
In preference to paying it out
can
every month as rent. We four-rooshow you the nicest little
house in the city, that
can be bought on the above
Put your
monthly payments.
rent money Into a home and
have something? to show for
your receipts.

$300

Road.

J, D. Kelehsr,
211 West Gold.

FURNISHED, $750 CASH
brick, sleeping porch, Six large rooms, two good porches
modern- houae, close in, splendid
right up to date except furnace,
located on University
Heights. location; newly decorated, fine
shade; $750 cash, balance like
I'rice only $3,750, good terms.
rent. Step lively, the price, $4,000.
R. MoCLI GHAX, REALTOR.
442-3. P.' GILL, REAL ESTATE).
Uolil.
W.
204
Phone
Phone 723-Real Estate, Loans, Insurance, 115 S. Second.
Notary Public.
FOR SALE Houses
FOR RENT Room
TOR SALE

Realtor,
rhono 410.

CUT OUT RENT

Five-roo-

m

J.

J.

brick

bouse,

A
Five-roo-

GREAT BUY
corner, hcrdwood

floors, garage,
corner, two
floors, steam
locations and
to postoffice.
W. H.
206

on

M.oOO.

AVE DO
of Albuquerque

and

.

11

11

$8,500,00

Worth of lots on asl Stiver, near
HIGHLAND PARK the pas,t month.
A few choice
lots left it
$500 and up on easy terms,

m

W, C. THAXT0N
705 West Mountain

xz--

Monthly-$$30$$-Mont-

each. Seventh
now being opened
which makes these among the
best located lots in the entire
addition. Don't delay. Get started on the upgrade right now.
$20 cash and $10 per month.

street is

I

I

SOLD

LEFT

I Btlll have six

When you can buy a nice litfurnished house on
tle
a corner lot for only $2,100- only $400 down and $30 per

Mf

parts

whole state.
FOR RENT
TWO STORES
Best location on West Central
avenue. No information given
over phone.
FOR RENT
Several furnished houses.
Several unfurnished
houses,
at all prices.
FOR SALB
Real Good Homes
East Silver Ave.
5 rooms,
porches, hot air
heat, $7,000, furnished.
5
rooms, porches, hot air
heat, $5,700, furnlnhed.
East Central Ave.
Several beautiful new bungalows on easy terms.
University Heights
Several
bungalows,
dandy
up, on easy
priced, $3,650
terms.
Fourth Ward
New
rooms,
Bungalow 4
hardwood
porches,
fireplace,
floors, shade and grass, only
Terras.
$3,750.
TO SEE THESE CALL,
the

side-wal-

house.

REAL

ESTATE?

COOT)

A nice, new and

ALMOST DAILY
ARE ASKED THIS

12$

J. A. HAMMOND,
Those
Fast Silver.

11522--

FCKNISIIED HOME

Of six good rooms, two porches,

large lot,

close in.

Live)

in one

rent of other half will meet

side

payments. Small payment down.
Only $3,700.
We have a few small ranches
close to town for sale or trade
for city property.
KOIJJN K. (itjTH RIDGE,
814 W. Gold Ave.
Phono 1023.

If we haven't one to suit you
we 11 build one just as you
want It.
Second and Gold Avenue.
Phono 040.

Eight-roo-

hardwood
heat. They are fine
good buys. Close

garages,

s
For
RolTNBOARu!
Rent-Room-

with Board

88 per week. Mrs. Knight, 200
South Broadway
NICELY
furnished ruon. with board;
private family; no tick. 1037 Forrester.
FOR
RENT Room and board, with
board. 410
steeping porch; first-clas- s
East Central.
FOR RENT Large furnished room" with
table board; rates for two people, til
South Fourth.
GOOD HOARD and eleeping porches.
southern exoosure: seven miles sou.n
of town, $40 per month. Phone '2408-RGOOD BOARD AND ROOM, with heal
and home privileges, $45 psr month.
023 South Walter.
room
FOR
RENT Nicely furnished
with board, lady preferred. 618 West
Fruit. Phone H72-roous
furnished
FOR RENT Newly
board. 418 Soutn
with or without
1908-Broadway, phone
JAMESONS RANCH Ideal location tor
few reservations now
healthseekera;
available. Phone 8238-FOR RENT
sleeping porch and room,
adjoining bath, with board; rates
1638
East Central.
month.
FOR RENT Heated dressing room and
porch for 8 oonvalescent1811--gentlemen.
J.
Phone
1125 East Silver.
R RENT
Room and sleeping porch,
vith board for convalescents: gentle
men only; private home. Phone 8148-Nice, warm
HOME BOARDING HOUSE
leeplng rooms; good horns cooking.
station.
from
walk
short
904 South Third;
FOR HEALT11SKEKERS Modern
nurse service.
with
Casa de Oro, 818 West Gold, phone 814-rooms
with sleeping
FOR RENT Nice
riorches. with board, for convalescents.
Mis. Reed, 818 South Broadway, phone

McMILMON,
West ('Old.

BOARD

A KEAf, SNAP
modern brick, with glassed
sleeping porch, largs front screened
off the kitchen,
porch, also one
latest built In features, hardwood
flours and finish throughout, large
tot. Just
outside city limits. In
Fourth ward; $2.4f,0 cash will handle, balance of $2,000 at 8 per cent.
For rent, modern apartment, three
rooms and bath, close In on South
Arno street.

mirtn isuitn. Phone HU1-R- J.
uit KENT Rooms, 112 North Kdlth.
HOUSES FOR SALE
FOR RENT Furnished room. 807 Morth FOR SALE. Good
houss, garage and small grocery.
Call at 816
$ 850.00
furnished
950.00
FOR RENT Several unfurnished roooii. South Seventh.
furnished
A. C. STARES,
Flve-rouFOR SALE
124 South Edith.
X,ead.
two corner lots 1550.00
vuugalow, priced
FOR SALE Miscellaneous
SIB West Gold Avenue.
Phone 168,
RENT
FOR
It
over
look
Dwelling
own
bo
and
right;
rooms
your
RENT
Three
FOR
furnished,
FOR RENT New small, modern furnishFourth
modern,
Judge; fine location; terms.
1439 West
furnished cot- TRY BUDDY'S MIL1U BEST IN TOWN.
modem. 1011 North First.
ed apartment.
8500.0U
Inquire apartment 7, FOR RENT Two-rooward
Central.
Z413-KPhone
IJlIi West Roma.
tage. 1727 West Central.
FOR RE.VT Three unfurnished rooms. FOR SALE
SAME AS A TRKSENT
Nicely furnished apartment
McDONAIiD & WOnSIIAM,
Navajo rugs.
829 North Flffi.
furnished bouse, FOR SALE Guaranteed
Ton RENT
lurntsned apartments; FOR RENT Four-roo2 COOK LOTS
house and small
houses furnished.
208
Arno.
South
Real Estate Insurance.
1215
South
VolterJ
three rooms with bath. Albuquerque
modern,
RENT Lovely room. 120 Bouin Phone 1771-- J.
FOR
on Sycamore and TIJeras. This
rocated
108 S. Third.
966-Hotel. 216Vj
North Second.
Phone
modern fur- SWEET CIDER 60o a gallon; war lax,
FOR RENT Five-rooWalter, phone 2072-neighborhood is rapidly building up and
FUR SALE Double house,
six rooms,
A
s cenis. iiv o.iuvii
218
nished house. 415 South High.
.",u
lotii will soon be itf premium. Wo havs
rooms.
FOR RK.NT Two rooms with bath, fur
FOR KENT Fur r.'shed
eiose in, in Highlands: also a few
door.
607
1667-at
delivered
your
two dandles, south and east fronts, water
POST
DENVER
nlshefl for light
South Walter, phone
FOR KENT Small house, very nicely
housekeeping.
cheap lots.
Write "Bargain," care of
In street.
Phone 1949-65c per month
Will let both go for LEbS
South First. Inquire Savoy Hotel.
furnished. Inquire 801 South Edith.
WANTED
HELP
rooms,
furnished
Journal.
FOR KENT Moaert,
THAN
PRICE OF ONE.
Terms, too.
Daldwln player
FOR RUNT Three rooms, furnished for FOR RENT Modern cottage, furnished FOR SALE New 81,500
steam heat. 60lj West Central.
FOR SALE;
Is genuine.
By owner, 718 West Coal,
offer
This
1826-Male.
Phone
HOP.
714
heat.
steam
piano,
South
with garage. Apply
housekeeping, private bath,
High.
name
bed
room,
4 rooms and bath. 8
KENT
Front
FOR
strictly
I..
stucco,
Real
Villi.
J.
MI'S,
on
Fstate,
122 South Broadway. Phone 1701-four-rooFOR SALE Good piano, almost given
large porches, newly decorated, vacant. WANTED Man and wife to work
FOR RENT
110 South Third.
clean, close In. 208 North Sixth.
Phono 354-FOR RENT Housekeeping
dairy farm. Address postoffice box 413,
apartment,
away Apply 323 west racmc,
houae, at 828 North Fourth. Dr.
FOR RENT Two rooms furnished for Terms If desired. Phone 1608-six months or longer, or will rent entire
city.
Chavez,
Herman
FOR SALE Bicycle.
modern
light housekeeping. 1222 South Elm. FOR SALE Pretty new
house.
1004 Forrester,
OFFICE We fur sh all
n v,
1425 South Becona. pnone
stucco uungulow, extra well built and EMPLOYMENT
modern bungaFOR RENT Five-rooFOR RENT Nicely "furnished bed room, fine
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
kinds of help. Try our servm. 110
75.
FOR" RENT Apartment;
four Urge
110 North Elm,
location.
314 FOR SALE
low with glassed-l- n
420 West Coal.
Threshing machine,
Apply Sruth
In. Phone 1585-porch.
sleeping
close
354-phone
Third,
.
121
198S-Rrooms sleeping porch, nicely furnished South Sixth.
North
412,
At UIKNfclrt.
Elm.
Phone
Postoffice box
cityj
Furnished
room,
nn-RENT
FOR
private
to drive Ford and
newly decorated. Inquire 414 West
:eOit SALE A four-rooJOHN W. WILSON,
furnished cot- - WANTED Man man.
FOR RENT Four room house with bath. FOR BALE Adobe to tmild. house,
furnace heat. 307 South Wnlt-;rBroad'
South
803
Lead.
'
poultry
mon Garcia, 1202 North Arno.
Inge on 60 foot lot near R. R. shoDS.
noar Fourth Ward school.
Attorney.
Apply 813
furFOR RENT Good one or
Steam "heat- North Eighth.
MAR VI AN APARTMENTS
Only 8760 for
sale. J. A. Ham- - way.
looms II, IT and 19, Cromwell Building.
NAVAJO RUGS
Positively at cost,
nished apartment. 415 North Second. mum, 424 Eastquick
ed apartments, close In, Highlands;
and manager
1153-1522-cashier
Silver.
WANTED
Phone
Phone
1730-Capable
twrooms.
three
Modern
North Mulberry, phone
linens furnished. Oarage for rent, 10S FOR RENT
FOR HUNT- - -- Reautllul furnished rooms; FOR SALE MUST SELL IMMEDIATE- for small bank In New Mexico; must
AMD SirKUEONH.
PflVHIC'IANM
glassed-l- n
sleeping porches. 608
FOR' SALE
Stock of
A-- l
groceries and
420 South Edith.
South Walter.
no Bk'k. Phone 1007.
references and Invest. Address
1.1 Inspect
and make
your offer. have care
Pacific. Call at 911 South Walter.
815 South Sixth.
household
goods.
UK. H. L. Ul'KTON.
Three-rooJournal.
Four-roo11
furnished
Bank,
KJJT
FOR
KENT
Nicely furnished sleeping
FOR
house,
bath,
five-roogar
porches,
two
RENT
Diseases of tne Stotnar-Ji-.
Dandy
FOR SALE One coal heater and one
room, also garage. 706 North Third. ages, full slse lot. Everything In good WANTED AT ONCE Young married
gparlmrnt, with bath and two sleep- FOR
Suite. 8. Harriett Building.
glassed sleeping porches, furnished or
small wood heater. Inquire 619 South FURNISHED rooms, hot water heat; no repair.
Klxth.
ing porchps, newly- - decorated Inside and unfurnished.
man, healthy, not afraid of hard work
jsortn
Thirteenth
621
North
Arno.
out: wt-- r and lights pad. 121 East
IR. 8. O. I I.AKKE,
414 West Silver. FUR SALE Account leaving city, fur Most bo efficient bookkeeper and sten
slilc, no children.
FOR RENT Three, four and five-rooCrfnl.
Phone 159-ographer, preferably with mechanical
FOR SALE Moore rang, in excellent FOR RENT Two nicely furnished rooms
nished or unfurnished
Eye, Knr, N'osii and Throat.
mod
to
houses and apartments; some furnish812
adeuuate
or
of
andirons.
Barnatt Building.
Salary
also
ability.
ern
arphone 83$.
aptitude
pair
condition;
house; screened porches, ntcsly
206 West Oold.
'
for housekeeping. 815 west ucnin
'
WANTED Miscellaneous ed. W. H. McMllllon,
Office Uours
West Gold.
begin, but Increased as deserved. fullApply
for
two
families.
West
ranged
Central,
ex
nwn
in
hnmiwrttin
and
8
give
6 p. m.
19
9
house, completely
a.
to
lej.
to
and
3304-near park.
FOR RENT Five-room.,
Phone owner,
and references. Box L. M. C,
Phone
WANTED
Cattle to board.
furnished; modern; good location; no
I'AKTW HIOHT,
DR. sf AKGARKT
FOR SALE By owner, five-rooand perience
care Journal,
children; 05. Inquire 604 West Marble,
Office Grant BlUg., Room 16. Phone 171,
large front porch, modern bungalow,
accountant's stool?
Foil i" :kmg and
Resfdenco 1123 East Central
serving dinners and In rear.
FOR SALE Edison "Opera" phonograph i olv RENT Rooms for light houso in good residence section; east front, ARE von alued to an In a bank teller's
Are you Imprisoned
rjiVi'it.r phnno lr.S9-w- ;
FOR RENT Three nicely furnished
Phone 671.
nnrt & nnmli.r of rncorda. very cheap.
lawn
best
in
and
condition;
very
trees,
over would sacrifice for
a
31914
West
to
chicken
Central,
cnainea
rooms
Are
you
with
porch;
sleeping
keeping.
lypewrurn
cage?
avenue.
1305 West Fruit
quick sale; leaving
S'DVliS POLISHED and set up.
Woolwortlis.
Are- you In a business that iicms to 526.
town. Phono 1480-yard and basement; all modern. 405 FOR SALE Saddle,
M. D.
W.
M.
BriMIng Co., phone 471.
SHERIDAN,
gasoline
no future? Would you lllo a po
hmRooms with sleeping
FOR RENT
soutn waiter.
KENT Nice front room, adjoining FOR SALE Three-rooand slseplng sition with opportunities
Imlted culy
WAn.tNH of all kinds done, Joe Corotank; other ranch articles. 616 West FOR
board If desired. Also gar
Limited
to
Practice
Five-roowun
porches;
not ana coiu waicr,
furnished brick Atlantic.
RENT
hath,
FOR
1420-1820-porch,
Phone
south; good condition; by your capacity for hard work and age for rent. 801 South Edith. Ph me GFNITO - URINARY DISEASES
facing
Tin.
311 South Arno.
sick.
one-ha- lf
house; two nice porches and bassment.
block from Fourth with more room at the top Sinn In ry 340-outbuildings,
rt
and i. , ,w wi.'M-lY 'ur garbage. pnone 24H9-RWAN i'.t.
or call FOR SALE Cheap, baby
M..H frout bed room.
AND IISFASJ.!S OF THE 6KIN
tt2 North Walter, phone 1908-street, near Fourth street school; price mhr Una of business?
Then write, in FOR RENT Furnaced-heate- d
. W.
bed io--Hunter, general delivery at 417 South Walter.
buggy combined; good condition; sani81.800.
Wnsaermiin La born lory In Connection.
315 West Marble.
io
two: no ' sic.
able
for
'1115
Sotitrr
violin.'
also
High.
confidence, to address F. B care
strict
to
entrance
iuihc
WO-with
dbiu,
Citizens
modern, tary;
Rank IlltlR. Plinnv 88".
private
EM M.i'i.--i trunk and furniture crating. FOR RENT New five-roophone
Eleventh,
ML oi' ilE SULD AT ONCE
New
Journal,
SALE
$126 hot water heater, for
sleeping porch, for two; December 1. 1207
f'ji; fi r Joe. Thones 307 or 896; prices
completely furnished, house or three FOR
vi in rknt Furnished room; gsntleman
house, basement, largo lot, fruit
East
rer835; suitable for heating etore, wareCentral,
h'e.
rooms with use of kitchen. Call mornCHIROPRACTORS
410
soutn
trees, shade trees, berry bushes, nice
iniru, jiu
preferred.
house of work shop. 110 South Walnut. 1213-acApply 6U HEALTHSEEKER can get home-lik- e
WAX Ki
Cattle to feed, ensilage and ings only. 819 North Seventh.
place for garden and chickens. Part down, WANTED Chambermaid.
and 6
Used tractors, ll
commodations In modern country home,
West Oold.
balance cheaper than rent, 1108 North
house, modern, FOR SALE
hi jr. SI per month. W. J. Hyde. Phone FOR RENT Fbur-rooTwo rooms ana pore
h'nit
HR.T
Chiropractor.
near
Hardware Departcare
to
bed
with gang plows.
2411-1:3- .
special
given
patients;
Kleventh.
Presbyterian
well and completely furnished, two
apply
WANTED
Waitress,
water.
ana
coia
10 and 20 ArmUo Building.
phone service, hot
car line. Address postoffice bog 224,
Co.
Sanatorium.
A CO.
postoffice; no sick. Inquire ment 3. Korber
FOR SALE By owner. In the Fourlh
GOoiim'iN
South
Cleaning paper and blocks fromSliver.
High,
FOR SALE One: 9x12 bnwn two-ton- e
modern bungalow, gar- WANTED Experienced collar girl. .Ex city. MIRAMONTES-ON-THE-MESward,
DRESSMAKING
cleaning kalsomlne; all work guaran 708 West
RENT Sleeping rooms for gentle
Jewel gas range. FOR
Furnished
teed. Phone 634-rug, one large etrolt 1438-age, has light and heat; very best resicottage, two
FOR REN-celsior Lsundry.
men employed, s.ou up; no sic.
for tubsrcular
Phone
Call
and
In
dential
large
rooms with sleeping porch,
district
mornings.
priced right; WANTED A woman for general cook A SANATORIUM-HOTE- L
city;
W A NT ft II Well located building lot In
silver.
Wist
atfull-all- e
convalescents; graduate nurse In
beautiful
paid, rent 825; on FOR SALE Two
terms; not priced over phone;
Fourth ward: give looatlon and price. vard: lights and water
809 West copper,
B'urnlshed
two rooms and easy
tendance: rates by the week or month. DRESSMAKING
shown by
car line. Apply 1218 South Edith.
only. Phone ur ing.
appointment
by the day, $3.
brass beds, new mattress and Royal FOR RENTporch; light ana w.uer,
M'M.llA-MireAddress Lot. care Journal.
a
ri
for llOUSI Call 2400-Jhi
2040-slceplnu
506, Imperlol Rooms.
801
Three-rooSouth
Edltlr
unfurnlshea
Blue
springs.
FOR RENT
AND GENERAL HAU
BCAVHXnEll
TOnriPhono 1511-M- .
addIv Mrs. Brcdmeyer, 1315 GOOD BOARD and room, close to shops DRESSMAKING
on cor
FOR SALE
Miss Ilalchuch, Ovsr- 80x40,
house,
sleeping porch, two FOR SALE Fresh pork, by the half or
house; glassed-l- n
Large
1XO. Reasonable rates. E. A. Orlfllth,
Edith,
Sunny southeast room, bath
and car line; private entrance to room,
r w Hunter. FUR RENT near
ner lot, olshty-four-foscreened-l- n
land Hotel, 309 '4 West Central.
front; fifteen South
porches. 1201 Bast copper. I .h.i.
T22 East Iron, phone 2399-Ttr
rilrl fnr seneral moUBeWork also to bath; gentlsman employed pregooa ooarums
adjoining;
210 North Cedar, phone 2378-and
fruit
2409.'r2;
trees,
grapes
gooseberries;
Inquire
evenings.
WANTED
or
1021
phnn.
Dressmaking; children's sew10 North Walter.
FURNITURE wanted; also cook stove
must stay on premises. Call at
ferred; reasonable.
Inquire 621 East
price $2,800. Can have $1,580 at $35 per
KflR RENT Dandy new house, 318 Mc CLARIFIED and Pasteurised milk. Theie
ing specialty. Mrs. Buki-r- , phone 1130-heater. Phono sjo-ranse and
Haseldlne.
Call 2040-Two nice furnished roorr.n. month. Will take light car as part first West Roma.
RENT
FOR
street;
Fourth
to
North
Albu
closs
It.
a.
m.
Is only one place to obtain
Klnley;
Plain scwlns; prices" reasonsifter li p. m., until 10
of TOUT
A pnnk In a family
1H24 North Second,
Phone zuoi-j- .
In erlvate home.
payment.
RESERVATIONS may now lie had at St. WANTED
front
n,i vTt-done four rooms, electrlo light, large
able. Call at 814 West Iron.
querque Dairy Association. Phone 861
LATHERS
f.athlng
UNION
th Seventh
John's Sanatorium (Episcopal) : rates,
nipa to rlslrt narty. Mrs. D,
modern house In
1)1' OWNER,
porch, shade trees. Apply Hit r.orto FOR BALE Fresh buttermilk and
at
Sons,
E.
Thlehoff
J.
to
Includes
with
rooms
817.60
West
HEMSTITCHING,
825
by
70$
week;
firepromptly
private
Copper.
pleating. Williams' Milper
Fourth ward, hard wood floors,
Weinman,
RENT A suite of two
First.
cheese: also fresh milk In gallon FOR
1104 North Eleventh, phone 675-linery. 200 South Broadway, ph. 1073-thrse WANTED Girl for housework; plain room with sleeping porch, connected to
Three-rooplace, large screened
bath, completely furnisnea; steam
porches,
modern attrac lots. Bwsyne's Dairy, phono 1816-RENT
FOR
care,
of
home
CUTTING
medical
bath
and
metals;
meoicines, DRESSMAKING
toilet;
303 Bouth Fourth.
go
WELDING AND
Ladles' tailoring, evelight, airy bed rooms with extra large
family;
furnished bungalow; large sieepcooking; two in avenue.
general nursing; excellent meals, tray
sandwiches, Plg'n FOR RENT Rooms,
also welders' supplies and carbide for native!
closets, fronts east on large lot with nights.
dresses, beading and embroiderlurniBliaa
812i,i Park
norch! no children: sio.uu per mourn. FOR SALE Chicken
no extras. All rooms have steam ing.ningPhone
1825-sale. N. M. SI eel Co., Inc.. phone 1947-Whistle candies, best Ice cream In the
wun out". lawn, trees, etc.; everything In excellent
One-ha- lf
connectea
school girl for room service;
block from University car line.
housekeeping;
hot and cold running water. Rev,
terms It desired. Phone and board In exchanga for help, De hoat.
condition;
!ax BARQaTn STORE, at 815 South
city. We deliver free. College Inn, 410 South Edith.
hone 113S-J- .
Phone PLEATING, accordion, side and box;
W. II. Zlegler, Superintendent.
1977-First, will pay tne nignesi prices ior FOR RENT Furnished cottage, three phone 241,
mail orders. N. Crane, 215 North
cember 1. 103 South waiter.
RENT Large furnished front room,
491.
FOR
second-hanand
five-rooof
modern.
shoes
selection
Navajo
FOR SALE fiow,
clothing,
FOR SALE Good
month
your
Seventh; Crane Apartments, phone 314,
no sick, pnone lasa-souin
$10
man
Room
and
giassen-i- n
bath
rooms
and
and
nnAHD
preferred;
ritiM
two
built-i- n
Germantown
Phone 858.
and
furniture.
381-ioii,
basement,
puiow
free.
at
largo
rugs
features,
501
Phone
key
South inira St.
BUSINESS CHANCES
..i.nriin. school: catalogue South
sleeping porcV.
u dandy, In the close-I- n
rjrlced for quick sale. 1006 East Cen FOR RENT Two front rooms, furnlsae-- i large porches; throe-rooSOSVi
RUG CLEANERS
624 East central,
i
pnono or oau
College.
modern house,
highlands:
ls.)
FOR SALE
tral. Phone 1419-Garage, best location In
and 11 a. m.
MATTRESSES renovated. $3 68 and op tween
at
Los
Angeles.
for
Main,
Appiy
housekeeping.
light
for
same
or
TIME CARDS
strset,
Phone 879.
town.
large sleeping porch,
voiir arocer for Albu 8 p, m. 408 West Lead.
furniture repaired and packed. Ervln FOR RENT House of five rooms, ui TaTTTTinAsk
to assist In
woman
If
for
now
$38
per
White
rented
$1,600
WANTED
cash;
Association
nn.rnna
butter;
Dalrv
SALE
or
471.
FOR
business, 450 will
Growing
useful
Bidding Crf, phone
418 West Atlantic avenue, for $30,
four-roorooms
and
near
be
ai
and
RENT
FOR
shops,
generally
also
housework
house,
month;
Housekeeping
can not supply you, call
handle. Address liox A, cars Journal.
one with
FINISHING It is will rent three rooms for $20; water pall; your grocer 817-BETTER DOKAK
for $760 cash; bargai.i. about house; would prefer have
sloeptng porch, for two persons, no furnished,
norm neconu
i
good FOR SALE Small grocery and
uity iieauy the dairy,
better. Return postage paid on mall handy to railroad employes, 667,
or call at 215 North Elm. some nursing experience. Will
Phone 1614-children. 110 Bouth Walnut. .
box
the
South
207
Fine
Gold,
West
218
803
frmi
by
Co.,
apples,
West
phone
dwelling. Call at 816 South' Seventh,
kale
orders. The Barnum Studio,
wairea.
Apply
KENT Nicely furnished large room. FOR SALE By ownsr: Four modern
Jonathans, Roman Beauties, Arkansaw FOR
Central, Albuquerque, N. M.
FOR SALE One of the best huslne.-- s
In Highlands, one and one Fourth, mornings,
one light nouseKeepina
also
bungalows
close
In;
Position
Davis.
Ben
WANTED
Ganos.
Blacks,
WANTF.D
Careful Kodak finishing.
properties In Albuquerque. :'H Souih
823 South f ifth.
halt blocks from Central on car line
or call Wm. Dolde. 705 Souin apartment.
First strest. Inquire at Savoy Hotel of
and clerical 1628-four rooms,
Twice dally service. Remember, satis- WANTED Stenographlo
Dlastered and
IMPERIAL, ROOMS 7' I co, clean rooms; In sleeping bath. front and backglassed
Broadway,
flee.
bookkeepers.
WESTBOUND Dally.
porch.
Stenographers,
WANTED
work. Phone 1666-faction guaranteed. Bend your finishing
porch,
ratea by nay or week, over rasum
arch cushions
HOUSE Rooms all filled; Train,
Arrive. Depart.
to a reliable, established firm. Hanna WANTED Washinsr and ironing to take SOFT SPOTS Heel and cures
accountants, and all forms of office ROOMING
$3,100 to $8,880; $500 to $750 casn, oai
an
ruoi Theater, 211 'A West Central.
Educational
now help.
fallen
1
Investment
Southwestern
lnstsps;
prevent
Oood
No.
central
location:
ancs
The
like
profitable
A Hanna, Master Photographers.
Investment;
rent.
Scout.... 7:30 pm 1:30 pm
1805-Apply
106 East Coal, pnone
home.
build
Arclr Supports. FOR RENT Glassed-i- n
porch ana two
,,,lil. II no Plantar
at Everybody's Candy Shop, 823 No. 8 Calif. Llmlted.li;:30 am 11:00 am
renting for $50 and $5$ per month. Will Exchange. Chamber of Commerce
Inquire
Send or bring your WANTUD
RAZOR BLADES
114
West
to
take
home.
work
408
Laundry
Thos. F. Keleher Leather Co.,
sell furnished or unfurnished.
airy rooms; board across street,
South Third.
Apply at ing, Albuquerque, New Mexico
No. t Fargo Fast. .10:6(1 am 11:28 am
dull blades for resharpening; aounie-odgor by tne day. pnone zioi-l- .
Central. Flume 1067-North Maple, phone 1888-718 East Central.
FOR SALE At a bargain, five second No. I The Navajo. .12:36 am 1:09 am
WANTED Ladles or gentlemen agents
95c; single edge, 26o per dossn;
novItOOP
WANTS
PAINT
WOMAN
AKitir.wTns
work,
washing.
Christmas
furnisnea
day
ex
SOUTHBOUND.
one
RENT
set
Three
billiard
oool
FOR
and
and
razor
table,
honed
fastest
tables
hand
selling
tiava voiir
nicely
for the
iy
houae
AUTOMOBILE!
10:10 pm
'The Dlpy Dog
cleaning,
Ironing,
rooms for housekeeping; piano; close
nnrin fn ail kinds of roofs. $1 Per gsl
In first-clascondition; also one twelve- - No. 29 El Paso Eip
elty on the market, between
parts; work guaranteed. Kobza Bro:hers S98-V. K. Frlerson.
now
and
uo
oouin
-l
215
Aon.
27
Iron.
Masano
Tho
11:18 Bra
no
West
No.
sick.
iiv
El
Paso
in
olean
a
more.
In;
soda
condition,
up
foot
fountain,
S
Eip
car; make
at mippe-- l.rug
Bulck- touring
Fult SALE
for appoint- quire at 129 West Sliver.
EASTBOUND. .
Try a built up Kl.lilN HOTEL Sieepln
Phono 1636-WANTED Work of any kind; house- - Walnut, phone 1884-Bond-Dillo- n
mums ana
first-claCo.. Christmas.
condition.
as
the
as
will
building.
last
2:10
odd
work.
No.
Jobs
long
of
roof,
The
t
ment.
carpenter
pm 1:40 pm
- cleaning,
tabllshed
Navajo..
FOR SALE Old
BUSINESS
housekeeping apartments, by tne aay.
.
.
.
201 East Lewis.
West Csntral.
week or month.
mercantll business, looated jn railroad. No, 4 Calif. Limited. 6.0O pm 6:40 pm
O.
Repairing Phone 604-iOtt
BOO' WORK of all kinds worn
EXPERT RADIATOR REPAIRING.
Livestock
SALE
7:28
F.
No.
FOR
pm 8:10 pm
Will sell for value of lmprovnents ulnns
Eight..
88.
guar WANTED Washing and Ironing to take
and painting, roofs built up,
fo
K. Shea
It NT One room furnished
Metal Works, 21 worm
City
home; also clothes rough dried; prices FOR BALE Five hundred shares of
anteed. Call 643, for man.
SAI7E Fresh youni cow and bred Good reason for selling. If Int. rested In No. 10 The Scout.... 7:20 am 7:50 am
$10 per month; Third.
FOR
housekeeping,
R.
light
Dr.
below
1606-FROM
SOUTH.
par.
B.ectrlo Railway,
gnod-sisevery reasonable. Phone
proposition, address jostoft'ee
does. 717 Soutn Arno,
gentleman only. 801 Lewis, near shops. FOR SALE Ford coupe, 1921 model,
No, 88 From El Paso 6:85 pm
Jer- - box 638 Albuoueroue
To drive truck or cor for I Hust, N, T. Armljo building.
WANTED
u FOR SALE Horse, wsgon, harness,
brand new. Square Deal Oarage,
FOR RENT Modern furnished rooms for
No. 80 From El Paso 7:00 am
rerorenoos.
...
...
prtvata
no
experience;
family;
West Copper.
near high school;
Bev cow ana can.
SALE
Ranches
housekeeping,
No. 80 connects at Pelen wtth No. it
Real
SALE
Estate
FOR
care
Journal,
Address E. F
100
1680-808 North Ardo.
sick.
Phone
two
colts,
used
cars;
Two
horses,
FOR SALE Bonis extra good
FOR SALS
for Clovla, Pecos Valiev. atans.- City and
alfaltarancn", WE AUDIT, CHECK. OPEN, CLOSE and
FOR SALE Forty-acr- e
SALE Fins 60 fool, lot on East G
FOR
sua
-- o.,
come
furTwo
hand-palnte- a
and
Auto
terms.
RENT
gooa
Mcintosh
chickens
rooms,
FOR
easy
Coast.
nicely
large
400
SALB
Beautiful
West
FOR
four miles from olty. Inaulre
ZA.NU,
WILLIAMS
Silver at reduced price. J. A. Hamkeep Books.
Mr. Lawrence. 1204 norm t.ievmiu;
nished for housekeeping; gas and coal West Central.
No. 29 connect at Tleln with Ko. SI
pieces, such as buffet sets, luncneon
Oold.
mono nui-mond. 824 East Silver.
room S Mellnl Dunning,
Coal. FOR SALE
61
West
location.
ana
desirable
Clovls and ptdnts east and souh
any.
covsrs
imoi
and
from
Dlano
condition.
nlllows.
horse
range;
sofa
sets,
in
Young
good
Overland,
FOR SALE
FOR SALE Fine Valley Ranch, close In. EXPERIENCED chauffeur wants posi thins von mav wien ior Amas
BALE Two-acr- e
tract, highest
Call at 814 jsaei iron.
gm". FOR RENT Furnished large front room,
very cheap.
spring wagon; cneap. eee ummm FOK
at less than Improvements cost; or
North
blocks
from
two
In
a
not
land
healtn- - Orders taken: prices reasonable.
Call
acwith
valley;
tion
family;
Silver.
213
private
hot
cold
1185.
pnone
and
West
water,
steam heated,
will trade for good residence in town. seeker .Address Chauffeur, care
street; water rights; two miles
at 80$ West Iron.
cess to bath;
lady preferred. Phone FOR SALE Truck, newly overhsuled. FOR SALE Four neaa worn num., Fourthterms,
postoffice box 824 or pnone ess.
Pbons 2412-11out;
369-sounu au
81S West Atlantic.
.
cash.
for
pounus;
1,200
cheap
weight
stucco
house,
jiTOR SALE
homo,
Country
seat FOR RENT Furnished room and glassed Phone H20-Phone
man
with
TRAVELING
AUTO
candy
experience,
and
harness.
double
TOP
USB
one
EFFECTO
set
also
even rooms, steam heated, electric
from Pennsylvania, wants position. Ad
in Bleeping porch, with private oatn. FOR SALE Ford touring car, 1920 mod 2412-Rdressing. Effecto Auto Enamel, Vals-paranch; In alfalfa and dress Salesman,
lights; oq ten-accare Journal; not
Valspar Enamels on automobiles. Crane apartments, 215 North Seventh,
el, electric starter, In gooa conamou, FOR SALE care load good work norses,
Jorchard. Address Postoffice box 277, or healthseeker,
Cottage Paint, Homestead phone 814.
Plymouth
911 South Third.
8467-RPhone 982-some good msres, all young; some are
'phone
310
desires post Floor Paint, Roof Paint and Cement. WOODWORTH Newly furnlshsd, nice,
educated
HEALTHY,
lady,
FOR SALE
Oldsmoblle six, in excel-OV not broke, at Grande Wagon yard,
ranch, on main
Satisfaction assured, inoa. r.
FOR SALE Nine-acr- e
Hon as housekeeper, waitress or prac
rooms
and
clean
North
Cash
a.
housekeeping
Broadway.
apart
lent
barsslnt
imnriltlnn:
ditch; new house and garage; one- - tical nurse. Address Box 66, care Jour, Leather Co., 408 West Central. Phone ments, by day, week or montn. tit terms. 1304
milk
West Central, phone 1488-1067-FOR BALE Carload fwsh Jersey from
mile from school, one and
nal.
South Thlrd
car
cows and several springer cows,
in
FOR BALB 1821 Ford touring
half miles west Barelas bridge,
American
married
tuberculin
WANTED Young
all
for
old;
rooms
Two
furnished
or
six
RENT
FOR
three
ysars
cash
to
Hunt's
at
Ranch.
starter
demountable
and
rims;
quire
Poultry-Eg- g.
man wants work in ttr out of town; FOR SALE
at McAllister Yard,
housekeeping; also one large room or part terms.
Call for Jackson at Occi tested. Can be seen
FOR SALE Seven acrea land, four aens can speak Spanish; experienced. Address FORsXTiEBucks?"doee and'rying rab- - housekeeping,
617 dental
1208 North First, cornsr Mountain road.
for lady employed.
East Central
Hotel, 222
In alfalfa, fruit trees; 800 feet east L. If. 8.. care Journal.
Select yours today. THE
West Lewis.
D1T.IE
a nlra Shetland Cony,
bits and hens, 710 Wsst Iad.
FOR SALE Extra large Warner's Auto
frontage, on Boulevard, five blocks from NURSB wants position, nursing and keep- In exPOULTRY, AND RABBITS ot FOR KENT Well furnished room, ad
good companion for children; will make
BUT
canvas
WE
ear line, f.i,zoo; terms, j. M. Easter,
NUMBER
LIMITED, We
with
covering;
Trailer,
or
neaitnseeaer
V01 a nice cnristmaa gut.
lng house for Invalid
Number One
802 South
all kinds. Phone 852-Old Albuquerque, N. M.
Joining bath: private entrance; gen cellent condition- - and almost new.
jof i"
two years' experience In hospital. Ad'
tleman employed preferred' no sick. Ill Wsst New York or phone 1462-referonoo apply to St. Anthony Boys
a home just
Broadway.
build
will
St.
FOR SALE 320 acre ranch, In best bean dress, N. c, care journal,
On
N.
Fourth
you
town.
South Walter
Hii.in.Tian iiHi-- lisht sixes. 191 Home. North Weof are Breeders of grade
belt, near Mountalnalr, N, M. 116 wanted By young, experienced. Amer FOR SALE Twelve fine
eacn. FOR RENT Two well furnished rooms
SALB
FOR
82
Ford
want
truck,
acrea under cultivation; $3,800.
it in either
Barred
Rock
hens
and
Buy
rooster,
and
87S0;
a3
models,
you
ican man ana wire, wors on urai
large 8175; ons-to- n f50 rora truca, worm unr.,
Holsteln cows, and have on hand befor light housekeeping, with
709 North Twelfth.
this nlaca and be Independent. Hauser
in or out of town; can speak Span
and gas $350;
tour- tween throo and four hundred choice
electrlo
lights
Addiporch,
sleeping
Ford
Anderson
$176;
of
Dodge
Saddlery, 111 West Copper ave., Albu dairy,
the
YARDS
POULTRY
speedster,
RED
Thoroughbred
ish. Aduress lu. ai. p.. cm-- .luuiiim.
As we are a little
410 East central
and halfera
H. C. R. I.
querque, N. M,
Rada. Rlnsrlet Barred Rocks, no children.
ing enr, $40. 11 West Goltt
nmiAA fnr room, would aell a limited
makes available
southBUSINESS
cash
depieselon aooountant-book-keepSmall
bed
breedNice
room,
front
MODEL
tions.
FOR
RENT
payfor
SPORT
hens
and
NASH
FOR SALE 1820
cockerels, pullets,
pens
City
at a reasonable price. The Colo.,
American
.
S
capable
ern exposure, hot water heat, hot and
In
Fiv
lr wheels with cord tires, In number
p h oi14SjJ-wDenver,
g.418WAtlajitlc!
Company,
Park
ani stenographer, with thorough FOR
Dairy
cold
on
small
preferred;
water;
ment
mOtOmeter,
snot
gentleman
running
nnnriitlnn.
light.
I
balance,
SALE Mammoth Bronse Toms, no sick.
York 7641.
FOR SALE Heating stoves, oil heaters, knowledge of spanisn ana
wm.iiiiHi
Apply 220 North fteventlv
tools, two storage batteries, ato. Driven phone
Ad
810; hens, 86; White' Minorca cock-rel10x13 tent, wardrobe, dressers, library AmtiA miaiificntinns on request.
room wltll nine thousand miles; forced to sell at
On
payments.
82 each; White Wyandotte chickens. vnn nu!NT
monthly
MONET"TO
tables, Victor phonograph, $30; large dress Results, Postofflcs box $41, phone
CenNumber Two
Apply
six windows, two large closets, sink sacrlflcs; will demonstrate.
826 289.
11.50. .Mrs. R. H. Blankenshlp, Route
used furniture.
stock of hlgh-olaand
Sixth
TO'
house
On
water:
for
LOAN
and
runnlneWorks,
furnished
watches,
Auto
HONEY
Machine
and
tral
no. s, uenmson, Texas,
Bouth First. '
On N. Eighth St.
This is your opportunity.
814 per month. 818 west coai.
Central
guns and everything valuable,
WANTED Apartments
von SALE Six dresssrs, $10 to $20
"MOUNTAIN
VIEW" 8. C. B. I. Reds, keeping.
BALE
Dodge Broth-er- s' Mr. B. Marcus, 818 Soutn nret.
FOR
won twenty ribbons January, 1921;
two chiffoniers, $13 to $20; library table wYrcrKnSiP'amliio'v'ed
ReFOR RENT Office- Rooms
MONEY TO LOAN on diamonds, watches
Touring car and Roadster.
lot of cockerels and cocks now
$14; rocking chairs, $1 to 15; iron Deal,
modern aoartment: must be close In superb
they have been put
and gold jewelry; liberal reliable, con.
e
:i to $12.60:
run KENT Attractive utiles, steam newed means
springs. $1 to $6; mat
ex ready for sale; bred rrom my rineai
and
top
references
no
our
shop,
paint
sick;
and
reasonable:
C
furnished.
through
repair
fldentlal Gottlieb Jewel-- y Co.. 105 N. 1st,
water
and
hlbltlon
visitors
welcome,
heat,
tresses, $3 to $4; baby bed, $7.60; baby
light
matinga;
beshop. They are carsfully inspected same CONFIDENTIAL loans on Jewelry, diarugs, ti to tit. aim changed. Address R. D.. case journal. P. Hay, 236 North High.
buggies, $2 to
Wright building, opposite postoffice.
fore put on sal. Sold 'with the
? table. $26: Hot Blast heater, $12
monds watches, Llbsrty bonds, pianos,
FOR RENT Three very desirable offlca Interest as our new Dodge Brothers ears.
Lowest
hard coal burner, $17.60; range, $30; oil
rales. Rnthman s
rem
PERSONAL
rooms, light, neat and water; will
We also have left with vs for sale a late automobiles.
$7oil
$8.60;
to
$14;
heater,
117 Sooth First.
Bonded to tho state.
cook stove,
B.
as
A.
Mllner,
whole.
or
a
1919
up.
RENOVATING.
and
a
$3.60
modsl
ATTRESa
Ford touring;
a French violinist. sepsrately
VIOLIN lessons
leotrlo heater, $6; flat top desk, roll
jr
zs.
818 H West central, pnone
studebaker. Terms can be arrangsd.
Rug eleanlng, furniture repairing, fur
828 South Broadway, phone 1E1-and many other
top desk, office chairsoecunu.
WANTED Agents
Auto Dept.. Dodgs
REALTORS.
3. Korber A Co.,
niture packing. Phone 471. Brnn ma
PHRENOLOGIST
bargains, z.s oouin
MACHINES
SEWING
Brothers'
Dealers, phone 783;
ding Company.
LARG-BHIRT MANUFACTURER wants
IARAH M. JONES, 118 Cornell avenue,
MACHINES
& Room
SBWlNll
Agents to ssll complete 11ns ot shirts,
leimire
phone 2166-Phone 857
LOST AND FOUND
Third and Gold
direct to wearer. Exclusive patterns.
FOR RENT Ranches
WaM ED Private pupils; teioliot has elsaned; part and supplies for all
m inted AT ONCE by employed glr
rewaid.
values. Free samples. . Madison
Big
ri.
collar
C
work
Lost
all
Uray
squirrel
j
guaranteed.
aTUdta, makes;
ranch. AP
special training for 'primary
board and room . In private family, FOR RENT Thlrty-flve-acr- e
New
York.
K18-,
Phone
Kills, (01 Broadway,
412 W, Copper,
Morehead, shuns t0-J- ,
119 Kcrtn uign, pDoue jui-j- .
ply M. Msnaeil Clothing Htors.
Phone 1334-evenings.
Close In.
27-- R,

Care Journal,

s't

..

i'

..it.

fOk

".

an

Gf kg

fafrl(0)

f

ALkFumiture

loan

ll;

W ATEDBoard

SSattress renovating

JLrf

.

FURTHER SHIFTS

OIL

OLIVE

Small cans are once more in stock, and pleased to
say price is lower.
To hand yesterday, Lorna Doones Cocoanut Fads,
Chocolate Puff Cakes, Fig Newtons, Snaparoons,
Twinkle Chocolate Cakes, by the pound.
round boxes. . .35c
Blue Ribbon Brand Figs, in
Large California grown Figs.
Extra large imported layer Figs, the very best
50c
obtainable, lb
some
time.
for
had
have
Yams
The best looking
Per pound

AMONG SANTA FE

b.

CRESCENT GROCERY

WARD'S STORE
HOMER H. WARD
lift Marble Avenue
fbonet

ROBERT JONES

Coal and South Walter
Phone

The Highest Grade Macaroni
Ee Noodle. Spaghetti and

We
Sell

other Macaroni Product

Further readjustments among
Santa Fe officials made necessary
on account of the death of several

in the Wlckenburg,
last week were announced
by the railroad here yesterday. at
The place of J. D. McCully
San Bernardino who was made dihas been
vision superintendent,
filled by E. K. McCnrty, former
train master at Needles. A, It.
Woods, trainmaster with Jurisdicn
tion between Needles and Selig-mais to take Mr. McCarty's
place.
It. S. Goodrich, trainmaster between Albuquerque and Gallup
with headquarters at Gallup, is then
new trainmaster or tne
division. Mr. Goodrich s
O. W.
place will be taken by at WlnB- Schlueter, chief dispatcher
Ariz-wre-

men

Winter

take advantage of great suvinjt.
Army Overcoats, .
DOaUU
Reclaimed
O. V. WOOJj
(fO Pfk
W ...DO0"
SHIRTS,

ck

Russet

Reclaimed
Shoe

Leaves Albuauerane. .

.....

Phone 600

tDl.lO

Re- -

Breeches,

(Jrt

210

claimed, SI. 75 andtDaOU
Army Wool Underwear, New
Two-piec-

(j f?f

e,

per suit

tbUtOXJ

New

Six Buckle,

Mirar

Central

MEDICATED AND SULPHUR
BATHS
Graduate nurse and masseuse
,n attendance
Shampooing and
scalp treatments a specialty
Call for appointment.
MRS. TERRY DEAMER, Prop.
608 H W. Central
Phone

(Tjq

.tDOtt)

Cloth Overshoes. .
at
New Army
Shoes
O4.0U
New O. D.
(Tr
Blankets
.JdDUU
Trompt Attention to Mall

rr
ff

M

Singer
West

085-Y-

Orders.

Liberty Army
Supply Co.

iNeenien-Seligma-

North

117

cm

Ptaona

Ei.rcxBio

and

Ninth

modern,

Gold.

on
modern
North
Maple, half block from Central.

one block from

TAXI
SINGER
Office
Store,

NlewBr?:!r'....i3.50

O. D.

7M5 am

tn KnntA TTa. . .Ifhafi firrU!
.4:30 pro
Leaves Rants Fe
Arrives In Allmauernne 7:80 pm

"TP

(pi

FOR SALE BY OWNER
These homes are all Las VegaE
Press Brick and built by owner.

Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.

and

Supplies

ff

IDE

OFFICIALS

STAGE

Army Goods Sale
Buy Your

December

MORNING JOURNAL1

ALBUQUERQUE

Page Twelve

shoe shop

two

modern,
from Central.

1, 1921.

fSTHEATRE
LAST TIME TODAY

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY
blocks

Can Make Good Terms.
If you are Intending to buy
investigate these first.
821 West Silver. Phone

FOR SALE OR RENT.
Six brand new
houses,
corner Ninth and Coal. Will
sell one or all on reasonable
terms. See F. H. Strong or L.
Bennett.

C.

PHONES

M7-SIS South Second.
FrM Call and Deliver;.

"V

1

VP

75 or 145.

First.

.

10

LETS

TODAY

GO

WILLIAM

rOX

DDSTIH

Presents

FA R

H D

M

"THE DEVIL WITHIN"
dramatic tnlo of tlio South Sens, with Dnstln Fnrnum ns
a sea captain, ruling with nn iron lianil onil whom no one

A

dares to oppose.

Also a SUNSHINE COMEDY

WHO"

"WHO'S

ADMISSION

REGIXAR

PRICES

The 'place of assistant to the
chief engineer at Los Angeles held
will be
bv the late W. H. Oliver, dtv
taken by W. W. Kelly, willslon
be
engineer. Mr. Kelly's place
entaken by M. B. Clark, division
II. H. Tinsdale,
gineer at Needles.
nHth lurlsdiction be
and
Sellgman, is to
Winslow
tween
continue in that position.

LOCAL ITEMS

15 JEWEL

J

Ladies' and Gentlemen's
Coal Supply Co Phone 4 nfl R.
Dr. Hurray, Osteopath. P. G44-. W. M. Stone of the Home Oil
and Supply company has returned
from Jemez Springs with a
turkey which was shot by
his son, F. J. Stone. The hunters
saw several bunches of turkey but
no deer.
Factory wood, full truck load,
four dollars. Hahn Coal Company.
Phone SI.
The Missionary society of the
Broadway Christian church wl'l
meet this afternoon at the homo of
Mrs. F. E. Shelley, at 824 North
Sixth street at 2:30 o'clock. Division No. 2 will be in charge of
meeting.
The Woman's Auxiliary of the St.
John's will hold a tea and sale of
fancy work and home cooking nt
the home of Mrs. Hoy Strome, 117
South Fourteenth, Thursday afternoon December 1.
Dr. II. J. Davis and family returned last night from a hunting
trip near Pajarlto, Santa Fe
county.
There will be a regular communication of Temple Lodge No. 6. A.
SPECIAL
F. and A. M., at 7:30 o'clock this
ONLY
evening.
,
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. George II.
of North Fourth
Blumcnscheln,
Fully Guaranteed
street, a son.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Leo Pres-te- l,
318 West Lead avenue, Sunday
night, November 27, a girl.
The Moose lodge will give a
dance at Moose hall.
Music and Jewelry &tore
Mrs. J. P. McMurray, 412 South
117 8. First St.
Phone 91 7 J
Fifth street, fell Tuesday and fractured her left hip. She was removed to a local hospital, where th'!
hip was placed In a plaster paris
cast. She is reported to be getting payment of GO a year instead of
at present.
The commis
along as well as could be expected. 110 as were
informed that it had
sioners
the support of the present agency
BASEBALL PARK MAY
here, but decided by a vote of three
to two to bury the measure. It did
BE CONSTRUCTED ON
not conform to the present scale
charges.
STURGES-KEN- T
TRACT of The
firm of Crosno and Shirley
to ask a sewer extension
appeared
Members of the city commission to a new apartment building In the
discussed at their regular meeting 900 block on East Silver avenue.
last night the possibility of the The city announced that it would
construction of a buseball park on be unable
to build the extension.
the Sturges-Ken- t
tract which the
were reThe commissioners
city has purchased for the develop- quested to name a member of their
ment of water supplies. Trees are
to work on the Mothers' War
to be planted in the tract and the body
committee.
Memorial
hospital
commissioners favored the Idea of Thomas Hughes was selected.
permitting the construction of a
of a
grandstand and the laying out baseHOUSE ROOMS
BITTNER
diamond for use during the
ball season.
Phone 821-- tt
South First.
3I9H
n
The question of trees in McCIel-lawas
also
considered.
Square
C. II. CONNER, M. P. D. O.
City Manager James N. Gladding
Specialist.
Osteopathic
was instructed to proceed with the
2033-Stern Blilg. Tel. 701-stocking of the park with suitable
shade trees as rapidly as possible.
A new city ordinance, raising
Shelled Pinon Nuts. Phone
the occupation tax for the opera-lio- n 802.
Fannie S. Spitz, 323
was
proof teachers' agencies,
Tenth.
North
the
would
have
It
required
posed.
--

GOLD WATCHES

$ltJ

ROTHMAN'S

J,

Cards!

r.i..to

Only ten days
time to order
with your name
added to make
personal. See our
ples and prices.

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
DOINGS

12c

furnace heat, and
garage, in 4th ward.

Up to minute house,
five rooms and glassed sleeping1 porch,

Phone

Phone

ft

11--

J

SERVICE

QUALITY

Opening Announcement
I

sell Best Grade

Meats.

1

Two Diamond Rings at Great
Bargains if sold at once. These
stones are perfect In cut and
pure white.
One Is
Knrnt
and the other
Kurat
3ee these. You can buy them
at loan prices. Apply

furnished
modern
Beautifully
home, 5 rooms and sleeping
in
Fourth Ward, close
porch,
in.

Rent

Fhone

$75.00.

1647-- J

Bring Your Watch
nnd

Jewelry

work

In
I

Brassfield,
117 South

GUYS

First. Phono 9 17--

J.

A. Skinner

$1-1-

.m.iii..hih.

mi...

Call

STORES

CO.,

The Finest
Shelled;
Machine - Shelled;
Machine
The
Separated.
dainty nut in
dainty packages.

25

--

Call

Telephone 802
323 North Tenth St.
Send for mall order price list

REDUCED PRICE
LIST
Better Kodak
Finishing

...10c

15c

to 5c

The Barnum Studio
219 West Central.

Wedding Bells and Wedding Yells all Week
JOSEPH M. SCHENCK Present

TALFJABGE

IS

Co

A Play of "I WILLS," "I WON'TS," "I CANTS'
Because he's going to get married again tomorrow,
it doesn't mean that he shouldn't kiss his first
good-by-

e.

thai it
try and convince
it!
"good-bye.- "
do
is
Just
ancf
try
really
When she walked in on that fond farewell the

Gallup Lump Coal, $11.50

Johnson Coal
900 X.

First

and

RELIABLE
& JEWELER!

205 W. CENTRAL AVE..

the

A Gayety Comedy
REGULAR

Lime

206 East Central Ave.

Market.

CITY MEAT
Thursday, Friday and Saturday.

dumber
and 5.

Co.

Free Meat Delivery.

CURIOS

b.

(bulk)

RUGS

Moccasins, Boskets,
Jewelry. Gems,

Ijaces,

Postofflce.

Watch Our Window
Watches,

Ivory, Silver, Jewelry.
WISEMAN'S WATCH SHOP.
815 Sonth Second St.

- lb.

30c

Grocery Order Delivered to Highlands.
Butter
45c

$3.00
b.

25c

Box Best Bacon... 48c
Highest Grade Hams
29c
(whole)
Good bacon, side or halt.SOc
2- - lbs.
85c
Hamburger
20c
Picnic Hams
22c
Pork Roast
25c
Fresh Side Pork
.
28c
Pork Chops
18c
Veal Stew
Extra good Pot Roast ..15c
10c
Boiling Beet
Lamb, Chichen, Oysters
1-

Tradln Post,
WRTflHT'S'Indian
Building

Rings,

Box Pure Pork
Bausauge
Pure Pork sausage

1-

28c

Nut-Ol- a

b.

1
1

Box Winesap apples. .$3,00
Instant Swandown
24c
Cake Flour
- lb. Seedless Raisins

...i

(bulk)

28c

Swift's Pure Lard. 85c
Swift's Pure
Lard
..$1.65
Cooking Apples ...25c
8 Bars Crystal White
55c
Soap
1 Cream Oil Soap Free
3 Palm Olive Soap
23r
- lbs. Prunes
25c
80c
doz
Oranges,

10-lb- s.

2-

1st Gift 2,000 lbs. Coal;
2nd Gift 1,000 lbs. Coal;
3rd Gift 500 lbs. Coal;

DANCE TONIGHT

800

North First.

rooms In the state-st- eam
hot and cold
heat,
water all outside rooms.
Weekly rates, with or without private bath, $4 to $10 ween
Transient rate $1.50 single;
$2.00 double.
With bath $2.50 single anu
double $3.00.
Finest

Friends Invited
158

Taxi &

Baggage

158

Phone 91

For Your

4th Gift 500 lbs. Coal
5th Gift 500 lbs. Coal
6th Gift 500 lbs. Coal

On the 23rd day of December, at 8 o'clock p. m., we . will
hold a drawing at our office, 115 South Second Street, and
the COAL will be delivered FREE on December 24th to
'
holders of the lucky numbers.
t
Be sure to keep the numbered Delivery Tickets which tho
Drivers will leave with each order of coal or wood purchased
from December 1st to the 23rd inclusive.
The drawing will be made from the stubs on file in our office
which bear corresponding numbers and the winners will be
announced In the Morning Journal, December 24th.
You may have your choice of either BLACK DIAMOND
GALLUP. SWASTIKA, SUGAR1TE, BRILLIANT or
LUMP, the best COALS on the local market.

NEW

STATE

COAL
PHONE

ELMS HOTEL

COAL FREE

According to our custom each year we will give
5,000 pounds of coal to six of our customers as
follows:

Office, 115 S. Second St.

MOOSE LODGE

'"

PRICES

YOUR CHRISTMAS

KANSAS

CO

b.

For Bargains

PAT"

"STANDING

Trucks Bring Comfort to Tour Home.

Ziet Our

ATTRACTION

888--

WHITE MME
Warehouse

Opposite

Wedding March became the Iron Foundry Blues.

WOOD
Plione

Fresh Lump
In Bulk Best on
Coal Supply &
Plionea 4

4

5

DAILY'S KASII AND KARRY
SUPERIOR

Bride-Number-T-

Co.

--

MATCHMAKERS

and WOOD

PHONES

BELLS"

"WEDDING

COAL SUPPLY AND LUMBER CO.
4

FIELD'S

IN SALISBURY

ADDED

Transfer
Phone 543.

NAVAJO
Established 1883

Cents

Albuqncrqne

Fannie S. Spitz

3o

"

i

';;

We give you service and qualitr and guarantee every order,

for

TO 11 P, M.)

1

LAST TIME TODAY

wife

Tonr Trunk Hauled

nut-me-

mil

Phone 1S8

We GTrf IM M lfffik3 EggNoodle., Spaghetti
other Macaroni Product.
Sell

COAL

FROM

(CONTINUOUS PERFORMANCE

CONSTANCE

Incorporate!

j?jn Ths Highest Grade Macaroni
and

n,

We Are on the Job

S

mill m

iLiiJimi. mm

But

Shelled

Rolls Developed
Packs Developed
Printing, each

iMniiii.mw

.$1.95
;. .......
....,...$1.00

No Mail Orders Taken.
Corner Broadway and Central.

Holiday Gifts
PINON-NUT-

in

......

ALBVQfERQlE

!

11

:

EVCLTJDED)

5

3 7 1

MOOSE HALL
205 South First Street

.$2.23

Broadway Central Grocery

TRANSFER

J.

,25c; Children.. T..v.10d J
35c; Children. ..,,.150

(TAX

b.

window
Lnmher Co..

IN PRICES

NOTE: ADVANCE

....
$2.00
48 lbs. Wolfs Premium Flour
..$1.00
15 lbs. Sugar
.$1.39
8 lbs. Snowdrift...;.
...72c
4 lbs. Snowdrift
....a:.
Bacon
Premium
Swift's
,..47c
pkg.'
28c
Swift's Premium Hams, per lb
Swift's Premium Bacon (by the side) per lb. . ,40c
Have your orders delivered for 25c, and still save
Our prices are
on your groceries.
to 15
5
'
convincing.

that broken

glass. Alhnquerqne
42.1 North First
I'hone 421.

'

$2.25

POTATOES,
100 POUNDS
48 lbs. Boss Flour....
24 lbs. Boss Flour
48 lbs. Diamond M Flour...
24 lbs. Diamond M Flour

Let Us Send a Man
To replace

;

BURTON HOLMES TRAVEL PICTURE
and
I
I
CURRENT EVENTS

-

at

WILLY-NILL- Y

St.

S. 4th

Good
house
In
University
rooms and
Four
Heights.
heater.
Areola
sleeping porch.
Terms. Address
O. Ii Cnr Journal

TAMARISK INN
FRIDAY
EVENING,
DECEMBER
2nd

Clock

122

J.

For Sale By Owner

Big Studio Dance

during the Christmas rush.
will take care of It.

Jeweler
Post-offic- e.

903--

tnryit'

V-

Matinee Adults
Night (6 to 11; Adults

Expert Watch. Clock and Jewelry
All
Repairing. Also Engraving.
work guaranteed. Opposite
Phono

i

5

With CONRAD NAGEL, LOIS WILSON & JACK HOLT)
Photoplay by OLGA PRINTZLAU.
A PARAMOUNT PICTURE ;
ALSO
...
7'J'Pi;

CHAS. LEMBKE, Captain.

024 S. IJrond wn y 3

FOR RENT

-

mm- -

f

:

.l3eVPiOlucUcJl

qheJCost Romanci

Street

FOGG, The

fan the Paramount PictapS

scene

llfam deMille's

Please meet at Masonic Temple at 4:15 p. m. tomorrow to put on your patrol uniforms and meet
Imperial Potentate Cutts at the depot at 5 p. m.

DELMAR ENDICOTT

Phone 5 1 a

in

LD5I ROMANCE
1

Patrol
Attention

1386--

First

iIH6

Reduction. ofEdward Knoblock's)

FOR SALE

213 S.

Prices right, free delivery

Jacfc Hbit and Iois 'Wilson,

E. T. CHASE, Potentate.

FOR SALE

We deliver any size any
where. Henry Transfer Co,
Phone 939.
DRESSED POULTRY
and EGGS
Southwestern Poultry Co.

Imperial Potentate Cutts and his party
will arrive tomorrow evening at 5 p. m.
Please be at 'depot with' your fez.

sam-

Attend the Red Star Oil
Stove
demonstration
at
Raabe & Mauger's today.

m

Will

We Deliver Your Order for 10c. Why Pay More?
Orders Over $8.00 Delivered FREE

plate
them

Strong's Book Store

COAL

Fancy White Colorado Potatoes, per cwt....$2.35
25c
40 lbs. Potatoes. . .$1.00. 9 lbs. Potatoes
15 lbs. Granulated Sugar
$1.00
42c
Swift's Bacon, by the slab, per lb
. .20c
Armour's Picriic Hams, per lb..'
50c
Swift's Sliced Bacon, per pkg
29c
Armour's Star Hams, per lb
33c
Brookfield Sausage, per pkg
12V2c
Carnation Milk, tall cans
Pet Milk, tall cans
12y2c
13c
Red Cross Milk, tall cans
13c
St. Charles Milk, tall cans
California Oranges, per doz
35c, 53c and 61c
13c and 15c
Florida Grapefruit, each
Bananas, per lb
12VSsc
Fancy Eating Apples, per lb
J. S. B. Babie Country Gentlemen Corn, can. . .19c
23c
Monarch Corn, per can
12V&C
Standard Corn, per can
Loose Wiles Cookies, per pkg
.12l2c
25c
Monarch Food of Wheat, per pkg
25c
Ralston Wheat Food, per pkg
28c
Cream of Wheat, per pkg..
,
Puffed Wheat, per pkg
...13c
17c
Puffed Rice, per pkg
17c
Post Toasties, large size pkg
Corn Flakes, large size pkg
...17c

more
them

L. TV. Glbney and family will
move into his very attractive new
Pueblo type bungalow on GIrard
avenue some time this week.
The water company has been refilling the ditches cut across Coal
and Silver avenues. However, moisture will be necessary before the
Job will be complete.
L. K. Harris haa purchased a lot
on Harvard avenue south of Coal
and has ordered water connection
preparatory to the building of a
California
typo
cozy
bungalow.
five-roo-

Shriners
Attention

Christmas Greeting

i
I.

COMPANY

85

Tard, Fruit Ave. and Santa Fe Ity.

Fuel
25

Cent Taxi

GALLUP EGG
GALLUP LUMP,
Wood Kindling and Factory Wood

Prompt Boy and Night Service

satisfaction and, economy by usinj?
Cerrillos Egg, burns longer, produces more heat.

Open and Closed Cars.

Combine

IIAIIII COAL COMPANY

Phone

17

J. W. BRASFIELD, the Wntrh M.fer.
American. Bwlii and nsllh Hakaa.
All Work uuarantead.
HT South Jtlrai.
rbone 017-- J.

Estancia Stage Line
Leave
Arrive
Leave
Arrive

Albuquerque

,. ,8:30am

Estancia ......1:00pm
Estancia ......
,8:80 am
Albuquerque ...1:00 pmJL

Daily Except Sunday T

(

